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ICT in rural New Zealand: the Miranda case~ Abstract

Abstract
The research question for this masters project was what are the impacts of ICT provision
in Miranda as an example of rural NZ? In order to answer this question firstly the ICT
provision in Miranda needed to be assessed. Secondly, it was necessary to examine the
issues or problems associated with connecting to the Internet in rural area. Thirdly,
evaluation, assessment, and estimation of the potentials of providing broadband in this
area were required. The final question was what is required to make broadband
available in Miranda? The cost for upgrading telecommunications infrastructure is also
required. This study looks at several aspects of urban-rural “digital divide” including
broadband, applications and content.
Many scholars argue that the term digital divide should include social and economic as
well as technological aspects. This research looked at the ICT provision in rural New
Zealand, concentrated on Miranda, and surrounding for this qualitative study.
Eight randomly selected participants, who lived or worked in this area were interviewed.
This study looked at the main four cultural factors affecting ICT provision in rural areas:
technological, political, economic, and social. These four factors are also discussed with
respect to the New Zealand government’s (including its agencies) contribution, in order
to bridge the divide that exists between urban and rural. The research identified three
main stakeholders: The New Zealand Government, ISPs, and residents in rural areas.
The research has been organised into chapters describing the steps followed in this
research project. An interpretative framework and the methodology undertaken in the
analysis phase is also described and used to interpret results. What are the impacts of
ICT provision in rural New Zealand? Firstly, technical, improvements to the
telecommunications infrastructure in rural areas is required. Secondly, politically, the
digital divide in rural areas needs to be integrated into the New Zealand fabric as a
whole. Thirdly, economic, benefits, for instance in dairy manufacturing sector that forms
more that 60% of New Zealand’s economy, are required. Rural ICT provision should
give farmers added value to current farming practices. Fourthly, social, improvement in
ICT for rural education, medical and other social services should improve the wellbeing
of citizens in rural areas.
This research is a single study design based on grounded theory within the Community
Informatics research framework. This is characterised by factors that empower
democracy, boost social capital, empower individuals, and restore a sense of economic
development (O’Neil, 2001). In addition to these characteristics, this study’s results
revealed that in fact this research increased and deepened the participants’ knowledge of
ICT provision in this area. Gurstein (2006) concluded, “Research is not generally done
simply for the research itself. It is usually done in relation to a specific outcome or action
in the world of practice and what this means is that the research use is generally to be
built into the research design itself ” (Gurstein, 2006, p. 20).
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Glossary of Terms
0867 – An access code introduced by Telecom for channelling Internet traffic to Internet
service providers.
3G – An abbreviation for ‘third generation cellular technology’ which is capable of
supporting very high-speed data services over a cellular network.
ADSL – Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line – a technology that allows the use of a
copper wire to send high-speed data (e.g. a television picture) in one direction and lowerspeed data (e.g. a control channel) in the other (also known as xDSL).
Bandwidth – The physical characteristic of a telecommunications system that indicates
the speed at which information can be transferred. In analogue systems, it is measured in
cycles per second (Hertz) and in digital systems in binary bits per second (Bit/s) or bytes
per second (a byte being 8 bits). Already present in the market. Profits as a result of
interconnection. Originating point and keeps the revenue.
Bit stream access – A form of local-loop unbundling where the incumbent installs all
equipment in the local loop itself and the new operator is responsible for routing traffic
from the local exchange to its end destination. To compete in a particular market.
Broadband – A service or connection allowing a large amount of information to be
conveyed, such as television pictures. Generally referred to as a bandwidth of greater
than 2 megabits per second (Mbit/s).
Bundling –The tying of one service or product to the supply of others, often at a price
discount for a package of services.
Call-forwarding – Where a call is directed to the telephone network that a customer used
to be served, then forwarded by that network to the network number where the customer
is now located.
CDMA – Code Division Multiple Access – a cellular wireless technology capable of
providing 2G and 3G services. Build out.
Copper circuit – The main transmission medium used in local telephone access
networks to connect a telephone or other apparatus to the local exchange. Copper circuits
are designed for voice telephony and have limited ability to carry broadband services
such as video, unless combined with a technology such as ADSL.
CPE (Customer Premises Equipment) – Terminating equipment, such as terminals,
telephones and modems, installed at customer sites, and connected to the telephone
network.
De-averaging –The move from a single averaged tariff or charge to separate ones based
on differing geographical areas or types of service.
Digital – The coded representation of a waveform by, for example, binary digits in the
form of electric pulses, as opposed to analogue which is the direct representation of a
waveform.
Digital divide – The risk that those with lower incomes or living in more remote areas
will have access to a lower quality of telecommunications services than available to
others, and as a result may not be able to participate in the information economy.
Dominant – A dominant firm is one that is able to act largely independently of its
competitors and customers in terms of pricing or output decisions. Dominance has to be
assessed in the context of an analysis of the degree of competition within a relevant
market.
X
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Duopoly – A market where there are only two service providers.
E-commerce – The provision of goods and services over a networked electronic
environment, providing consumers with greater and convenient access to markets
irrespective of location, and businesses with the opportunity to lower costs and increase
customers.
Fixed-wire telephone network – The local-loop access network.
Geographic price averaging - Where profits from services that can be provided at lower
cost (usually urban areas) are used to subsidise more remote and rural areas where it is
more expensive to provide services, so that customers in different areas of a country do
not pay different rates.
Gigahertz (GHz) – The hertz (Hz) is a measure of frequency, which in scientific terms is
the number of alternating cycles per second. It is common to see the letter k, m, or g in
front of the acronym, and these are used to denote thousand (kilo), million (mega), and
billion (giga) Hz.
GSM – Global Standard for Mobile telephony – a cellular technology capable of
providing 2G services.
Higher bandwidth services - Digital services such as interactive audio-visual services,
high-speed Internet access and on-demand video, which require a broadband network for
transmission.
Incumbent – In telecommunications, the owner of the local loop, often formerly state
owned.
Information and communication technologies – Technologies that facilitate
communication and information provision, including the Internet, telephones (fixed wire
and mobile), computers, and television.
Intelligent network (IN) – A telecommunications network in which the network
intelligence is centralised, usually in the form of a computer database, and separated from
the switching function.
Interconnection – The connection of two networks thereby allowing customers on one
network to connect with customers on the other, or to access services provided by the
other network.
Internet – A global network of computer networks, accessed by users with a computer
and a modem via a service provider.
Internet service provider – A provider of access to Internet services.
Kiwi Share – A special share in Telecom that requires Telecom to provide a specified
range of services to residential users.
Kiwi Shareholder – The holder of the Kiwi Share, who is the Minister of Finance acting
on behalf of the Government.
Light-handed approach – An approach to regulation that predominantly relies on
general competition law to prevent anti-competitive behaviour.
Local loop – The line from a telephone customer’s premises – usually a circuit of two
copper wires – to the telephone company’s nearest local exchange.
Local-loop unbundling – A requirement of the incumbent in the telecommunications
market to make available to other providers individual components of its network, so that
other providers can offer a full range of competitive telecommunications services.
LMDS – Local Multipoint Distribution Services – a wireless technology.
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Market power – The ability to raise prices above the competitive level for a non–
transitory period.
Megabits per second (Mbps) – Bits per second (bps) are a measure of the rate at which
information is transferred. An Mbps is a million bits of information transferred within
one second. It is possible to transmit reasonably good quality television pictures, similar
to that seen from a video recorder, using a transfer rate of two million bits per second (2
Mbps).
Naked DSL - An alternative to Telecom's fixed-line telephone and internet services,
naked DSL means that consumers could cut the cord from Telecom and competitors of
Telecom could deliver digital voice and data services via broadband.
Narrow-band – A service or connection allowing only a limited amount of information
to be transmitted, such as voice telephony. This compares with broadband, which allows
considerably more information to be transmitted.
Natural monopoly –Where one firm can supply the entire market demand at a lower cost
than two or more firms.
Network – Transmission systems and, where applicable switching equipment and other
resources that enable signals to move between termination points by wire, radio, optical
or other electromagnetic means.
Number portability The ability of customers to retain their telephone numbers when
changing telecommunications service providers.
Oligopoly – A market where there are only a few service providers.
Price discrimination – the setting of different prices for the same product or service in
different areas, or under different circumstances. Price discrimination can be used to
match, or undercut, competition.
Pricing principles – Principles applied to the setting of prices for access to a
telecommunications network.
PROBE: Provincial Broadband Extension.
Productive efficiency – When each firm in the industry carries out its activities at
minimum cost, and when activities are distributed between firms in a way that minimises
industry-wide costs.
PSTN – Public Switched Telephone Network – the telecommunications networks of the
major operators, on which calls can be made to all customers of all PSTNs.
Radio spectrum – The range of wavelengths used, for example, by broadcasting radio,
terrestrial television and satellite television. Spectrum is required for the provision of any
kind of cellular telephone service.
Service provider – Provider of telecommunication services, or services with a
telecommunication service component, to third parties whether over its own network or
otherwise.
Universal service obligations – A requirement for specified service(s) to be made
available to customers on a widespread basis. These services may not be sufficiently
profitable in a purely commercial environment.
Wireless local loop – Refers to the potential for cellular technology to provide a
Wireless local-loop service, thus by-passing the traditional copper wire local loop
WSIS- World Summit on the Information Society
(Teleinquiry, 2000, p. Appendix-2).
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1.0 Introduction
The challenge for any country with a large rural sector in comparison with its low
population is to provide facilities equally in both urban and rural areas. Theoretically, it is
important to achieve this in order to overcome any divide between urban and rural areas,
regardless advances in telecommunication and subsequent uses of the Internet as a
communicational, economic and educational tool.
“The internet has evolved from a military and defence system in the 1960s to a
communications tool for research and education in the 1970s and 1980s, to a largely
commercial enterprise in the 1990s” (Weiser, 1996, p. 1).
For many years, rural areas have been provided with fewer infrastructures than urban
areas and for many years, the affects on society were not widely felt. However, at the
start of the new millennium, the United Nations identified ICT as a development element
for any country. Kenny (2002) cited G8-2000 in Okinawa Japan declared that:
Information and Communications Technology (IT) is
one of the most potent forces in shaping the twentyfirst century ... IT is fast becoming a vital engine of
growth for the world economy ... Enormous
opportunities are there to be seized and shared by us
all (Kenny, 2002).
This share adopted by the United Nations led to the World Summit on the Information
Society (WSIS), which met in 2003, and also in 2005. WSIS devised action plans that
included bridging or at least narrowing the digital divide between urban and rural areas
(amongst other recommendations). The details of the WSIS summit are beyond the scope
of this research; however, WSIS is mentioned here to acknowledge the importance of
ICT evolution on the international and the national arena. Developed and developing
countries alike started to take requested measures to achieve the promised results and
governments started to discuss and tackle problems that divide urban from rural.
Measures concerning telecommunications infrastructure in rural areas; lack of education
for an increasing number of IT professionals; provision of technical assistance to the
needy; and unbundling of the local loop to bring the cost of broadband down through
opening competition between Telco rivals. New Zealand government as well as other
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Organisations for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries for
example tried among themselves to improve both broadband uptake and Internet usage.
The digital divide term raised dispute among scholars on the exact meaning of the term.
The Digital Divide, or the digital split, is a social
issue referring to the differing amount of information
between those who have access to the Internet
(especially broadband access) and those who do not
have access. The term became popular among
concerned parties, such as scholars, policy makers,
and advocacy groups, in the late 1990s... Broadly
speaking, the difference is not necessarily determined
by the access to the Internet, but by access to ICT
(Information and Communications Technologies) and
to Media that the different segments of society can use
(Internetworldstat, 2007, p. 1).
Internetworldstat (2007) referred to the Internet as only one aspect of the digital divide,
which divides society into two groups. However, quality of connections and associated
facilities are also factors which include: computers below minimum requirements; low
connection quality and high cost; availability of technical assistance, and low access
related to subscribed contents (Internetworldstat, 2007).
Gurstein (1998) after he studied an island that was a non-metropolitan or rural area
discussed the barriers beyond technology. He was sceptical that technology alone could
offer opportunities, without overcoming other barriers. He concluded with:
The absence of a skilled population; the inferior
quality of the local ICT infrastructure including all
aspects such as training, service, and maintenance;
the inevitable inertia and self-interest of metropolitan
based administrations in restricting the transfer to
relatively remote locations of significant areas of
their responsibility; all of these mitigate against the
realization of the opportunities (Gurstein, 1998, p. 8).
Gurstein (1998) raised an interesting point of whether technology offers to advance
businesses in rural areas or on the contrary assists in their decline by opening new
opportunities that are cost competitive for urban suppliers (Gurstein, 1998). This
dissertation is organised into eight chapters excluding references and the five appendices
which are positioned at the end of the document:
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1. Introduction: Chapter one gives an overview of the contents of this research.
1.1 Literature map: Block diagrams showing the relations between the references

used in each category and a tabulated list of the references used in the
literature review.
2. Literature review: Chapter two is organised into:
2.1 Introduction: This section gave an overview of the content of literature review

chapter, also identifying the main stakeholders in this research: rural areas’
residents, New Zealand government, and New Zealand ISPs
2.1.1

Gaps identified in the literature: A discussion of gaps in the literature.

2.1.2

Rural/Urban transformation from a historical perspective: How and

when the transformation occurred.
2.1.3

Urban/rural classification profile: This section describes the existing

classifications for urban and rural as indicated by New Zealand
Statistics, and each classified into four areas according to population
activities.
2.2 Major issues and impacts on ICT provision in rural areas: A detailed

discussion of the four major factors on ICT provision in rural areas:
technological, political, economic, and social each of these factors assigned an
independent section.
2.3 Government Strategies and their contributions to the issues discussed: A

detailed discussion to identify governmental organisations and agencies
involved with ICT provision in rural areas.
2.4 Internet Service Providers (ISPs): A comprehensive view of the ISPs operating

in New Zealand.
3. Methodology: This chapter highlights the steps and the three phases carried out in

the qualitative method for this research; a summary of objectives and issues; data
gathering; data analysis and describes the case studies, definitions and their
designs. This chapter lists questions and objectives of the research, as well as the
theoretical framework to put this study within the Community Informatics theory
(CI) context are also included.
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4. Data Gathering: This chapter starts with a comparison between questionnaires,

interviews, and observations. Section 4.2 describes the empirical work done
throughout the research. The sub-sections of section 4.3 consist of demographic
data tables and an introduction to each of the eight participants by recording the
observations during the interviews.
5. Data analysis: In this chapter an analysis of all collected data is presented in

graphs, block diagrams, and tables. Eight themes with appropriate sub-themes
deduced from the participants’ interviews have been utilised a unit of
measurement, is at participant level and he/she was analysed at the theme and
sub-theme levels.
6. Findings: Recording of all facts and statements of what was found and what is

presented. The findings are grouped according to the themes and issues found in
the literature.
7. Discussion: This chapter contains a reflection on the overall process. Issues and

findings from the literature are related to the topics and points posed in the
interviews. Main points are highlighted, research limitations discussed and the
research questions answered. The discussion chapter gives an overview of the
research and provides an integrated view.
8. Recommendations and conclusion: This chapter is the last chapter of the

dissertation, where the researcher’s recommendations are presented. This chapter
concludes with ideas deduced from the findings.
9. References: A list of all resources used throughout the research.
10. Appendices: Consists of “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E”. Appendix “A” is a North

Island urban/rural profile category map; appendix “B” is a South Island
urban/rural profile category map; appendix “C” is a Waikato Region map
showing Miranda, Kaiaua, and Mangatangi, where this study conducted; appendix
“D” is a list of websites contains valuable information to farmers that are
available on the Internet; and appendix “E” consists of the eight participants’
interview questions and their responses, who participated in this study.
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1.1 Block Diagrams & Tabulated-Literature Map
Economic
54-74*

Technological
8-26*

ICT Issues in Rural Areas
7*

Social
75-102*

Political
27-53*

Urban/Rural
Classification
2-6*

Introduction
i-iv*

ICT in rural NZ:
The Miranda case

Urban/Rural
Transformation
1*

ISPs & Their
Contributions 130-131*

Clear
135-136*

Telecom
132-134*

BCL
139-140*

Vodafone
137-138*

Bay City
143-144*

Government Agencies & their Contributions
103-108*

Woosh, ihug, callplus, citylink, ITM & FraMe, Compass Com.
EWNZ, IPNZ, and Orcon
141-142*

TUANZ
129
*

Health
126-128
*

Comm.
125
*

MSP
124
*

Labour
122 & 123
*

Library
121
*

TPK
120
*

DIA
118&119
*

MAF
116&117
*

Figure (1.1) literature map of all the references of the literature review
Note: (*) indicates reference to tabulated literature map, please see next page
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113-115
*

MED
109-112
*
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Tabulated-Literature Map
Table (1.1) lists of references and their associated sections
Theme
Name
2.1.1 Introduction
(Gurstein, 2006)
(O'Neil, 2001)
(Helpman & Trajenberg, 1996)
(Howell & Obren, 2002)
2.1.3 Rural Urban Transformation from a
(StatNZ, 2004)
historical perspective
2.1.4 Urban/Rural Clasification Profile
(StatNZ, 2004)
(Head, 2004)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(L.M.P.G., 2001)
(Caspary & O'Connor, 2003)
2.2 Major ICT issues and impacts of ICT
(Butt, 2002)
provision in rural NZ
(Birss, 2003)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(ITPG, 2000)
(NBR, 2006)
(Boles de Boer, Enright, & Evans, 2000a)
(Atkins, 2000)
(Botha, Small, Crutchley, & Wilson, 2001)
2.2.1 Technological
(C.E.G, 2002)
(StatNZ, 2004)
(Brislen, 2005)
(Alger & Leung, 1999)
(Cullen, 2001)
(Howell, 2003)
(iPSTAR, 2006)
(Locke, 2004)
(Howell & Obren, 2003)
(Burley, 2006)
(Herman, 2006)
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)

2.2.2 Political

(Keown, 2007c)
(Head, 2004)
(StatNZ, 2002)
(Small & Kerr, 2000)
(Anderson, 2000)
(Keown, 2006b)
(Allen & Pullar-Strecker, 2006)
(Bethwaite, Evans, Howell, & Revell, 2000)
(Williamson, 2006b)
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i
ii
iii
iv
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
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Cont.

(Newman, 2006)
(Casinader, 2006)
(ITPG, 2000)
(Anderson, 2000)
(Keown, 2006a)
(DotEcon, 2000)
(Keown, 2007a)
(Goddard, 2000)
(ComCom, 2007)
(MED, 2001)
(MED, 2004)
(Nikiel, 2006)
(InternetNZ, 2006)
(Howell, 2002)
(Howell & Obren, 2003)
(Keown, 2007b)
(Ikada, 2006)
(Strong & Duncan, 2000)
(Newman, 2003)
(Ovum, 2000)
(Archer, 2004)
(StatNZ, 2004)
(Birss, 2003)
(Anderson, 2000)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(Wikipedia, 2007)
(Kane, 2003)
(Adams, 2003)
(ITU, 2006)
(Butt, 2002)
(StatNZ, 2004)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(Newman, 2006)
(Head, 2004)
(NBR, 2006)
(Williamson, 2006a)
(Keown, 2006b)
(POL, 2006)
(Network-Strategies, 2006b)
(StatNZ, 2004)
(Head, 2004)
(Birss, 2003)
(Stoke, Aitken, & Kerr, 2001)
(MED, 1999)
(Crump & McIlroy, 2003)
(Nanthikesan, 2000)

2.2.2 Political

2.2.3 Economic

2.2.4 Social (Ethnicity, Social, Structure,
and Education)
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
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Cont.

2.2.4 Social (Ethnicity, Social,
Structure, and Education)

2.3 Government Strategies and their
contributions to the issues disscussed

2.3.1 Ministry of Economic Development
(MED)

2.3.2 Ministry of Education (MOE)

2.3.3 Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
(MAF)
2.3.4 Department of Internal Affairs (DIA)
2.3.5 Te Puni Kokiri (TPK)
2.3.6 National Library
2.3.7 Department of Labour
2.3.8 Ministry of Social Policy (MSP)
2.3.9 Community ICT initatives
2.3.10 Ministry of Health

(Stoke et al., 2001)
82
(Maharey & Swain, 2000a)
83
(Weatherall & Ramsay, 2006)
84
(McNeill & Canny, 2001)
85
(Cullen, 2001)
86
(Hutchinson, Owens, Howard, & Smith, 2000) 87
(Doczi, 2000)
88
(Boyd, 2002)
89
(Mishra, Ryan, & Howell, 2005)
90
(Boles de Boer et al., 2000a)
91
(Curtin, 2001)
92
(Howell & Marriott, 2001)
93
(Clark, 2001)
94
(Gardiner, 2006)
95
(Herman, 2006)
96
(Cullen & Hernon, 2004)
97
(Boles de Boer, Evans, & Howell, 2000b)
98
(Howell, 2001)
99
(Howell & Marriott, 2001)
100
(TUANZ, 2006)
101
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)
102
(C.E.G, 2002)
103
(Caspary & O'Connor, 2003)
104
(L.M.P.G., 2001)
105
(POL, 2006)
106
(Webb, 2006)
107
(Howell, 2001)
108
(Clark, 2001)
109
(C.E.G, 2002)
110
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
111
(Stoke et al., 2001)
112
(E-govt, 2006)
113
(C.E.G, 2002)
114
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
115
(C.E.G, 2002)
116
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
117
(C.E.G, 2002)
118
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
119
(C.E.G, 2002)
120
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
121
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
122
(C.E.G, 2002)
123
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b)
124
(C.E.G, 2002)
125
(ITANZ, 2001)
126
(Deakins, Caves, & Dillon, 2001)
127
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Cont.

2.3.10 Ministry of Health

2.3.11 Telecommunications Users
Association of New Zealand
2.4 Internet Service Providers in New
Zealand
2.4.1 Telecom New Zealand

2.4.2 Clear Communications
2.4.3 Vodafone
2.4.4 Broadcast Communications Ltd (BCL)
2.4.5 Woosh, ihug, Call Plus, City Link,
ITM & IndraNet (FraMe), Compass
Communications, (EWNZ), IPStar (IPNZ),
and Orcon
2.4.6 Bay City Technologies and Farmside

9

(E.C.A.T., 2002)

128

(TUANZ, 2006)

129

(Enright, 2000)
(Head, 2004)
(Enright, 2000)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)
(Enright, 2000)
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)
(A.A.S., 2001)
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)

130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

(Herman, 2006)
(Farmside, 2006)

143
144
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2.0 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of the literature review is to describe the themes found in relation to the
research question: What are the impacts of ICT provision using Miranda and the areas
around it as an example of ICT provision in rural NZ?
Economic, technological, political, and social are standpoints or issues described in this
literature review. This literature review explores the issues relating to ICT provision in
rural NZ including broadband.
Michael Gurstein (2006) of Canadian Research Alliance for Community Innovation and
Networking (CRACIN) sees multiple roles played by community informatics theory (CI).
Gurstein believes that CI theory is both practice and method he stated that:
CI research is not generally done simply for the
research itself. It is usually done in relation to a
specific outcome or action in the world of practice
and what this means is that the research use is
generally to be built into the research design itself
(Gurstein, 2006, p. 20).
This literature review is organized into the following manner based on community
informatics theory (Gurstein, 2006):
•

Key literature sources and resources are identified

•

Major issues concerning ICT provision in rural NZ including: a political
standpoint that includes problems and debates that have been addressed to date
and the origins of ICT provision in rural NZ

•

Relative literature on policy formation, and stakeholders involved with ICT
provision in rural NZ. The main stakeholders for the provision of ICT in rural
areas are rural area residents, the government and the Internet Service Providers
in NZ

•

A discussion of the telecommunication stakeholders in New Zealand discussed in
more detail at the end of section 2.1. Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4; explore main
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issues concerning rural residents, government agencies’ projects contributions,
and pinpointing the endeavours of the main Internet Service Providers in NZ
•

Epistemological and Ontological grounds for this research structure, and the
organizing of this topic’s knowledge.

Simpson (2005) confirmed O’Neil (2001) who claimed that: community informatics
research helps empower democracy, boost social capital, empowers individuals, restores
sense of community and comes up with new economic development opportunities
(O'Neil, 2001). Similarly, Simpson (2005) explained how social capital sustained CI, and
he described a framework that emphasised the interaction between hardware
infrastructure, software, social infrastructure, and social capital (Simpson, 2005).
Similarly, Howell & Obren (2002) cited Helpman and Trajenberg (1996) on their theory
of the Internet being a General Purpose Technology (GPT). Helpman and Trajenberg
(1996) defined GPT as applications that may generate a huge number of innovations in
matching technologies throughout the economy (Helpman & Trajenberg, 1996).
“GPT key features are: wide scope of improvement and elaboration; applicability across
a wide range of uses; potential for use in a wide variety of products and processes; and
strong complementarities with existing and potential new technologies” (Howell &
Obren, 2002, p. 9).
Similarly Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003) formulated the Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology, subsequent to an empirical comparison between
eight models and theories of individual acceptance to technology (Venkatesh, Morris,
Davis, & Davis, 2003). Fielden’s (2007) research is an example of the layered theoretical
framework. Fielden listed the five common observations that Sawyer (2005) mentioned
about social informatics research: ICT enabled communications, ICT shaped thought and
action, moral and ethical consequences due to ICT use and design, reciprocal relationship
of ICT use in large social context, and the phenomenon of interest varied with level of
interest. Fielden used these dimensions in her research framework (Fielden, 2007). More
discussion of theories and the framework for this research are listed in the methodology
chapter. Moreover, the discussion chapter provides an overview on how theory was allied
with empirical work.
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Stakeholders:
This research has identified three stakeholders: the residents of Miranda, NZ government
and it agencies, and the Internet Service Providers (ISPs).
2.1.1

Gaps found in the literature

Because previous research on dialup access mechanisms outnumbered research on
broadband uptake and its impact in rural areas, this literature review will assist in
identifying gaps that exist, and may assist in providing answers to why broadband uptake
in rural NZ is slow. Most of the information obtained for this literature review came from
reports and studies conducted in (1999-2006). Williamson (2006b) discussed broadband
cost and data performance in NZ and compared them with other countries in the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). It is still policy in
the making at present.
2.1.2

Rural/Urban Transformation from a Historical perspective

This historical perspective highlights how and why there has been a distinction between
the urban and the rural sector in New Zealand for the provision of Internet infrastructure.
This includes telecommunications infrastructure and its implications for rural
populations. There is not a standard international definition for urban, but one that varies
between countries. For example settlements in the US with more than 2450 people are
considered as urban, whilst here in New Zealand, Australia, and in the UK urban
settlements are defined as those with more than 950 people (StatNZ, 2004).
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Figure (2.1) People Proportions in Urban/Rural NZ (1886-2001)(StatNZ, 2004, p. 11)
In the early 1880s New Zealand was a purely rural country, with landscape, mountains
and lots of land, which made it desirable to settlers who arrived mostly from the UK.
New Zealand was purely rural with more than 50 percent of the population living in rural
areas. Figure (2.1) illustrates the transition of population in percentage from rural to
urban that took place from 1886-2001.
2.1.3

Urban/rural classification profile

New Zealand is now recognized as highly urbanized with 86 percent living in urban
areas, compared with Australia 85 percent, the UK 90 percent, Europe 75 percent, and the
US 77 percent (StatNZ, 2004).
Head (2004) stated that: “The disparate distribution of the population and large
proportion of rugged mountainous terrain pose particular challenges to establishing
equitable access to a competitive telecommunications infrastructure” (Head, 2004, p. 1).
These classifications are:
Urban:
I. Main urban areas: Whangarei, Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga, Rotorua, Gisborne,
Napier-Hastings, New Plymouth, Wanganui, Palmerston North, Kapiti, Wellington,
Nelson, Christchurch, Dunedin and Invercargill.
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II. Satellite urban community: Towns having more than 19 percent of its residents
employed in a main urban area. They considered as having strong ties with a main urban
area.
III. Independent urban community: An independent urban community is a town that has
less than 20 percent of the residents employed in a main urban area and has no significant
dependence on main urban areas.
Characteristics of NZ urban areas that most rural ones do not have:
1) Strong economic ties; 2) cultural and recreational
interaction; 3) Serviced from the core for major
business and professional activities; 4) An integrated
public transport network; 5) Significant workplace
commuting to and from the central core; 6) Planned
development with the next twenty years, as a
dormitory area to, or an extension of, the central core
(StatNZ, 2004, p. 6).

Rural:
I. Rural Area with High Urban Influence: This category recognizes rural areas that form a
shift from the main urban areas to rural areas; these areas depend on the number of
residents working in urban areas.
II. Rural Area with Moderate Urban Influence: This area is determined by whether the
majority of its residents work in minor, secondary, or main urban areas.
III. Rural Area with Low Urban Influence: Most of the population in these areas work in
rural areas.
IV. Highly Rural Remote Area: These areas have minimal dependence on urban areas in
terms of employment, or where there is a very small employed population (StatNZ,
2004). According to the Urban/Rural Profile Categories map of Figure (2.2) from
Statistics New Zealand identifies Miranda’s location as a highly rural remote area. It was
easy to notice the lack of urban areas’ advantage on the first visit to Miranda. There was a
lack of strong economic ties, recreational interactions, integrated public transporting
network, and future development plans.
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Miranda
Kaiaua
Mangatangi

Urban/Rural Profile Categories

.

Main Urban Area
Satellite Urban Community
Independent Urban Community
Rural with high urban influence
Rural with moderate urban influence
Rural with low urban influence
Highly rural remote areas

Figure (2.2) Waikato’s regional map showing urban/rural profile (StatNZ, 2004, p. 9)
(Note: An enlarged view of the map is available in Appendix “C”)

The map in Figure (2.2) of Waikato region shows that the areas classified as remote and
low urban influence are far greater than other areas. For finer views, the maps in
appendices “A” & “B” illustrate Urban/Rural profile categories for the whole of New
Zealand, North & South Islands respectively. These show some of the challenges ahead
that await stakeholders who are involved in ICT provision in rural New Zealand. These
challenges include bridging the social, economic, and geographical “digital divide”
between different layers of society, and increasing the number of urban and suburban
areas by providing them with main amenities, such as upgrading telecommunications
infrastructure in order to increase settlements and populated areas.
The information provided in Table (2.1) is a numeric representation of the illustrated
information presented in the maps based on Statistics New Zealand’s census 2001. It
looks like rural areas still form most of New Zealand’s landscape, while urban areas
contain most of New Zealand’s population. This appears to be an imbalance that
stakeholders should address.
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Table (2.1) Areas Classification in NZ (Showing land and population distributions)
Area
Land
Population
Main Urban Areas
Satellite Urban Communities
Independent Urban Communities
Total Urban Areas
Rural Areas With High Urban
Influence
Rural Areas with Moderate Urban
Influence
Rural Areas With Low Urban
Influence
Highly Remote Rural Areas
Total Rural Areas

2,554850 (70%)
111,036 (3.0%)
437,688 (11.7%)
3,103574 (84.7%)

5078 Kmsq (1.9%)
478 Kmsq (0.2%)
1646 Kmsq (0.6%)
7202 (2.7%)

95,799 (2.6%)

7449 Kmsq (2.8%)

135,306 (3.9%)

20896 Kmsq (8.0%)

224,391 (6.0%)

87,536 Kmsq (33.4%)

76449 (2.0%)
531945 (15.3%)

139, 468 Kmsq (53.1%)
255,349 Kmsq (97%)

(StatNZ, 2004)
A.A.S. (2001) expressed the difficulties of distinguishing between urban and rural in
defining the type and number of telecommunications service in these areas. To meet their
objective they have analysed the information collected from these three approaches:
census information small schools information (used as hubs of delivery of
telecommunication data services), and telecommunications network information. This
report define the range of (100-799) as rural and the range of (800- 9000) as small-urban
towns, based on information from 1996 census(A.A.S., 2001). Head (2004) stated that:
The disparate distribution of the population and large proportion of rugged mountainous
terrain pose particular challenges to establishing equitable access to a competitive
telecommunications infrastructure” (Head, 2004, p. 1).
The Labour Market Policy Group in the Department of Labour submitted a submission to
the New Zealand Government, to identify the issues concerning ICT provision in rural
areas. The following organizations and community groups that are concerned with
telecommunications issues prepared their submission:
•

The Information Technology Association of New Zealand (ITANZ) and
Telecommunications Users Association of New Zealand (ITUANZ)

•

Relevant business people

•

Research science and technology sector

•

Local government

•

the education sector
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•

Community and voluntary sector like 2020 Communications Trust

•

People in rural communities

•

the library and information management sector (L.M.P.G., 2001).

Table (2.2) provides a list of rural and small urban towns by regions. The A.A.S.’s (2001)
report did not classify urban and rural in details as StatNZ (2004) did.
Table (2.2) Rural and Small Urban towns in New Zealand by Regions (1996 census)
Region
Northland
Auckland
Waikato
Pay of Plenty
Gisborne
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki
Manawatu/Manganui
Wellington
Nelson/Marlborough/Tasman
West Coast
Canterbury
Otago
Southland
Totals

Number of Rural and Small Urban Towns
Rural
Small Urban
Total
6
11
17
2
12
14
5
20
25
4
13
17
3
2
5
1
6
7
4
13
17
13
15
28
1
9
10
3
8
11
7
5
12
19
19
38
15
16
31
12
7
19
95
156
251

Proportion
6.8%
5.6%
10.0%
6.8%
2.0%
2.8%
6.8%
11.2%
4.0%
4.4%
4.8%
15.1
12.4%
7.6%
100%

(A.A.S., 2001, p. 6)
Caspary & O’Connor (2003) explained the challenges that exist in rural areas as:
• Remoteness: resulted in maintenance high cost and lack of electricity
• Low population density: effecting cost
• Lack of human capital: certainly technicians and specialists
• Low earning capacity of rural population (Caspary & O'Connor, 2003).
Highlights of section 2.1, 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 and the next section 2.2

Incentives behind community Informatics theory (CI) and its advantage for the
community have already been presented in section 2.1. Section 2.1.1 mentioned some of
literature limitations such as some of the sources were outdated.
Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 highlighted rural/urban transformation and rural/urban profile in
which the rural/urban profile and the distribution of population and land for each was
discussed.
In the next section issues relating to ICT provision in rural areas associated with
technological, political, economic, and social factors are discussed in sections 2.2.1,
2.2.2, 2.2.3, and 2.2.4 respectively.
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2.2 Major ICT issues and impacts on ICT provision in rural NZ
Major ICT issues on ICT provision in rural NZ include causes of a digital divide in rural
areas and the impacts due to ICT provision in rural NZ. Several issues are associated with
ICT provision in rural NZ, which relate to technological, political, economic, and social.
Since theses factors are fundamental to social prosperity, the challenges involved with
some of these issues make them harder to solve.
An overall picture of the Digital Divide is about
overall access to have wealth and opportunity in an
online era. Access is only a part of this picture. It is
also about content, education and other tools for
"cultural maintenance". Addressing the digital divide
has to include that 57% who don't see a place for
themselves online (Butt, 2002, p. 3).
2.2.1

Technological: Telecommunications Infrastructure (TI)

Infrastructure provision in rural areas remains a concern. For instance, asymmetric
Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) or broadband has a speed of 512 Kbps and up to 2.5
Mbps in urban areas, whereas most rural areas are limited to 56 Kbps or even worse a
data rate access of 28 Kbps in some areas using dialups. “The Brittain family farm is 22
km from town. Tim, on standard dial-up modem, normally accesses the Net at 28 Kbps,
but often the speed drops to around 9 Kbps” (Birss, 2003, p. 110).
Broadband has throughput of up to two Mbps used for different types of applications
such as multimedia, whereas dialup technology uses the old technology Public Switched
Telephone Network (PSTN) landlines to transfer data. PSTN was originally designed for
voice communications and not for data transfers. Extra support from backbone networks
is needed for broadband access (A.A.S., 2001). “Bandwidth is usually measuring the
number of bits of information per second that can be transferred” (ITPG, 2000, p. 1),
consequently low bandwidth or low speed is any link below (100 Kbps) and high
bandwidth links are in the range of 100 K to 2 Mbps (ITPG, 2000).
There are only 125 towns or 50 percent out of the 250 total towns in New Zealand (Urban
and Rural) listed in Table (2.2), with sufficient basic telecommunications infrastructure in
their backbone network to the Telecom (PSTN) for supporting broadband access.
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“The distribution and numbers of PSTN switch and transmission nodes are the starting
point to develop broadband data services” (A.A.S., 2001, p. 9).

Figure (2.3) Elements of connection infrastructure (ITPG, 2000, p. 3).
Connection Infrastructure:
Figure (2.3) shows the basic elements required for telecommunication Internet
infrastructure. The following is a brief description of them:
Local Loop:
Local Loop mainly refers to the copper wire pairs that link residents’ telephones to the
local exchange and in rural areas this also includes multi-access radio technology (ITPG,
2000). A.A.S. (2001) referred to local exchange or telephone exchange as a switch they
affirm that:
“Expenditure is required in the local loop to deliver the broadband capacity from the
switch out to the “customer” (A.A.S., 2001 , p. 4).
Local Exchange:
A very important point noted by ITPG (2000) was that the capacity of Internet connection
depends on the capacity between the customer and the local exchange. Three factors that
affected local exchange are location, age of exchange, and the quality of exchange. The
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upgraded exchanges in rural areas by Telecom in the 1980s still provide basic telephone
provision, but fail to support broadband as modern exchanges do (ITPG, 2000).
Backbone Network:
Backbone Network link local exchanges to each other. Some of the existing backbone
network between local centres requires upgrading (ITPG, 2000). A.A.S (2001) suggested
that: “A minimum speed of 128 kbps is considered necessary to deliver dedicated
broadband access to Rural Town users…Backbone networks need to allow for this”
(A.A.S., 2001, p. 9). According to International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
broadband must be faster than Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) at 1.5 Mbps
or 2 Mbps (NBR, 2006).
Figure 2.4 shows the structure of a telecommunication networks by relating the
traditional Telco telephony services to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) (Boles de Boer et
al., 2000a).

Telco Traditional
Telephony
Services
Household/or
Workplace

(

Local
Exchange

) Denotes bandwidth

International
Circuits
WWW

0800
0867

Toll
Exchange

(A)

Gateway
Server

(B)

ISP Server

Figure (2.4) the place of Internet Service Providers in Networks
(Boles de Boer et al., 2000a, p. 4)
Atkins (2000) claimed that more than 57 percent of residents had problems while trying
to connect to the Internet. Some problems were due to electric fencing used on farms, and
others were due to poor or under-graded telecommunications infrastructure(Atkins,
2000). The Community Employment Group within the Department of Labour in New
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Zealand C.E.G. (2001) paraphrased (Botha et al., 2001) referring to residents who were
charged toll calls in some areas to access the Internet:
“The principal barriers to ICT access in rural communities are both infrastructural and
financial” (C.E.G, 2002, p. 14).

Atkins (2000) listed problems associated with line drop, slow access speed line noise,
electric fencing interference, and telephone exchange overloading. The problems
associated with electric fencing are usually due to poor installation or an unbalanced
fence, which in turn causes noise to the landline connection. Table (2.3) lists survey
results showing the percentages associated with the problems reported by residents in
rural NZ.
Table (2.3) Residents’ issues associated with telephone lines in rural NZ
Type of Problem
Percentage Reporting This Problem
20
25
24
18
22
1
12

Line is dropped (i.e. connection is interrupted)
Slow access speed
Line noise
Exchange overloading
Electric fence interference
Unknown
Other

(Atkins, 2000, p. 42)
According to the 2001 census, there were 5.9 percent of residents in highly rural/remote
areas with deficiency in (TI). Households of highly rural/remote areas in North Island
show a higher percentage of insufficiency in (TI) than the ones in South Island. A
puzzling statistic shows that the percentage to Internet access in highly rural/remote areas
is 30.7 percent, whereas in satellite urban communities and independent urban
communities these were 28.4% and 25.9 % respectively which were lower compared to
37.4 percent of whole of New Zealand (StatNZ, 2004). This showed a discrepancy in the
literature in defining the classification of rural areas in New Zealand. There was common
accord that rural areas were suffering (TI) insufficiency.
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A carry-over of the survey that were conducted by Atkins (2000) showed that fifty eight
percent reported problems with their telephone lines, while fifty two percent of
businesses were not satisfied with the service they were getting (Atkins, 2000).
Table (2.4) shows problems associated with distance for residents in rural New Zealand
according to Atkins’s surveys.
Miranda is about thirty kilometres from Auckland and within five to ten kilometres from
Thames. These issues are discussed in the Discussion chapter section 7.1 relating the
research findings to the literature.
Table (2.4) TI problems in rural NZ associated with distance in Kms
Distance (kms)
0-5
5.1-10
10.1-15
15.1-20
20.1-25
25.1-30
30.1-35
35.1-40
40.1-50
50.1-60
60.1-80
80+

Problems (Distance from town) Problems (Distance from village)
39%
44%
51%
57%
46%
56%
52%
58%
58%
68%
49%
69%
62%
78%
56%
82%
54%
61%
69%

(Atkins, 2000, p. 58)
Such limitations in telecommunications infrastructure (TI) and broadband readiness in
rural New Zealand may contribute to creating a brain drain in rural areas trigger more
severe consequences in the near future, thus compelling young generation to migrate
from their rural hometowns. Table (2.5) shows a list of households that have access to
telecommunication systems in the Waikato Region in urban and rural areas. Only 34
percent in the highly rural/remote area and only 33 percent of the total households in all
of Waikato region had access to the Internet. The statistics for access to
telecommunication systems for highly rural/remote areas were lower than the national
average. The statistics in table (2.5) is consistent with the map in Figure (2.2).
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Table (2.5) Access to Telecommunication Systems in the Waikato Region
Waikato Region
Area

Telecommunication Systems
No access to
Access to
the Internet telecommunic

Access to a
Telephone

Access to a
fax machine

54,774
4,488

13,653
912

21,543
1,140

2,055
405

56,892
4,893

30,663

6,474

8,304

1,929

32,625

1,758

615

726

57

1,818

6,735

2,598

2,541

267

7,008

14,640

5,697

5,016

771

15,429

3,372

1,524

1,191

153

3,525

31,479

40,464

5,640

122,199

Main urban area
Satellite urban
community
Independent urban
community
Rural area with
high urban
influence
Rural area with
moderate urban
influence
Rural area with low
urban influence
Highly rural/remote
area
Total

Total
households

ation systems

116,439

(StatNZ, 2004, p. 151)
Brislen (2005) suggested that rural areas would surpass urban areas starting a new
“digital divide” due to the launch of iPSTAR in 2005, the world’s largest communication
satellite with “three spot beams” covering the whole of New Zealand. In this scheme,
remote rural areas will be able to share the 40 Gbps access. Barry Payne (Bay City
founder, a local ISP rural specialist) stated: “It means we can offer service to some
50,000 domiciles in New Zealand that previously could not get anything but 22 Kbps
dialup” (Brislen, 2005).
According to Alger & Leung (1999) variations in price across countries is not due to
different technologies used, but is due to each country’s specific characteristics like
population density and topography.
Table (2.6) Phone lines in correspondence to Population density in five countries
Country
Australia
New Zealand
Sweden
United States
United Kingdom

Population Density (person/Square
mile)
6
36
56
75
627

Number of Phone lines per Capita

(Alger & Leung, 1999, p. 41)
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Comparing New Zealand’s figures in Table (2.6) with other countries suggests increasing
phone lines in rural areas. “The unit cost of local wire line service falls very steeply as
density increases, but at a decreasing rate. Costs differ hugely between rural areas and
urban areas” (Alger & Leung, 1999, p. 6).
Cullen (2001) stated that mobile telephone technology option still have limitations for
remote rural areas to access the Internet. Another option to access the Internet is through
cable TV, but it is considered as an expensive option for some of the residents in these
areas.
Broadband Infrastructure:
Howell (2003) stated that New Zealand was one of the OECD countries to offer
broadband commercially by CityLink in 1996. Howell (2003) identified six broadband
platforms offered in New Zealand:
(1) DSL was offered by Telecom in 1999, it is not viable for locations further than 57 Kilometres from local exchange;
(2) Ethernet LAN from CityLink in Wellington City Business District (CBD);
(3) Fixed Wireless offered by Walker Wireless in 2001 in Auckland CBD and
provincial centres;
(4) Cable Modems offered by Saturn Communications (TelstraClear) in 1999;
(5) Interactive Satellite provided by ihug in 1998. It is important to keep in mind that
satellites have limited operational period, iPSTAR for example, which was
launched in 2005 is expected to operate for 12 years only (iPSTAR, 2006); and
(6) Mobile broadband from Telecom in 2002 covering 95 percent of the country
(Howell, 2003).
Howell (2003) also added that satellite wireless, and mobile technologies are possible in
rural areas in New Zealand unlike DSL. Locke (2004) added that by virtue of Project
PROBE, by the end of 2004 all schools, local communities, businesses, and farmers in
the vicinity of the schools had broadband (Locke, 2004). According to Howell & Obren
(2003), content and applications are more important than broadband infrastructure.
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“Thus, resources devoted to developing applications and promoting learning are likely to
increase economic welfare from the use of information more than focusing only on the
transmission infrastructure” (Howell & Obren, 2003, p. 44).
Technologies & Applications Available for Rural Areas:
Burley (2006) stated that according to broadband uptake limitations experienced by wire
lines, today’s wireless and microwave technologies offer alternative deployment for rural
areas. Fixed-to-Mobile Substitution (FMS) is the technology to replace copper, by using
Wireless Local Loop (WLL) in rural areas (Burley, 2006). Herman (2006) described new
broadband technologies to replace the copper wire. The technologies that were exhibited
in the TUANZ Rural Broadband Symposium in Timaru March 2006 Telular Phonecell.
Telular Phonecell can run a fax machine, a phone, and a computer and it uses Telecom’s
CDMA network to access the Internet at Telecom’s mobile data card rate. However, the
wireless broadband WiMAX microwave access, which covers greater distance, has faster
speed, and is cheaper to install. Therefore, this makes WiMAX suitable to rural
communities. This technology is considered to be a turning point for extending
broadband coverage outside urban areas.
“WiMAX uses the same technology to provide access (the user’s link to the base station)
and backhaul (the link from the base station back to the Internet gateway), thereby
reducing the cost of infrastructure roll-out by removing equipment and maintenance
costs” (Herman, 2006, p. 4).
Figure (2.5) shows Telecom’s NGN time line that was released on March 2006 which
showed that Telecom was two years behind schedule (Network-Strategies, 2006a).
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Figure (2.5) Telecom’s NGN time line of March 2006
(Network-Strategies, 2006a)
Highlights of section 2.2.1 Technological issues and the next section 2.2.2 Political

This section included issues discussed by scholars and researches relating to
technological issues in rural New Zealand; telecommunications infrastructure
components in rural New Zealand; issues commonly reported in rural areas; and a
comprehensive table of telecommunications equipment used in the Waikato region.

The next section 2.2.2 discusses in detail the reasons behind the low uptake of broadband
in New Zealand; issues with local loop unbundling; New Zealand ranking among OECD
countries; and the telecommunications service obligation from a political point of view.
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2.2.2

Political issues and views on ICT provision

Keown (2007c) stated that The Prime Minister Helen Clark, was not pleased with the
telecommunications state in New Zealand. Ms Clark blamed Telecom and its rivals for
this and said in her opening speech to parliament February 13, 2007.
“This year the government will be refreshing its strategies for broadband and high speed
connectivity” (Keown, 2007c).
Head (2004) reported that prior to the 2001 Telecommunications Act the
telecommunications industry was an open economic competition with the least amount of
regulation. The Act started and identified an authority to regulate and endorse
competition in the telecommunications market as well as address matters to do with
provision of the latest technological advancements, for users in both urban and rural areas
(Head, 2004).
The political and legal environments have a considerable effect on regulation in the
telecommunications markets. It is possible in such an environment to make new
technologies available at an affordable cost to customers. Here in New Zealand in 2003
the Telecommunication Commissioner was against Local Loop Unbundling in New
Zealand, because investing in new infrastructures and broadband access was equivocal
(StatNZ, 2002). Small & Kerr (2000) mentioned three potential benefits from the
economic regulation of electronic communications services. In a report to the Ministerial
Inquiry into Telecommunications in New Zealand, reported that the benefits are:
“allocate efficiency, which occurs when prices reflect the cost of supply; productive
efficiency, which occurs when supply costs are minimised; and dynamic efficiency, which
occurs when optimal investment decisions are taken” (Small & Kerr, 2000,p. 5). The
debate to upgrade (TI) in rural areas and competition among main ISPs in New Zealand
has intensified on issues such as broadband provision, “Local Loop Unbundling”, and the
“Kiwi Share Obligation”.
The freedom to choose between network operators or ISPs to obtain timely access with
appropriate prices leads to a competitive and innovative telecommunication sector.
Anderson (2000) stated that:
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It is universally accepted that resale and
interconnection on ‘reasonable’ terms are an
essential feature of a competitive telecommunications
sector. While mandated local loop unbundling has
been or is in the process of being introduced in many
other countries, there is not a full consensus on its
desirability (Anderson, 2000, p. 24).
The birth of a new Telecommunication Amendment Bill before the end of 2007 is
imminent. The tricky point is the dispute between Telecom and the New Zealand’s
government on splitting Telecom. “In May 2006, the government moved to force Telecom
open its network to rival operators” (Keown, 2006b, p.1). In an attempt to give
competitors the same access rights as Telecom’s retail division, the Parliament’s finance
and expenditure-selected committee recommended that Telecom be split into three units:
network access, wholesale, and retail. However, Telecom agreed to a two-way split retail
and wholesale (excluding network access) (Keown, 2006b).
Allen & Pullar-Strecker (2006) reported that: “If in its final draft the bill seeks to further
hobble Telecom, for example by not addressing the above points, then the company will
have no option but to pause and consider its position, Telecom warned” (Allen & PullarStrecker, 2006).
The following is a detailed description of the main topics relating to the ICT issues in
rural New Zealand within the political arena.
Broadband uptake
At the beginning of this millennium Bethwaite, Evans, Howell & Revell (2000) reported
that New Zealand was leading Australia and was ranked 7th in the world in the number of
computers connected to the Internet per head of population and had more domain names
per head of population than Australia (Bethwaite et al., 2000). However, the delay on an
agreement on how to deal with “Broadband Uptake” in this country is affecting New
Zealand’s position among other OECD country members.
Williamson (2006b) explained how the ranking of New Zealand among OECD countries
is forcing the government to rethink its digital strategy, “New Zealand ranks 22nd in
terms of broadband uptake across the OECD, something that is seen as problematic by
the Government and many industry commentators. A key focus of the Digital Strategy is
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an attempt to raise this position” (Williamson, 2006b, p. 5). Newman (2006) further
states:
“We all need to work together to drive urgent,
ubiquitous uptake, while at the same time developing
innovative uses that will deliver a step change for
farm productivity and rural lifestyles. There is a huge
opportunity at the door of our farming and IT sectors
to lead the world in rural technologies based on
connected farms” (Newman, 2006, p. 2).
Casinader (2006) reported that the third annual industry summit held in Adelaide hosting
government and industry leaders from Australia, Korea and New Zealand aimed to
instruct New Zealand businesses and government on Korea’s action plan, and increase
cooperation between Korea and New Zealand. The summit was an attempt to increase the
uptake of broadband and push New Zealand into the top half of OECD’s broadband
ranking, legislation on regulating telecommunications in this country, which was
expected to boost the power of the Communications minister and to force Telecom to
open its network to competitors.
“During the industry summit in Adelaide Australia on early December 2006 New
Zealand is moving to strengthen its ties with overseas technology sectors to support the
growth of its own broadband industry” (Casinader, 2006, p. 1).
The summit addressed mobile content; next generation networks; the creative industries;
and rich media. New Zealand has signed bilateral agreements on science and information
technology collaboration with Korea the world leader in broadband and multimedia
technology, ranking number one on the OECD (Casinader, 2006). Keown (2007e)
mentioned that New Zealand ranking for broadband uptake improved from 22nd to 19th
between June and September in 2006 (Keown, 2007d).
Local Loop Unbundling (LLU)
For urban residents high bandwidth and even broadband is available in most areas. Rural
residents who are three to five kilometers away from a phone exchange are only limited
to Internet access of 33 Kbps. “Wellington is currently the only area in New Zealand
where there are alternative wire/cable options to the Telecom NZ local loop” (ITPG,
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2000, p. 6). Telstra/Saturn and CityLink have plans to cover most parts of Auckland and
Christchurch as they have done in Wellington by providing a cable modem service, but
no plans have been announced for covering rural areas in the near future (ITPG, 2000).

Anderson (2000) stated that in 1990 the Telecommunications (Disclosure) Regulations
was designed to assist in the interconnection agreements’ negotiation between Telecom
(the owner of the local loop or twisted cooper pair) and its competitors (Anderson, 2000).
The New Zealand Parliament has asked the Parliament’s finance and expenditure
committee chairperson Shane Jones, to prepare a report for the Telecommunication
Amendment Bill, forcing Telecom to open its network. Telecom is in favour of
“operational separation” as commonly known worldwide by splitting the company into
wholesale and retail units, where the committee was pushing the public to place
submissions in for separating Telecom into accounting, operational and structural or what
is known as organisation restructure (Keown, 2006a).
Keown (2006b) reported in November 2006 that the Telecommunications Amendment
Bill would make Telecom offer cheaper prices for competitors to use its network. The
Parliament’s finance and expenditure select committee recommend the Communications
Minister David Cunliffe to take charge of Telecom’s split with the support of the public
for the split is so high, aiming to set rules that are well understood and restored. The split
will not be effective until the bill passed. On the Telecommunications Carriers’ Forum
Tony Baldwin said that the technical details of how competitors would gain access to
Telecom’s exchanges would be finalised by December 15th 2006 (Keown, 2006b).
“The country's low OECD ranking was one of the reasons that the Government passed
the Telecommunications Amendment Act to break open Telecom's network to rivals called unbundling the local loop” (Keown, 2007d, p. 1).

Small & Kerr (2000) mentioned the benefits from the local loop wholesaling as lower
prices, more downstream entry, wider participation in the industry, service innovation,
and the amelioration of single bill advantages.
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“The dairy industry initiative to serve rural markets through www.fencepost.com, for
example, could be expanded to include the resale of specialized bundles of telephony
services into the same market segment” (Small & Kerr, 2000).
DotEcon (2000) stated that: “LLU would increase retail competition but would alter
investment incentives and require a new regulatory regime” (DotEcon, 2000, p. 3).
DotEcon (2000) added that the report, prepared by Ovum PTY LTD and submitted to the
New Zealand Ministry of Commerce, was flawed. Therefore this report can not be
regarded as a guide for the New Zealand Government policy, in which they concluded
that the cost and benefits of LLU are finely balanced, they also mentioned that copper
and bit-stream were the two main ways to achieve unbundled access to the LLU new
entrants (DotEcon, 2000). Therefore, the government needs to be very careful in adopting
reports and researches, which anticipated in drawing its policy. Keown (2007a) added
that: “Local loop unbundling would enable internet companies to set up their networks
"the way they think people want"” (Keown, 2007a, p. 2).
Universal Service Obligation (USO) & the Kiwi Share Obligation (KSO)
The vice president of Federal Farmers highlighted the survey results articulated by Atkins
report’s (2000):
Sixty one percent of farmers had computers and of
those, 81 percent were connected to the Internet.
However, the infrastructure to access the Internet is
sub-optimal, with 58 percent of users experiencing
line quality problems, with little or no access,
creating a digital divide in the rural community
(StatNZ, 2004, p. 149).
Whilst the OECD contributed to the Kiwi Share’s un-metered local telephone calls
provision for the uptake of e-commerce infrastructure and high Internet usage in New
Zealand, this failed to boost broadband uptake (Bethwaite et al., 2000).
Head (2004) added that cheap dialup Internet access, providing facility and fair diffusion
of Internet use, and the high cost of broadband prevented the same rapid boost of
broadband (Head, 2004).
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Anderson (2000) highlighted more issues raised in the submission in his report on how
the KSO falls short of representing government’s objectives, and expressed hopes of
improving the obligations of KSO. On the other hand, the Universal Service Obligation
(USO) aims to satisfy the government’s social policy objectives. In respect to
telecommunications, the government’s objective is to provide all existing users with
affordable and standard telecommunications services to all sectors and geographical
locations including urban and rural. Here in New Zealand USO provisions are outlined in
the Telecom Kiwi Share Obligations (KSO) obliging Telecom with the following four
main requirements as mentioned by (Anderson's, 2000) report of submission:
1. Scope and level of service: under this heading, Telecom is responsible for the
provision of network to all users in terms of geographic coverage as well as
nature and level of service. “According to the 1990 agreement the KSO dose
not ensure universal coverage, nor dose it impose a uniform minimum level of
service across all users” (Anderson, 2000, p. 44);
2. Provision of service: Telecom provided the KSO services;
3. Charges on users: Restricts Telecom of forcing extra charges for line rental on
customers in rural areas compared with their counterparts in urban ones,
“However the KSO is silent on Telecom’s ability to recover (in full or in part)
from users capital costs incurred in extending the reach of the network beyond
its 1990 reach” (Anderson, 2000, p. 44); and
4. Funding of service: “The net costs of the KSO are met in the first instance by
Telecom, but the agreement is silent on Telecom’s ability to partially recover
these costs from other network providers by way of surcharges on
interconnection prices (‘access deficit charges’)” (Anderson, 2000, p. 44).
Goddard (2000) stated that Kiwi Share provisions, its statuary provisions, and the
enforcement options, are a set of rules and regulations to regulate the relationship
between Telecom and the Kiwi Shareholders. Some of these enforcement options are:
•

Kiwi Share provisions that are binding to Telecom limiting the authority
of Telecom’s board

•

injunctive relief against Telecom
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•

mandatory injunction that requires Telecom to take active steps

•

breach of duty by directors if they are inconsistent with Kiwi Share

•

damages for breaches of kiwi share provisions

•

other provisions relevant to enforcement actions by the Kiwi
Shareholder, such as the Kiwi Shareholders can enforce the Kiwi Share
obligations, and Telecom is required to cover the Kiwis Shareholders
against all its cost (Goddard, 2000).

Telecommunications Service Obligations (TSO)
Commerce Communication ‘Comcom’ (2007) stated that a declaration of the
Telecommunication Service Obligations (TSO), previously known as the Kiwi Share
Obligation (KSO), was included in the Telecommunications Act 2001. As a result, the
TSO purpose was to assist to provide certain telecommunications services, to fulfill
insufficiencies in the KSO, with two obligations. These are TSO Deed for Local
Residential Telephone Service between the Crown and Telecom (Telecom Corporation of
New Zealand Limited ‘TCNZ’ and Telecom New Zealand Limited ‘TNZL’ both at
Wellington; and at TSO Deed for Telecommunications Relay Services (TRS) for the
hearing impaired between the Crown and Sprint International New Zealand. The
Commission administration of the deeds annually started in 2001 and progressed on the
following years: 2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04, 2004-05, and 2005-06. These documents
are all available on the MED website. Some of the Commission duties include: making
sure that ISPs comply with their deed; decide on the cost and the price by ISPs;
determining the liable persons; and the sharing of the cost among the liable persons
(ComCom, 2007). MED (2001) stated that the deed includes provisions that operate in
place of or in addition to the KSO.
“The Crown, including in its capacity as holder of the Kiwi Share, agrees that for so long
as TCNZ’s constitution and the KSO letters are a deemed TSO instrument”(MED, 2001,
p. 2), which means: “the KSO ceases to have effect during the period that this Deed is a
deemed TSO instrument” (MED, 2001, p. 2).
The deed also listed four principles of TSO:
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1. Telecom will maintain a local free calling option for
local residential telephone service for all Telecom
residential customers. Telecom may offer optional
packages, including geographical, as an alternative;
2. Telecom will only charge the standard residential
telephone service. Telecom may selectively offer
lower prices, geographical, if it wishes;
3. The line rental for local residential telephone service
for Telecom residential customers in rural areas will
not be higher than the standard one and Telecom will
continue to make local residential telephone service
widely; and
4. Directory assistant is to be continued (MED, 2001, p.
4).
MED (2004) also stated that it is up to the Minister of Communications, whether to
regulate telecommunications services under the Telecommunications Act 2001 in order to
promote competition between rivals for the benefit of users within New Zealand. It is up
to the minister whether to accept or reject the commission’s recommendations, or ask the
commission to reconsider its recommendations (MED, 2004).
Telecom’s Chairman Wayne Boyd suggested that Telecom could still stop the deal and
the intimidation of arranged procedure by telling them what to do, when he addressed the
parliamentary committee. Telecom suggested that they would cut off the old copper lines
and diverted this to Telecom’s Network Access Services. Other technologies such as
fibre optics cables would be included under Technology & Core Network Services. Mr.
Boyd explained that such arrangements would follow the arrangements that British
Telecom adopted in the UK. “We face major uncertainty, both for ourselves and for the
benefits to end users” Boyd said (Allen & Pullar-Strecker, 2006, p. 2).
Nikiel (2006) stated recently the following on Telecom split:
The ACNielsen poll announced voters strongly
supported Telco regulation. The poll showed 71 per
cent of voters supported the Government’s May
proposal to give power to the Commerce Commission
and for Telecom to open its fixed line network to
competitors. 69 per cent supported Telecom’s split
into retail, wholesale and network access unit, and 63
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per cent supported laws for new mobile entrants
(Nikiel, 2006, p. 1).
The InternetNZ (2006) described the telecommunication environment in New Zealand as
a single company that practice Significant Market Power (SMP) preventing any
consequential rivalry and represses investment chances (InternetNZ, 2006).
Howell (2002) determined from empirical evidence obtained from OECD countries that
Local Loop Unbundling had little effect on broadband uptake. Howell (2002) highlighted
the following points that could instigate broadband uptake that are more significant than
the local loop unbundling or infrastructure wholesale:
•

Competition between technology platforms rather than regulation

•

Pricing policies to the end user as unlimited information volumes for fixed
monthly fees, as the un-metered dialup access boosted Internet access

•

Inter-network competition within the telecommunications infrastructure

•

The values for end users of the information content transferred, and the little time
it takes to exchange data (Howell, 2002).
This is exemplified in New Zealand where pressure on
incumbent telecommunications operator Telecom to
provide high-speed Internet access to rural New
Zealand consumers is coming from a consortium of
farmers and application provider Fencepost.com
(This has an application, which provides information
of value to farmers) via construction of a bypass
network if that is required… Therefore, the question
to ask is what is the value-based argument supporting
adoption of high-speed Internet access? That will
encourage users to migrate from dial-up connections
to DSL and cable modems (Howell, 2002, p. 28).

Howell & Obren (2003) refer to the competition among ISP to applications and content
used, which is not only limited to prices.
Whilst dial-up Internet traffic is currently growing,
there is evidence that the market for ISP connections
is starting to mature, and that the limitations on
greater use of this technology in New Zealand not so
much related to infrastructure as to applications and
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user learning. This is also significant for any
regulation that seeks to alter the dynamics of the
market for broadband connections. Whilst
infrastructure price may govern the point at which
users substitute one technology to some extent, it is by
no means the only factor governing the decision
(Howell & Obren, 2002, p. 3).
Keown (2007a) reported that Telecom competitors such as Callplus, Ihug, and Orcon said
that they are going to install their network equipments in Telecom’s exchanges in the
mid-year, which would enable them to have their own broadband services. New
technologies will be available for customers, who are willing to pay for very fast Internet.
“The Telecommunication Carriers Forum had completed drawing up the first phase of
technical codes for local loop unbundling but an enormous amount of detail still needed
to be worked through to understand how to deliver it” (Keown, 2007a, p. 2)
In regards to rural areas and broadband Keown (2007b) stated that: Communications
Minister David Cunliffe said: “The government would consider whether to expand
Telecom’s obligations to rural areas to include broadband and new technologies as well
as free local phone calls” (Keown, 2007b, p. 1).
Darian Bird an analyst at IDC was skeptical that the unbundling of the local loop would
benefit rural areas’ customers: “There’s a risk that when the local loop is unbundled, less
profitable rural customers will miss out on any service improvements. The TSO needs to
be reviewed to prevent the technology gap widening between town and country” (Keown,
2007b, p. 2).
The government is thinking of giving TSO funding to other Internet companies excluding
Telecom for providing services. At present, all Telco companies in New Zealand are
charged a TSO levy in proportion to their revenues. This levy goes towards supporting
Telecom’s service to rural isolated areas. The government is supposed to review the TSO
suitability in broadband and next generation technology environment.
Roger Ellis of Vodafone’s public affairs manager said:
“The Kiwi Share covers about 60,000 people who Telecom says are not commercially
viable, Vodafone expects to pay around $60 million over five years to help Telecom serve
these customers” (Keown, 2007b, p. 2).
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Ikada (2006) stated that the Telecommunication Act policy of a country should be drawn
carefully to avoid what happened in the United States of America due to the 1996
Telecommunication Act, which resulted in the massacre of Competitive Local Exchange
Curriers (CLECs). Where as Japan’s policy have been very successful due to the
following three measures that needs to be examined carefully: unbundling and colocation are necessary but not sufficient; utilizing Voice Over IP (VOIP) can be painful to
present carriers; organizational unbundling or the split of the prominent company (Ikada,
2006). Strong and Duncan (2000) stated that when building a regulatory regime the
government should observe and comply with factors and elements considered private to
each country.
“Each element of the regime observed in each country needs to be seen in the context of
everything else that goes on in that country” (Strong & Duncan, 2000).
Highlights of section 2.2.2 Political issues and the next section 2.2.3 Economic

Section 2.2.2 political issues highlighted all the issues that the government are concerned
with when discussing local loop unbundling, broadband uptake, telecommunications
service obligation, and other issues that are concerned with ICT provision in rural areas.

In the next section, 2.2.3 economic issues affecting ICT provision in rural areas are
discussed.
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2.2.3

Economic Issues on ICT provision

Newman (2003) stated that at the start of the communication revolution hopes were high
that small businesses would flourish; regional and rural development would thrive and
minimize migration to major cities.

However, telecommunication competition focused on wealthier regions and Central
Business Districts. This has contributed to the withdrawal of banks, government
departments, post offices, and businesses from provinces.
“Despite being the first nation in the world to fully deregulate telecommunication our
carriers squandered their global edge squabbling with each other over who had rights to
what, more interested in pleasing shareholders than closing the digital divide”
(Newman, 2003, p. 2).
Ovum (2000) showed actual geographical lines distribution for Telecom based on 1996
study. Table 2.7 displays the geographical distribution of access lines suggested by Ovum
compared to Telecom’s (Ovum, 2000).

CBD
Metro
Rural

Table (2.7) Geographical distribution of lines
Ovum
Telecom
3.2%
8.6%
81.8%
84.3%
15.0%
7.1%
(Ovum, 2000, p. 6)

Cost and ROI are two important issues for ICT provision in rural areas and cost specified
as one of the factors behind the “digital divide” phenomena. A household with an income
of $100,000 is likely to have Internet connection more than four times than a household
with $15,000 income (Archer, 2004).
Cited in StatNZ (2004) Table (2.8) shows the lowest percentage of annual personal
income with less than $15,000 is among residents in rural with high urban influence and
rural with moderate urban influence areas.
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Table (2.8) Annual Personal Income for residents in Urban/Rural Profile areas
Urban/Rural Profile Area
Main urban area
Satellite urban community
Independent urban
community
Rural area with high urban
influence
Rural area with moderate
urban influence
Rural area with low urban
influence
Highly rural/remote area
New Zealand

Less than $15,001
42.5
47.6
48.9

$15,000-$40,000
37.7
38.8
39.0

$40,001 and over
19.8
13.6
12.1

38.1

38.4

23.5

42.1

39.6

18.3

42.6

39.9

17.5

42.8
43.3

40.2
38.1

17.0
18.6

(StatNZ, 2004, p. 77)
Birss (2003) cited Mr. Parks, Public Affairs Manager at Telecom, who said: “ Charges
are an economic issue to help Telecom recover the cost of regional carriage of telephone
calls, under Telecom Kiwi Share arrangement with the State” (Birss, 2003, p. 105).

Anderson (2000) stated: Telecom claim that using existing technologies to upgrade its
network would cost $230 million to provide more than 95 percent of customers with
14.4k Internet speed; and $550 million to provide all customers with 33k Internet speed
(Anderson, 2000).

A.A.S. (2001) stated that there are 65 towns making twenty five percent of the total
communities that were in need of some additional network expenditure, with an estimate
of $1000.00 per town. The remaining 60 rural towns (twenty five percent) are unsuitable
for broadband services.

A.A.S. (2001) reported that about $10,000 is needed for each town to upgrade the
backbone network infrastructure; while other spending is needed in the local loop to
bring broadband facilities from the network switches to the customer (such as community
centres/schools). The cost varies from $1,000 to $5,000 for each customer location in
rural towns there is another $700 for Network Termination Units (NTU) at each customer
interface.
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Kane (2003) drew attention to the benefits of implementing a development strategy in
promoting rural and small urban areas:
•

promoting the regions geographic location

•

maximising returns from the regions high performing land

•

commercialisation of innovation and research

•

growing regional industry towards Gross Domestic Product (Kane, 2003), (GDP:
measures the size of the region’s economy) (Wikipedia, 2007).

There are six main opportunities that arise from using broadband in rural areas:
automated recording of valuable data; data sharing; specialized support and servicing;
security; communications; and new ways of doing business (Adams, 2003).
The above-mentioned opportunities as well as the development strategy eventually will
benefit farmers and make them aware of the benefits of ICT provision in their area. The
increase in profit and the opening of new markets will give farmers the ability to seek
knowledge to learn more and spend generously in order to become active online. One
example is the www.fencepost.com, powered by Fonterra Dairy Farmers throughout New
Zealand. The website is used by suppliers as an essential business tool, enabling farmers
to use it as an enhanced communication channel with Fonterra by monitoring real-time
milk production and other valuable information (ITU, 2006).
Another example of the “digital divide” is the “information-haves” and “information
have-nots”. Raglan.net project was aimed to introduce the Internet to Raglan, which is a
town on the west cost close to Hamilton. Kate Bailey initiated the project in 1998, which
used to collect requests for information online about Raglan. As a result, tourists’ visits
increased within six months; local groups used the site as a communication and
advertisement tool. She also started organizing local workshops for residents on
retrieving and publishing information (Butt, 2002).
Rural areas are very important to New Zealand’s economy as well as its residents are an
important human resource whom deserves a fair and equal development plans like their
urban counterparts.
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“Rural areas will remain of great importance as a vital part of New Zealand’s economic
production, as a tourist attraction, and in parts of the North Island as a centre for Maori
culture” (StatNZ, 2004, p. 150).
This is a wakeup call for the government to upgrade TI in rural areas to improve ICT
provision.
“Aggregated network capacity needs will grow where a number of “customers” are in
any Rural or Small Urban Town. Any backbone network capacity or capability provided
should be sized to allow for growth, and not constrain the user rates” (A.A.S., 2001, p.
10).
A.A.S. (2001) showed that several schemes have been tried in rural remote areas in an
attempt to bring cost down for both residents and ISPs as a return on their investment
(ROI). One of these investments was the employment of modern technology such as
Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) multiplex systems situated in roadside cabinet integrated
with telephone exchanges. The problem with local loops is they have a limited length
disadvantage of 5 to 7 kilometers to facilitate good speech and data communications
quality. If the limited length is exceeded it becomes a barrier to Internet access, due to the
long distances between scattered residents in rural areas. Other factors affecting the
deprived signal are noise ratio, the aging of copper wires, interference from power
supplies, and unbalanced electrical fences.
“This part of the Telecom network infrastructure is now optimized in terms of the balance
of capital and operational costs between the various network elements” (A.A.S., 2001, p.
10).

Technologies that exist are expensive to residents in rural areas’, due to low resident
density and high costs. Using satellite services are available but very costly, for instance
it costs $6,000 for a portable terminal and $5/minute (A.A.S., 2001).

The chief executive of the Telecommunications Users’ Association of New Zealand
Newman (2006) announced that in response to the launch of iPSTAR satellite offering
reasonably priced service, Xtra reduced the price of wireless broadband 45 percent.
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Scorch specialises in wireless broadband services for rural users serving residents in
Canterbury between Waipara and Leeston. It cost $79.50/month for one Mbps service
that is more expensive than users in urban areas pay, but it is easily affordable by farmers
to accommodate their lifestyle and managements needs. Woosh is another wireless ISP in
Southland (Newman, 2006).

A number of local wireless service providers offer broadband wireless using general user
radio licence spectrum (2.4 and 5 GHz bands) (Head, 2004). Newman (2006) continued
to list the advantages of broadband for farmers: “The possibilities are endless automated farm management, real time of weather and environmental information,
traceability, animal health, farm servicing industries, rural services such as health - all
these fields offer vast potential for fast Internet to provide huge advances” (Newman,
2006, p. 1).
The National Business Review (NBR, 2006) articulated on Williamson’s (2006a) report.
Williamson’s report compared New Zealand to the UK broadband prices, regulation, and
performance concluded: “On the surface New Zealand appears price competitive but...
customers lack choice and receive relatively poor levels of network service...The
existence of a network monopoly limits variety in the market so price becomes a
significant discriminating factor” (NBR, 2006, p. 1). The purpose of the following
paragraph is to compare cost against Internet service here in New Zealand and the UK.
Superficially Williamson’s (2006a) report affirmed that in spite of the New Zealand
mainstream broadband coverage reaching 95 percent, the use of broadband remains low
(Williamson, 2006a).
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Table (2.9) Monthly End-packages in UK and New Zealand using the Big Mac index
www.economist.com/markets/Bigmac/index.cfm
Level

Speed
(Bits/Second)

Basic
Medium
High

512K/256K
2 M/256K
8 M/256K

Basic
Medium
High

256K/128K
2 M/128K

Min ($US)

Max ($US)

UK
$19.27
$128.07
$285.80
$19.27
$81.22
New Zealand
$22.33
$28.63
$28.63
$45.85
Not Available

Mean ($US)

$42.36
$48.96
$43.94
$24.55
$34.54

(Williamson, 2006a, p. 4)
Williamson (2006a) used the UK as an example to highlight the broadband state in New
Zealand. Table (2.9) lists data of different services, speed, and the prices for each speed
level in both the UK and New Zealand by the use of the Economist’s MacDonald’s Big
Mac prices around the world (Williamson, 2006a).
Telecom’s chief financial officer Mr. Marko Bogoievski explained how splitting Telecom
into three divisions would cost the company up to estimated $115 million a year. Firstly,
Telecom will spend between $20 million to $40 million a year on project management
and “unpicking existing systems”, secondly, Telecom will spend an extra $30 million to
$75 million a year for Telecom’s network. These estimated figures have 50 percent
accuracy (Keown, 2006b).
Nevertheless, Cabinet Policy Committee of the Cabinet Office in Wellington POL (2006)
stated in a personal communication to Mr. Cunliffe that the fund for broadband 2005/6
budget was $24 Million over four years for urban fibre networks and for remote and rural
areas. Another $0.5 Million needed in 2007/8 financial year, to help address key
infrastructure needs in rural and remote areas.
“At present New Zealand is approximately three years behind the broadband
performance required to meet the Digital Strategy target and has four years to catch up”
(POL, 2006, p. 10).
At present New Zealand has around 8 broadband connection services per 100 persons,
Table 2.10 gives a summary of broadband penetration in order for New Zealand to
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achieve the designated ranking in the OECD by 2010 (POL, 2006). Network Strategies
(2006b) stated that: “Broadband take-up in New Zealand is constrained by the
product/price proposition” (Network-Strategies, 2006b, p. 3).
Table 2.10 Broadband penetrations and additional broadband connections needed 2010
2010 OECD
Ranking

Mid Point
Top Quartile
Top

Likely Required broadband
connection services/100
population

30.1
35.3
43.0

Additional broadband
connections (in addition
to December 2005
connections)

952,700
1,171,000
1,500,000
(POL, 2006, p. 10)

Average additional
connections per annum

190,500
234,200
300,000

Highlights of section 2.2.3 Economic and the next section 2.2.4 Social

Section 2.2.3 economic discussed the issues concerned with ICT provision in rural areas
from an economic point view, its cost from ISP perspectives as well as from the
perspective of rural areas residents. There are tables provided to give a complete
coverage of the income of residents in rural areas related and compared with the study
findings in the discussion chapter.

Next is section 2.2.4 social issues related to ICT provision in rural areas discussed, the
section highlighted all the issues concerned residents’ income in rural areas, education,
and what the Internet promise people in rural areas, and ethnicities in rural areas. A
collection of alarming statistics in rural areas regarding telephone landlines, computers,
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2.2.4

Social (Ethnicity, Society Structure, and Education) issues on ICT
provision

Statistics shows that the rate of people living in rural areas keeps declining.
“The most remote and rugged parts of New Zealand’s landscape have long been part of
New Zealand’s mythology and have always been sparsely populated” (StatNZ, 2004, p.
150).
Head (2004) explained the demography in NZ: “The vast majority of people live in urban
centres, with over one and a quarter million people of the total population of four million
living in the largest northern city in the North Island, Auckland” (Head, 2004, p. 1).

Birss (2003) suggested that: “The first step in lifting rural telecommunications should be
to make country people aware what the Internet can do for their businesses and for their
families” (Birss, 2003, p. 103). Stoke, Aitken, and Kerr (2001), explained the impact of
ICT on New Zealand’s society. They pinpointed its impact on the rural sector, and noted
that farmers and residents of rural areas could be at risk in the midst of this new
evolution: “E-commerce is a new method of transacting business using information
technology, which allows physical processes to be replaced by electronic ones” (Stoke et
al., 2001, p. 16). There are social impacts associated with this such as privacy (although
laws may be enforced in New Zealand to apply to local enterprises, this may not apply to
offshore ones), intellectual property (such as copying digital products), security,
including confidence and trust while accessing the Internet. The continuous development
in technology to protect information transformation will help to manage this process.
Access, connectivity, digital literacy, and motivation are all incentive elements that apply
directly to the people and communities in rural areas. Teleworking, although working
from home opens employment opportunities, creates a lack of social interaction and
difficulty in managing staff (Stoke et al., 2001).

Enhancing the ICT provision in rural areas is not only about ending the tedious charges
of toll calls to nearby towns, or terminating the cost of service to people outside the local
free zone, but it is also about educating locals on how to apply ICT in their daily lives.
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StatNZ (2004) provides a census in Figure 2.6 about ethnics groups in the High
rural/remote areas. The understanding of the resident’s nature will assist in making
accurate recommendations for the government (StatNZ, 2004).
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Figure (2.6) Ethnicity Census of Population & Dwellings 2001
Highly/rural remote areas (StatNZ, 2004, p. 138)
MED (1999) in discussing the demographic profile of ICT inclusion in New Zealand
suggested that there is a need to include all human capital in all locations as a prerequisite
to achieve growth rates and improve employment opportunities. MED (1999) described
demographics in New Zealand as: aging population, low population growth, increased
proportion of Maori and Pacific Island peoples, more youthful nature of Maori and
Pacific Island peoples, negative net migration, increasing income disparity, and a less
than ideal skill base (MED, 1999). Crump & McIlroy (2003) identified the people who
were on the wrong side of the “digital divide”. In addition, developed countries as well as
poor and developing countries can be disadvantaged from this stigma. “These groups
include Maori, Pacific peoples, those on low incomes, sole parents, older people, people
with no or low qualifications or poor literacy, the unemployed, people with disabilities
and people living in rural areas that lack a sound telecommunications structure” (Crump
& McIlroy, 2003, p. 13).
Nanthikesan (2000) wondered whether the geography of ICT provision reflects the centre
versus periphery map of economic development. Is the divide between urban and rural
areas in countries with high income the same as countries with low incomes? In the
outcome of comparative case studies conducted in India, South Africa, and in the US, he
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concluded that urban or central have better developed telecommunication infrastructure
compared with rural areas. In developed countries there are similarities but with key
differences. In a period of two years the US has an increase in the penetration rate of
Internet to households in both areas, with a slight increase in urban over rural areas
(Nanthikesan, 2000).
Stoke, Aitken, and Kerr (2001) described how ICT provision offered rural areas’
residents excellent opportunities by differentiating their commodities and get higher
returns:
•

E-commerce can offer faster payment terms, custom specifications by enabling
customers more freedom and quality assurance certification, consumers are
willing to pay more for branding, fast delivery, and lasting relationships
established on the Internet

•

Internet market exchanges offer reach where growers get in touch with buyers

•

Transparency, certification, choice, and empowerment

•

Communication, can be used for hazard awareness an example is the water
flooding in Canterbury

•

Announcing health hazards such as listeria to be able to monitor and manage

•

Benchmarking providing feedback online from processors producers

•

Quality of life for rural areas

“The rural sector produces more than 60% of export earnings, and about 50% of
employment in manufacturing is downstream of the rural sector” (Stoke et al., 2001).
Alarming statistics concerning rural areas residents’ in regards to T I
Maharey & Swain (2000a) in the Telecommunication Infrastructure (TI) state in rural
identified residents in rural areas as one of the ‘at risk’ groups. Other disadvantaged
people included Maori and Pacific peoples, those on low incomes, sole parents, older
people, people with low or no qualifications or poor literacy, the underemployed, women
and girls, and people with disabilities. These people were markedly affected in regards to
Internet access starting with the unavailability of a telephone line as the main way to
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access the Internet, inaccessibility of suitable computers, lack of technical and
professional assistant, and no Internet access. These are only ‘physically access’ factors
that contribute in widening the “digital divide”. The other factors are ICT skills and
support, attitudes, and content that is concerned with education.
“It is easy to think of the digital divide as being simply about providing more computers.
However there are several dimensions to it all of which need to be considered”
(Maharey & Swain, 2000a, p. 2).
Weatherall and Ramsay (2006) cited Andy Williamson’s opinion on the paradox of the
term “digital divide”:
There is no such thing as a digital divide because on
the whole the divide is socioeconomic and I think by
calling it a digital divide it avoids the issue of poverty
particularly family poverty within typical areas and
by calling it a digital divide it’s saying it’s not about
poverty (Weatherall & Ramsay, 2006, p. 5).
The following is a summary of statistics of ICT and Telecommunications provision
relating to rural areas:
I. Telephone landlines:
• In 1996, the penetration of telephones was 96 percent, where in 1997 it rose
to 97 percent in 1998
•

Eighty six percent of Maori aged over 15 and 85 percent of Pacific Island
People living in private dwellings with a telephone

•

Census data for Northland by MAF in 1996 showed that the Far North
District Council area and some other rural districts with high percentage of
dwellings are without a telephone

•

Over 99 percent of respondents had land-based telephones, and 70 percent
had mobile phones. Findings were reported in a research commissioned by
MAF into rural telecommunications, referring to Atkins report (2000)

•

Also reported that: 54 percent respondents reported telephone line problems
(noise, electric fences, and overload exchange) effecting Internet access
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•

Problems gets worse in more remote areas, 44 percent of people living 5 Km
from nearest village experienced phone problems, while the figure risen to 82
percent of those living over 30 km away, as well as dialling 111 problems and

•

Seventy six percent of respondents reported problems with mobile phone
coverage and 41 percent thinks that the problem is affecting them to do
business

•

Federated Farmers of New Zealand reported that high percentage of
respondents experienced overload over the peak evening period in their
phone lines and Fax services were not universally available plus of those who
had Fax services experienced poor quality service, slow speeds, and long
delays in loading long documents

•

When Rural Women New Zealand surveyed their members found that: 70
percent were dissatisfied with telephone services and 7 percent had had
trouble with 111 services. Of the seventy percent 21 percent experienced
problems with overloading; 15 percent had Fax problems; 14 percent Internet
access; and 9 percent reported cell phone coverage problems

•

Telecom New Zealand’s submission confirms said that 95 percent of access
lines transmit a 14.4 Kbps or better, which ignited Federated Farmers by
saying in their submission: “Blithely repeat Telecom’s statement that only 5
percent of lines do not have reliable data speed of 14.4 kbps. The 47, 000
subscribers that make up this 5 percent represent a very large proportion of
rural subscribers” (Maharey & Swain, 2000a, p. 5).

II. Computers:
The MAF commissioned research stated that 61 percent respondents had computers
showing an increase of nearly 20 percent in two years was illustrating the rate at
which farmers are interested in ICT. Bear in mind that farmers with computers have
larger farms, are younger, and are involved in off-farm businesses
III. Internet Access:
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•

MAF research in 2000 found that 81 percent of respondents with computers
had an Internet connection compared with the 1998 Lincoln survey of farmers
which found that 28 percent of correspondents with computers had an Internet
connection

•

Sixty nine percent of respondents in the MAF research asked for more speed

•

In a national scale in New Zealand for Internet users AGB McNair conducted
a survey in 1998 found that: 81 percent were European; 6 percent were Maori
of a total of 15 percent of the population; 3 percent were Pacific Island
peoples a total of 6 percent of the population; and 10 percent other ethnicities
a total of 5 percent of the population. The survey also found that students are
the largest users group. (The demographical ethnicity in Fig 2.2.4.1 explains
the statistics obtained)

•

Another AC Nielsen Xtra survey for Internet usage lead to: thirty four percent
male to thirty one percent female by gender

•

By age group: Forty eight percent between the age of (10-19), forty four
percent between the age of (20-29), forty percent between the age of (30-39),
thirty six percent between the age of (40-49), twenty eight percent between
the age of (50-59), and nine percent are 60 and over

•

By household Income: Only thirteen percent among who earned less than
$20K, nineteen percent of who earned between ($20K-$30K), twenty four
percent of who earned between ($30K-$40K), thirty seven percent of who
earned between ($40K-$60K), forty seven percent of who earned ($60K$80K), fifty eight percent of who earned ($80K-100K), sixty four percent of
who earned ($100K-$120K), and seventy eight percent of people earned more
than $120K

•

By city: Thirty nine percent of Auckland residents, forty six percent of
Wellington residents, 44 percent of Christchurch residents, 31 percent of
Dunedin residents, and 30 percent of Hamilton residents, these were 2000
surveys
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•

Service used: For email Eighty two percent, for browsing World Wide Web
(www) eighty percent, for news groups twelve percent, and for chat another
twelve percent (Maharey & Swain, 2000a).

McNeill & Canny (2001) reported that 425 out of 1000 farmers in Otago and Southland
responded to questionnaires that were posted to them regarding ICT and broadband
communications services provision in particular in the farming community. The
following statistics are according to McNeill & Canny (2001):
•

Eighty percent of the respondents had at least one computer and 91 percent of
them were Internet connected

•

Eighty seven percent used the Internet for farm business and management at least
monthly and 22 percent used it on a daily basis

•

Eighty eight percent used the Internet for browsing at least monthly

•

Seventy eight percent used the Internet for online research

•

Fifty eight percent used the Internet for downloading material/software

•

Fifty six percent experienced slow download speeds

•

Thirty six percent experienced connection failures

•

Thirty five percent experienced disconnection or time out during an Internet
session

•

Fifteen percent experienced unreliable email attachments

•

Seventy three percent are not satisfied with the current speed of their Internet,
only the remaining 27 percent are satisfied with the Internet speed

•

The survey showed that the most important information resources for framers
online are: accurate and up to date weather information, current market prices,
expert farming/horticulture advice, and industry news

•

The survey showed that: current Internet high users and younger farmers are most
likely to pay more for high speed Internet connection (McNeill & Canny, 2001).
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Figure (2.7) Farmers acceptance to price increase on a monthly use “By
Level of Use” for Otago and Southland (McNeill & Canny, 2001, p. 20 ).
Figures (2.7) and (2.8) shows farmers acceptance to price increase for Internet-speed

Mean acceptable Price
Increase

connection by: “Level of Use” hours/month, and “By Age” of farmers respectively.

Figure (2.8) Farmers acceptance to price increase by on a monthly use “By Age” for
Otago and Southland (McNeill & Canny, 2001, p. 20).
Table (2.11) shows Internet access by the several following variables: age; PC
ownership; ethnicity; and gender.
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Table (2.11) Internet Access age, PC, ethnicity, and gender in NZ.
Working age people-percentages within age groups by category of Internet access
Category
Have Internet
Want Internet
Want Internet
Access
Access and don’t
Access and don’t
have it because of
have it for other
cost
reasons
39.0%
25.8%
13.1%
18-34
53.6%
15.1%
9.6%
35-49
40.9%
10.7%
12.0%
50-64
73.6%
8.9%
9.1%
Own a PC
48.2%
15.6%
12.4%
European
26.0%
32.8%
10.6%
Maori
12.4%
36.5%
9.1%
Pacific peoples
64.4%
17.6%
5.1%
Chinese & Indian
46.5%
16.6%
12.4%
Male
42.7%
20.8%
10.8%
Female
44.6%
18.7%
11.6%
All groups

(Maharey & Swain, 2000a, p. 9)
Cullen (2001) identified four barriers behind the cause for the “digital divide” under the
social status(Cullen, 2001) that are true reality in rural areas:
1. Physical access: lack of sufficient telecommunications infrastructure, no access
to a community centre or library, and cost are physical obstacles. Some of the
indigenous population in some rural areas do not have landlines at home and
therefore suffer from geographic isolation;
2. Lack of ICT skills and support: this factor is a huge obstacle for accessing the
Internet. People with low educational backgrounds are unlikely to be online due to
the shortage in technical support personnel;
3. Attitude barriers: this is a cultural and behavioural attitude towards technology.
For rural residents’ security issues by exposing personal information and think of
the Internet as unsafe considered as attitude barriers. Many cultures value oral
interactions and technology could create a cultural conflict for some communities;
and
4. Content: If content is not interesting or irrelevant to the user’s environment some
specific groups such as the elderly, women, and some ethnicity choose not to use
the Internet. It is important to deal with rural communities using contemporary
content that is relevant to them (Cullen, 2001).
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Specific interests of Maori communities in New
Zealand centre on land, language and genealogy, and
several key reports recently have recommended
government initiatives to help Maori communities
develop content focused on these topics. Sites that
provide access to Maori land records, and which
create more Maori content on the Internet, including
material in the Maori language, are also needed
(Cullen, 2001, p. 7).
Hutchinson, Owens, Howard, & Smith (2000) have confirmed that the disadvantaged
sections in New Zealand’s community are the following, as citied in the Commerce
Department 1999’s briefing paper.
“ Maori and Pacific Island Peoples, those with lower incomes, sole parents, people with
low or no qualifications, those who are unemployed or underemployed, and those in
locations without a sound telecommunications structure, such as parts of rural New
Zealand” (Hutchinson et al., 2000, p. 3).
Doczi (2000) reported that a survey by Lincoln University in 1998 discovered that fewer
than 30 percent of the 43 percent of farmers with computers had Internet connection.
Farmers who had computers satisfied one or more of the following: younger, have larger
farms, involved in off-farm businesses, and had managers with formal degree (Doczi,
2000). Boyd (2002) stated that: “apart from a lack of access, there is one other main
barrier for low-income groups in using the Internet, that is, a lack of relevant content”
(Boyd, 2002, p. 4). Stoke, Aitken, & Kerr (2001) stated that: at present there are
organizations provided supply chain services to rural communities, Appendix “D” list a
number of organizations having e-commerce activities (Stoke et al., 2001). Mishra, Ryan,
& Howell (2005) have raised a very interesting point regarding broadband purchase in
New Zealand: “It appears to confirm that it is the valuation of personal time and
convenience, rather than use of specific applications, that determines likely purchase”
(Mishra et al., 2005, p. 56).
For urban residents the purchase of broadband is an option, while this option is not
available for most rural ones. The Internet prices that are listed in Table (2.12) shows
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how Australian prices on a monthly basis are slightly higher than the prices here in New
Zealand, the table also shows the corresponding end user level of use.
Table (2.12) Australia & New Zealand Monthly Internet average prices
End User
Australia
New Zealand
Level of Use
NZ$
NZ$
Low-Range User:
• 10 hours
$29.00
$24.00
connection
time/month.
• 20 Mbytes of
downloads
traffic.
Mid-Range User:
• 20 hours
$42.00
$37.00
connection
time/month.
• 100 Mbytes of
downloads
traffic.
High-end User:
• 50 hours
$65.00
$82.00
connection
time/month.
• 500 Mbytes of
downloads
traffic.
(Boles de Boer et al., 2000a, p. 11)
The prices shown in Table (2.12) obtained from eleven ISPs covering 70 per cent of
Australia’s market and five ISPs covering 80 per cent of New Zealand’s market.
Curtin (2001) used Table (2.13) to compare the increase in Internet access within three
years between 1999 and 2000, for the six countries listed in the table. The percentage of
increase shown suggested that the popularity to access the Internet is in continual
increase in all of the countries, where Australia scored highest, US was second, Sweden
came third, UK was fourth, New Zealand was fifth, and Canada was sixth.
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Country
Australia
United States
Sweden
United Kingdom
New Zealand
Canada

Table (2.13) Population with Internet Access
1997
2000
6.7
43.9
21.0
56.0
21.3
56.0
2.0
33.5
9.1
39.0
15.0
43.0
(Curtin, 2001, p. 9)

% In increase
37.2
35.0
34.7
31.5
29.9
28.0

Curtin (2001) added that scholars were confident of the Internet potentials “to develop
people’s knowledge, work, culture and politics, particularly given its capacity to
transcend geography. Sooner than later, the Internet will be as popular as television,
with a penetration rate of 95 per cent” (Curtin, 2001, p. 9).
Howell & Marriott (2001) reveled that: New Zealand is advantaged over Australia by 10
percent in all Internet connections (both in dialups and broadband).
Education is usually related to social and economic issues, therefore the cooperation or
partnership between schools, businesses, and government has developed projects aiming
at improving students and community educational attainment overcoming hurdles of
physical access, ability, and attitude, and including all stakeholders (Boyd, 2002). The
next sections highlight the government strategies, initiatives and contributions in regards
of the ICT provision in rural areas here in New Zealand. According to Clark (2001) the
education sector scored 63.2 per cent for net readiness in New Zealand behind business
services (Clark, 2001). This explains the intentions behind the Ministry of Education
projects in rural areas as this explained further in the next section.
Gardiner (2006) described how 1200 of 2650 primary and secondary schools were
relying on dial-up have benefited from the high-speed connection (The Government’s
Project Probe: a provincial broadband extension that had been three years in the making).
Nevertheless, there were several internal and external challenges that schools have to
overcome to become broadband connected such as funding, lack of technical expertise,
and network readiness.
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“The self-managed nature of New Zealand schools combines with some lingering
attitudes on the educational value of broadband and other systemic and cultural factors,
limiting uptake” (Gardiner, 2006, p. 1 ).
And on the cost of broadband Gardiner (2006) reported “Running costs of broadband in
schools dollars per month, depending on connection speed and number of users being
serviced, from a $30 per-month dial-up charge to a $100 per-month broadband charge
can be a significant financial hurdle” (Gardiner, 2006, p. 1).
Many schools have thought of other non-government sources for funding to ensure
broadband connections. Maungaraki School at Lower Hutt funded their high-speed
broadband (two Mbps), which was used comprehensively for videoconferencing, through
donations; pub charity; local grants and school fundraising. Some schools implemented a
user pay as a form for paying for broadband where students are charged 35 cents per
megabyte. Many schools subsidised broadband through Telecom School Connection
offering schools gifted points from residential Telecom phone bills towards ICT products
and services purchase. Schools are creating computer Networks to take advantage of
broadband to be accessible around their school, even the Ministry of Education sponsored
Netdays and provided firewalls for security (Gardiner, 2006).
Students benefited from broadband in schools by enabling them to interact and
collaborate on projects not only with other students from other schools, but also with
students in other countries. Broadband applications like videoconferencing, content,
media sharing, and web-conferencing mostly used for communication. One example of
the projects that were in progress was the e-mentoring project at Trident High School in
Whakatane using (10 GB) satellite plan, for connecting local art students and
international artists. The advantage of the speed of broadband over dialups increased the
quality and the inclusion of more artwork files due to the larger bandwidth; distance
learning “The 512 Kbit/s symmetric deliverable of Project Probe is for schools to be able
to videoconference” (Gardiner, 2006, p. 1). Gardiner (2006) mentioned as well how
Project PROBE effected rural schools “For many smaller, rural schools in New Zealand,
the challenge of providing a sufficiently broad range of curriculum options for students
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at the senior level of school can't be met within the local learning environment”
(Gardiner, 2006, p. 5).
Videoconferencing & Distance Learning:
Now students can overcome isolation or limited curriculum via the use of
videoconferencing enabling students to study some subjects at another school while being
enrolled at their local school. The National Video Conference Brokerage Service used
something called Virtual Learning Network (VLN). In Otago, a cluster of schools
includes Roxburgh Area School, Cromwell College, Dunstan High School, Manitoto
Area School, East Otago High School, Lawrence Area School, South Otago High School,
and Blue Montain College. “Kuranui Primary School has used videoconferencing to
communicate with Cobden School on the West Coast. Using videoconferences with
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Minister Phil Goff on his recent trip to Antarctica,
and Ben Lummis of NZ Idol fame” (Gardiner, 2006, p. 6). Virtual Learning Environment
(VLE) using the Mindspring application, runs off Microsoft software hosted and
managed by Unisys, is a collaborative and online learning podium, allowing for the
delivery of assessments and lessons using the web, similar to blackboard (Gardiner,
2006). Herman (2006) stated that: broadband offers education to farm workers and
farmers themselves, such as: video training courses about farm safety and farm
productivity; and job training resources are available on the Internet; and video
surveillance monitoring are made possible to help rural communities that have no access
to specialist skills to engage with medical and veterinary professionals. This kind of
technology can give rural medical professionals access to shared technologies such as:
ultrasound; colposcopy; and retinal photography (Herman, 2006).
E-government and Other E-activities:
Cullen & Hernon (2004) mentioned that: half of the rural community group that was
included in her research has searched the government website on the Internet for forms,
tenancy information and maps. Most of the residents understood what government
services are available online (Cullen & Hernon, 2004). Boles de Boer, Evans, & Howell
(2000b) stated that in spite of the infrastructure shortcoming in rural areas in New
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Zealand like poor maintenance and low bandwidth of the copper cable the telephone,
mobile phones and computer usage at least matched if not exceeded the national access.
They concluded that the low telecommunications infrastructure in rural areas may
compromise the types of applications used by businesses and residents, but it is not
affecting the development and uptake of electronic commerce, certainly the geographic
isolation is becoming a motivation to be online and use electronic transactions (Boles de
Boer et al., 2000b).
Head (2004) confirmed that: “Electronic activities such as eftpos transactions, internet
banking, digital photography, mobile phone texting and email are now well established in
the economic and social lives of most New Zealanders” (Head, 2004, p. 3). Similar to
(Boles de Boer et al., 2000b), Howell (2001) questioned whether the
“telecommunications digital divide” between urban and rural had affected the businesses
and population in rural areas to participate and compete in the e-commerce sector. In her
report titled “The Rural-Urban Digital Divide in New Zealand: Fact or Fable?” she
criticized how most available reports had been dominated by assumptions using surveys
of respondents’ opinions about telecommunications weaknesses. Rather than the analysis
of actual uptake and usage, “Despite the debate and the rhetoric, however, few definitive
studies that either verify the existence, or measure the extent, of this perceived divide
have been undertaken” (Howell, 2001, p. 2). Howell & Marriott (2001) shed the light on
the increase in email activities among rural and urban areas based on ISCR Rural Urban
Digital Divide Yellow Pages Business Directory, found that South Island’s businesses
had more listings than their counterpart in the North Island and also that provincial
centres had higher listing of email addresses. Herman (2006) stated that: in addition to
economic gains ICT provision can offer an improved lifestyle, which will discourage
younger people from leaving their farms and rural areas; keep them in touch with their
families; enhance communication with their communities and the whole world. The
Communications Minister David Cunliffe, in the TUANZ Rural Broadband Symposium
2006 in Timaru, emphasised the role that broadband that can play by transforming New
Zealand’s economy from a traditional labour-intensive commodity-based to a knowledgebased one. “In the 1800s we couldn’t ship bulk mutton to Europe until we had access to
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refrigeration. This century we can’t ship bulk knowledge without broadband” (Herman,
2006, p. 5). Broadband can be possible in rural areas for businesses and farms all over
New Zealand, after the launch of iPSTAR combined with Telecom’s DSL services;
BCL’s extend wireless network; and regional services such as Woosh wireless and
TelestraClear (TUANZ, 2006).
The challenge was still large even though broadband coverage became feasible. The
challenge is to utilise this economic enabler to the benefit of rural areas’ residents.
Educating farmers on how to use this new technology, and how to utilise its services can
in return increase farmer’s revenue and give them confidence in their production.
Network Strategies (2006a) stated that the lack of regulated fixed public data network
(FPDN) interconnection and the lack of regulated co-location pricing and processes are
the two key barriers to broadband take-up. This suggests that CBD operators are still
limited to using wholesale services for market entry to compete. Although it appears as if
a regulatory regime is in place, effective regulations are needed to address issues such as
high interconnection fees, access to facilities and infrastructure (including co-location
agreements), disputes with the incumbent provider, spectrum availability, and number
portability. OECD on the other hand had pointed out that the broadband take-up in many
countries is due to successful regulatory action such as: the opening of local loops, “This
suggests movement on the topical European progressive five-step ladder towards
competition in telecoms networks: resale; wholesale; bit stream; unbundling; and
infrastructure investment” (Network-Strategies, 2006a, p. 12).
Highlights of section 2.2.4 Social and the next section 2.3 Government strategies and its
contribution

Section 2.2.4 social issues discussed rural residents’ interaction with e-government, use
of broadband in rural schools, tabulated data of Internet access and cost in New Zealand
and Australia, barriers behind the digital divide in rural areas, and project PROBE.
Next section 2.3 mentioned government’s organisations concerned with ICT provision in
rural New Zealand and their contributions.
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2.3 Government strategies and its contribution to the issues discussed
The Internet’s potentials were realised globally, not only as individuals, but as
government as well, when the Internet started in the early 1990s. At that time, challenges
were many. Therefore, a strategy on how to adapt to the imminent change in society
became essential in NZ. The term “digital divide” became enemy number one to
countries all over the world, not only on the international arena, but also nationally as
well. In New Zealand, creating a knowledge society was the government number one
priority and adapted a strategy for connecting communities to reduce the “digital divide”
in New Zealand. The government had a vision for bridging the “digital divide” by
implementing steps such as:
•

All members of communities and individuals have access and use to ICT

•

Enable citizens to effectively contribute and participate in the economic, social
educational, and democratic prospects (C.E.G, 2002).

Aligned with the community informatics theory Caspary & O’Connor (2003) stated that:
While the internet may have been excessively hyped
during the dotcom boom, there are certainly valuable
uses for the technology. It is an important instrument
for coordinating decisions and arranging
procurement along global supply chains, to which
developing country companies are increasingly
linked. Also, local communities can reap advantages
from ICTs in as much as they improve the speed,
quality, and responsiveness of governments to their
citizens, enhance accessibility to government services,
and facilitate civil society participation in public
debates and influence on decision making processes
(Caspary & O'Connor, 2003, p. 11).
Here the government came up with a vision statement for all residents urban, rural, and
throughout the different sections of society:
All New Zealanders, either as individuals or as
members of communities, have the opportunity to
access or effectively use current and emerging
information and communications technologies. This
will enable individuals and communities to
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participate fully in the economic, social, educational,
cultural and democratic opportunities available in an
information society (L.M.P.G., 2001).
To overcome the barriers that have been documented a strategy had been put in place to
embrace the government’s vision. The efforts of central, local, and private sectors
contributed to the community’s ICT strategy. Therefore, they stressed their inclinations
of the followings:
•

ensure broadband services between schools including video conferencing

•

telecommunications legislation reforms

•

e-commerce strategy

•

e-government strategy where central government enables online transactions for
its information

•

encourage and introduce digital broadcasting, adult literacy strategy including elearning

•

Establish a Library and Information Advisory Commission (C.E.G, 2002).

As L.M.P.G. (2001) indicated that, the New Zealand Government identified the
challenges aligned with the issues that exist due to the “digital divide” between rural and
urban areas. The government was firm to turn this “digital divide” into a “digital
opportunity”. These were:
•

call for adequate telecommunications and broadband services in rural areas

•

donated second hand computers to the deprived to make Internet accessible for
them

•

establish community access centres for people who do not have home access

•

local and central government help communities to develop realise appropriate
solutions to improve community access even through schools and libraries or in
homes taking advantage of Computers in Homes programme

•

greater investment in schools for ICT training for teachers and principals in
addition to the investment in the schools infrastructure
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•

encouraging minority groups and the disadvantaged like indigenous people to
take advantage of the facility and support available to become “information
literate”

•

tackle the lack of technical support challenge, by promoting more positive
attitude towards ICT (the issue of relevant contents) (L.M.P.G., 2001).

The C.E.G. (2002) has mentioned an action plan of seven points aiming to coordinate the
efforts that already exists. These seven points are:
1. Develop or adapt best-practice planning tools;
2. Co-ordinate central government assistance;
3. Strengthen organizational infrastructures to support community ICT access;
4. Develop communications and networking;
5. Develop an ICT research and evaluation programme;
6. Training programmes for workers supporting community ICT projects; and
7. Relationship development and partnership leveraging (C.E.G, 2002).
Where as POL (2006) had envisaged a package dated May 3rd 2006 for broadband in
New Zealand combined with key dates summarised in Table (2.14).
Webb (2006), who is the Telecommunications Commissioner, commented on the
government’s package by asking the question: “Whether regulatory changes are needed
to encourage diversity, or would be counter-productive, is still an open question?”
He also added, “The package reflects a view of the future where competition delivers
improved outcomes for consumers and where broadband becomes a truly mass market
product” Webb (2006) explained the major factors that were included in the
government’s package:
•

Counteract Telecom’s market control and the review of geographic price
discrimination

•

Willingness to consider operational and structural separation in case other
means were inadequate

•

Fixed network access options that would open competition in the
broadband market
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•

The needs for broadband improvements in remote and rural areas

•

Realization of the size of this competitive and regulatory change and allow
the proper time for this to take effect

•

It is important to preserve the values and goals of the current regime and at
the same time be fare to all rivalries

•

Appreciate the small change that took place by Telecom at present, which
allowed competition to spur among other operators, and allow time for the
full impact to take place (Webb, 2006, p. 7-8).
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Table (2.14) Cabinet Office’s Package for Broadband in New Zealand
A) Legislation to deliver an effective wholesale regime:
• An amended unconstrained Unbundled Bit-stream Service
(UBS)
• Naked SL (Separation of voice from data line access)
• Full local loop unbundling
• Regime Changes including Sector Monitoring and
Information Disclosure
B) Measures to Encourage Infrastructure Based Competition:
• Review public sector investment in Telecommunications
Infrastructure to ensure a whole of a government approach
• Ensure competitive access to spectrum to new wireless
applications. This is necessary to ensure optimal use of
spectrum for broadband technologies such as WiMax;
enable competition; and provide investment certainty for
market players
• Develop a rural package and expansion of the Digital
Strategy Broadband Challenge fund for consideration with
the next budget round
• Consider price discrimination issues specific to the
telecommunications sector that are barriers to entry
• Ensure a competitive cellular market. The Commerce
Commission will undertake a brief stocktakes with
stakeholders.
C) Ongoing Policy Work Regulation of Future Communications
Networks:
• Commence Policy Analysis of Separation
• Review of the Telecommunications Service Regulation
(TSO)
• Preparing for Next Generation Networks-industry led
commission monitored work on quality and interoperability
issues
• Address the implication of convergence to ensure
sustainable regulation to future technological developments.
D) Digital Strategy and Encouraging Smart Use of ICT:
• Digital Strategy focus on demand creation initiatives and
the application of ICT to enhance innovation and
productivity
• Develop a National Content Strategy

Key Dates:
All ready for
introduction
2006

Key Dates
Commence 2006
Completed by 2006

Budget year
2007/8
Commence 2006
Commence 2006

Key Dates
Report 2007
Discussion paper
2006
Commence 2006

Commence 2007
Key Dates:
Ongoing
November 2006

(POL, 2006, p. 22)
There were some empirical studies formed to find the degree or the size of the “digital
divide” in rural areas in New Zealand:
The Ministry of Economic Development’s (MED) annual analysis of IT sector in
NZ. And business uses of the Internet
• The study of rural telephony commissioned by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (MAF)
• The Institute for the Study of Competition and Regulation (ISCR) prepared a
report about e-banking; telephony; and the Internet (Howell, 2001).

•
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The following subsections identify the efforts and contributions of some of the central
and local government agencies in ICT provision in rural NZ. These efforts discussed
further in the discussion chapter, after the data-gathering phase.
2.3.1

Ministry of Economic Development (MED) www.med.govt.nz

The efforts of New Zealand Institute for the Study of Competition and Regulation (ISCR)
joint with the Ministry of Economic Development (MED), successfully highlights the
main problematic issues in regards of the ICT provision in rural New Zealand and some
of the government’s attempts to solve them. In addition, the participation of the MED is
internationally recognized.
“In New Zealand, the Ministry of Economic Development (MED) participated in the Asia
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) IT education and the regulatory framework for
E-Commerce in New Zealand. The establishment of a national E-Commerce Action Team
(E.C.A.T.)” (Clark, 2001, p. 35).
In rural areas, the MED has established computer hubs for the community. An example
of this is in Tairawhiti through the reuse of ex-governmental computers, and provided
support. Broadband pilots in Northland, Tairawhiti, Wairarapa, Taranaki, and Otago,
have also been initiated with the support for the 2020 communications trust, as well as its
participation with the Ministry of Education (MOE) in project PROBE (C.E.G, 2002).
According to Maharey & Swain (2000b): the main programme for MED includes:
leading development of e-commerce strategy; ministerial inquiries into
Telecommunications; managing the radio spectrum auction; and the ministry’s IT Policy
Group, providing the minister of IT with advice on IT issues and used to support the
Information Technology Advisory Group (ITAG) (Maharey & Swain, 2000b).
“MAF is already involved in e-commerce/e-government through its internet-based
service for application for health certification for meat, game and seafood products”
(Stoke et al., 2001).
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2.3.2

Ministry of Education (MOE) www.minedu.govt.nz

The literature review also elaborates on the ministry of education’s latest Project,
Provincial Broadband Extension (PROBE) (E-govt, 2006), among other contributions
such as providing school teachers with laptops, and introducing ICT into crèches.
Although most governmental institutions and their contributions to enhance New
Zealand’s citizens computer literacy is emphasized in the literature review. Moreover,
this is had been seen as a step forward towards bridging the “digital divide”. Initiatives
such as providing free computer courses and provide broadband in libraries for free are
appreciated (E-govt, 2006).
Some of the projects that the ministry of education has accomplished are the following:
•

Implementing the digital opportunities pilot projects; such as Farnet, Notebook
valley, Technology Training (GenXP), and the WickEd study support centres

•

Collaborating with communities and other government agencies in projects: such
as Kaupapa, Ara, Whakawhiti, and Matauranga for providing video conferencing
for schools, and Rorohiko project working on infrastructure and recycled
computers to communities in remote areas like Gisborne and Wairoa

•

Looking for solutions on bandwidth issues

•

Putt into work strategies to improve community capability such as the
Community Education Review, The tertiary Education Strategy and Whaharo
Matauranga (C.E.G, 2002).

Back in the 1998, the ministry of Education devoted an amount of its budget for the
implementation of a national strategy for information technology in schools over three
years to
•

establish a bilingual online centre to improve students learning

•

five hundred and ninety nine urban schools had received grants for cabling to be
connected to the Internet

•

provide schools with recycled computers
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•

organise workshops for principals, furthermore all schools were supplied with the
Learning Technologies Planning Guide

•

ICT Professional Clusters were set up in 1999 to include 300 schools forming 23
clusters and another 25 began the year after

•

implemented the Cyberwaka project in Whanau Apanui, which is a community
programme involved households and schools with Cisco to provide training

•

the MOD had been part of NetDay, which provisioned computers to schools in
Tairawhiti region, and Computers in Homes (Maharey & Swain, 2000b).
2.3.3

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) www.maf.govt.nz

MAF Rural Bulletin publication contains rural community meetings and on its website
information on development in telecommunications and ICT is available to rural
residents; businesses; and communities (C.E.G, 2002).
C.E.G. (2002) added that MAF is: “Conducting operational research on
telecommunications, e-commerce, bridging the digital divide and e-government,
concentrating on how these relate to the rural sector” (C.E.G, 2002, p. 17).
Maharey & Swain (2000b) stated that MAF was trying to focus on the urban/rural
“digital divide” and reported the degree of deprivation in rural areas. They commissioned
three main research reports considered as vital resources to most politicians and
government officials to refer to
1. “Telecommunications: use, constraints and potential in rural areas”. By Trevor
Atkins, Hort Vision Ltd., Atkins highlighted the problems of
telecommunications in rural areas through a collection of postal surveys of
residents and businesses. The Ministerial Inquiry into Telecommunications was
informed of Atkins (2000) findings;
2. “E-commerce and its Projected Impacts on Agriculture”. By NZIER, this report
was an internal one, but gives out policy implications, providing support for
evaluating e-commerce on the primary sector; and
3. “The Implications of E-commerce for the Primary Sector”, by Martech
(Maharey & Swain, 2000b).
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The Minister of Rural Affairs submitted the MAF’s concerns regarding the increase of
“digital divide” between urban and rural users, as a submission to the Ministerial Inquiry
into Telecommunications. “MAF Policy” is another paper discussed by the Rural
Education Reference Group submitted to the Minister of Education. The Ministry of
Economic Development recommended:
•

ICT development in rural schools

•

the need for ICT Specialist Advisor to rural schools on a regular basis

•

government should provide the required funds for ICT provision for
equipment, suitable spaces, furniture, networking, hardware, and
software (Maharey & Swain, 2000b).

2.3.4

Department of Internal Affairs (DIA) www.dia.govt.nz

•

DIA Facilitated training to voluntary sector and community

•

raised funding for Senior Net and Community Organization Grant Scheme
(COGS)

•

provided information on Communities Online, such as “Information and
Communications Technology Case Studies”

•

the hosting of Flaxroots Technology Conference in 2002 with Community
Employment Group (C.E.G.) of the Department of Labour to enhance ICT skills
with the community

•

hosted the Community Net Aotearoa www.community.net.nz

•

created the community Development Government Online initiative
www.cdgo.govt.nz (C.E.G, 2002).

Maharey & Swain (2000b) added that:
•

In 1997 DIA established The Community Online Strategy in order to contribute
to the Vote Internal Affairs Community Information output

•

DIA established a Community Advisory Service focus groups and Customer
Surveys to address content and access as strategy development
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•

organized the International Association for Community Development conference
in Rotorua in 2001

•

established Hokianga Online Access Project to help funding for PC to set up
three communities after the flooding in 1998

•

with collaboration with the Ministry of Social Policy and the Department of
Labour developed strong communities framework (Maharey & Swain, 2000b).
2.3.5

Te Puni Kokiri (TPK) http://www.tpk.govt.nz

TPK is assisting in Maori ICT business development and community. TPK established
Capacity Building funding and Maori Business Facilitation to assist in ICT strategies.
TPK with MED to provide recycled computers to schools in Tairawhiti on the East Cost
and project Rorohiko (Maharey & Swain, 2000b). C.E.G. (2002) added that allocating
funding by Maori community & iwi groups (C.E.G, 2002).
2.3.6

National Library http://www.natlib.govt.nz

Maharey & Swain (2000b) revealed that: “The National Library concentrating on
enabling access to the heritage content of its collections, and strengthen the capability of
individuals and institutions to use information resources effectively” (Maharey & Swain,
2000b, p. 22). The National Library is engaged in the digital library project to schools
and to all New Zealanders throughout New Zealand.
2.3.7

Department of Labour http://www.dol.govt.nz

Community Employment Group: (C.E.G.) works with communities and organizations to
increase the employment opportunities. Some of the projects that C.E.G. involved in are:
Kawerau Enterprise Agency; Coromandel Information Centre; Rotorua Women’s
Support Network, Urban Digital Trust Board and Buller Website Promotions; Te
Tawharau Charitable Trust in Te Teko and Te Whanauo Apanui in Te Kaha (C.E.G,
2002). Maharey & Swain (2000b) adds that: C.E.G. with DIA hosted the Flaxroots
Technology: Claiming the Internet for Community conference attended by a large
number of community groups (Maharey & Swain, 2000b).
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Labour Market Policy Group: (L.M.P.G.) keeps the government advised on future
development work to close the “digital divide”. L.M.P.G. supported a research by the
University of Waikato to the Foundation of Research, Science and Technology to
investigate the socio-economic impacts of ICT (Maharey & Swain, 2000b).
2.3.8

Ministry of Social Policy (MSP) http://www.govt.nz

It is part of Ministry of Social Development. Social Exclusion Framework; outcome
measure; emerging social policy issues; standard of living survey; rural regions setting up
Hartland Service Centers to improve networking and resource sharing (Maharey &
Swain, 2000b).
2.3.9

Community ICT initiatives http://www.community.net.nz

•

Public Libraries offer free Internet to the public

•

SeniorNet provides Internet to those over 55 years old

•

2020 Communication Trust mainly in Willington

•

Cyberwaka Enterprise made it possible for Eastern Bay of Plenty to be part in
Cisco Networking Academy Programme

•

The Addington Community Internet Centre

•

The Otago Community Trust

•

E Learning Porirua from Porirua City Community IT Educational Trust tends to
install computers in schools and low-income homes

•

Warehouse stationary chain providing free supervised computer training in
conjunction with local polytechnics (C.E.G, 2002).
2.3.10 Ministry of Health www.moh.govt.nz

According to ITANZ (2001): the National Health Service (NHS) in New Zealand and the
UK conducted a trial to allow people book for appointments with their family doctor online as well as have a nurse consultation through a video link. The on-line service
includes repeat prescriptions and delivering them, which can benefit people in rural
remote areas and with disabilities (ITANZ, 2001).
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Deakins, Caves, & Dillon (2001) stated that the New Zealand government had
implemented a “closing the gap” policy, to address the indigenous peoples’ issues living
in rural remote and low socio-economic areas with limited opportunities low-cost public
access to social services such as health care; education; and the Internet. “The NZ
government plans to consider cultural and intellectual property rights of NZ Mäori and
those of other NZ-residing indigenous peoples, as well as the inclusion of Te Reo Mäori
(Mäori language) on government websites” (Deakins et al., 2001, p. 4).
There are other government initiatives and E.C.A.T. are worth mentioning in this
instance. E.C.A.T. (2002) stated that the E-commerce Action Team (E.C.A.T.)
established in March 2001 and it includes 160 organization members that have interest in
e-commerce. E.C.A.T. designed to establish partnership between the government and the
business sector to include small businesses, community groups, and rural communities.
Some of the E.C.A.T. initiatives include:
•

organize regional e-commerce group in Waikato Wairarapa, Hawkes Bay,
Taranaki, Manawatu, West Coast, and Southland

•

established www.nzecommerce.co.nz website to provide information such as:

•

stocktakes of community digital initiatives

•

founding and support of regional networks forum, which concentrated on
penetrating broadband infrastructure

•

founding of technical interface standards for regional networks

•

working on research to improve e-commerce all over New Zealand including
rural and urban (E.C.A.T., 2002).

2.3.11 Telecommunications Users Association of New Zealand (TUANZ)
www.tuanz.org.nz
TUANZ (2006) stated that TUANZ anticipated in holding events and projects to increase
the awareness of the potential for broadband. The Rural Broadband Symposium in
(2006) is the fifth event, which was preceded by successful events: The National
Broadband Application Project (2002); Survival of the fastest (2003); Rocking Ahead
Road show (2003); and The National Broadband Conference (2004), (TUANZ, 2006).
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2.4 Internet Service Providers in New Zealand
Since 1994, the Internet has been available to the public around the world, where
previously was only available to government, military, and academic institutes. Internet
Service Provider (ISP) is a body that supplies access to the Internet and considered as a
member of the telecommunications industry for using its infrastructure. ISPs are
telecommunication companies provide Internet access among other services that include
telephone service, leased line service, data communication, and billing. “When the
government sold its investments during privatisation it hanged on to the Kiwi Share,
which grantees free local calls for all residents; restricted residential rental rates; and
specifies a relationship between rural and urban customers’ rental fees” (Enright, 2000,
p. 12). Head (2004) added that: at present there are sixteen companies among Telecom
NZ; TelstraClear; and Vodafone offer telecommunication services and there are one
hundred and sixty eight ISPs (Head, 2004).
The following is a list of the main service providers in New Zealand:
2.4.1

Telecom New Zealand www.telecom.co.nz

Telecom New Zealand was part of the New Zealand Post Office and it was the only Telco
provider here in New Zealand until 1986. In 1991 Telecom was fully privatised with 89
per cent of shares went to Bell Atlantic and Ameritech with a condition that more of 50
per cent issued to the public for a certain time.
Telecom owns the local loop, most extensive national
network infrastructure, and operating the first 13
international gateways. Telecom is the main provider
of the national tolls network and 0800 numbers. In
addition, Telecom through its subsidiary, Netway,
operates a national Internet gateway, exchanging
most international Internet traffic. Telecom has an
extensive interconnection agreements and
partnerships that provide access to international
bandwidth (Enright, 2000, p. 12).
In addition A.A.S. (2001) clarified that: although Telecom is the dominate provider of
access network Central Business District (CBD), but due to the entry of competitors, the
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market has grown, Telecom is leaning towards the Australian market and less
dependence on a smaller and competitive home market in New Zealand.
They are developing significant partnerships and
shareholdings with INL/SKY TV, EDS/Microsoft etc.
that allows them to provide value added services.
Telecom has an extensive network of fiber optic
cables that can provide the basic infrastructure for
broadband access services. They also have extensive
digital microwave radio links (A.A.S., 2001, p. 14).
Telecom’s main functions consist of:
•

domestic fixed-network (wired) with three main functions: growth expanding
existing services, upgrades and replacements, and new investments

•

mobile network, and NGN plans started back in 2002 as five year investment
plan using MPLS, DSL and Ethernet using fibre cables (Network-Strategies,
2006a).

Brislen (2004) reported that School Zone broadband service has been provided to schools
in all of New Zealand, including the ones covered by Project PROBE contracts.
Project Probe is the government's initiative to
introduce rural and hard-to-reach schools and
communities to broadband technology. Telecom and
wireless network provider BCL have won eight of the
regions with four more going to the Woosh, Vodafone
consortium. Auckland went to Counties Power and
Nelson was awarded to regional player The
Pacific.Net. (Brislen, 2004, p. 1).
However, School Zone is a broadband package, which includes administered service,
video conferencing, and security. Seventy-seven schools had signed for this service with
more than forty thousand students by 2004. This move by Telecom had been seen by
some to be that Telecom is targeting schools in its competitors’ regions, which Telecom
denied and claimed that Telecom was offering School Zone for some time now (Brislen,
2004). The Minister of education who was (Trevor Mallard) said:
It's clear this has stimulated Telecom into a high level
of activity in the regions which 24 months ago it was
writing off as hopelessly uneconomic. This is, in
economic terms, a considerable success. A secondary
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objective of probe was the stimulation of competition
in non-metropolitan areas (Brislen, 2004, p. 1).
2.4.2

Clear Communications www.telstraclear.co.nz

Clear is a joint business enterprise of four local and overseas businesses: British Telecom,
MCI, Todd Corporation, and TVNZ. Clear built a fiber optic cable networks for national
coverage and a long distance interconnection agreement with Telecom. Clear focused on
the international and long distance (Enright, 2000). A.A.S. (2001) indicated that: Clear is
the main competitor to Telecom. Clear built a long haul national fiber optic network and
CBD fiber rings in major cities; using spread spectrum radio to provide data service to
business customers (A.A.S., 2001). Telstra joined Clear to become TelstraClear.
TelstraSaturn services are: wide range of business services; residential PSTN and cable
TV to areas in Wellington cabled by Saturn and Internet using cable modems (A.A.S.,
2001). Network Strategies (2006a) added the annual revenue for Clear is $716 Million
from fixed lines businesses and residential services, broadband, and wireless. Its main
activities are around CBD and urban areas. Clear continues to generate revenues while
managing cost levels. The regulatory changes in 2004 allowed Clear to resell residential
services to New Zealand’s residents (Network-Strategies, 2006a).
2.4.3

Vodafone www.vodafone.co.nz

Vodafone started a mobile service as Bell South in 1995, and in 1996 Saturn started a
local access cable and telephony network in Wellington (Enright, 2000). Vodafone
coverage capacity is limited in rural areas up to 2001 according to A.A.S’s. (2001) report.
Vodafone plc is a UK company operating in New Zealand, recently added Internet access
services to their network. Network Strategies (2006a) stated that Vodafone is the largest
mobile provider in New Zealand. With revenue of $1.2 Billion in 2005, Vodafone base
network is 2G GSM digital mobile infrastructure, where as Telecom operates a CDMA
network, Vodafone claims that they have coverage of 97 percent of all of New Zealand
populated areas, with 1,100 mobile sites. In 2004, Vodafone announced that they had
selected Nokia as their 3G Network infrastructure. At present the Commerce Commission
is investigating whether mobile networks should enter into the fixed line market as a
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replacement for the wire line network, with its 88 percent penetration (NetworkStrategies, 2006a).
2.4.4

Broadcast Communications Ltd (BCL) http://tvnz.co.nz

BCL is a company owned by Television New Zealand (TVNZ), BCL has a national
transmission network, based on microwave radio with fiber optics. “BCL therefore has
the capability, sites and also the radio spectrum to deliver broadband services to many of
the Rural and Small Urban Towns identified. As a government entity they clearly have a
role to play” (A.A.S., 2001, p. 15). BCL is a wholesale provider for both broadcasting
and telecommunications services. Moreover, is aiming to become the leading wholesale
broadband wireless provider for rural and provincial areas. Their network employs a
number of technologies including extensive use of Digital Microwave Radio and fiber
optics transmission systems. In September 2005 they began trails on WiMAX broadband
wireless, which was used in a number of project PROBE regions (Network-Strategies,
2006a).
2.4.5

Woosh, ihug, Call Plus, City Link, ITM

& IndraNet (FraMe), Compass Communications, (EWNZ), IPStar (IPNZ),
and Orcon
Woosh www.woosh.co.nz
Woosh was formally Walker Wireless, and was the first in the world to deploy a major
commercial implementation of UMTS TDD, and they have a broadband customer base of
20,000 subscribers. Woosh introduced a new wireless product to provide video
conferencing for PROBE (Network-Strategies, 2006a). Walker Wireless and Radionet
used 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz microwave bands respectively. Both companies showed
interest in smaller towns to serve, more rural customer base (A.A.S., 2001).
Ihug http://www.ihug.co.nz
Ihug has wireless service in Auckland and Internet access through “Ultra” satellite
network (A.A.S., 2001). Ihug formed in 1994 and currently is the third largest ISP in
New Zealand, with over 100,000 residential and business customers (Network-Strategies,
2006a).
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Call Plus www.callplus.co.nz
Call Plus was formed in 1996 full New Zealand owned. Call Plus generated $60 Million
in revenues in 2005, operating as a full service provider reselling Telecom’s services
(Network-Strategies, 2006a).
City Link www.citylink.co.nz
City Link established in 1997 in Wellington deployed a broadband fiber network for
more than 700 buildings in Wellington BCD area. City Link have wireless Wi-Fi in
addition to their fiber networks (Network-Strategies, 2006a).
.
IT Mainland (ITM) www.it-mainland.co.nz
IT Mainland (ITM) incorporated in May 2005. IndraNet (FraMe) deployed 13 minders in
Ashburton with 16 kilometers apart and in remote substations (Network-Strategies,
2006a).
Compass Communications www.compass-communication.com
Compass Communications established in 1995. Provide telecommunications and Internet
services for more than 25,000 subscribers throughout New Zealand (Network-Strategies,
2006a).
Econt Wireless New Zealand (EWNZ) www.econetwireless.co.nz
(EWNZ) was established 2000, it has no network infrastructure, but it has access to 2.3G
and 3G spectrum (Network-Strategies, 2006a).
IPStar (IPNZ) http://ipbroadband.co.nz/ipstar/ipstarndx.htm
Offers broadband, VoIP, Video conferencing, and intranet and extranet solutions, as well
as its intention to offer IPTV. IPNZ had 300 customers including PROBE schools,
Landcorp, and Fonterra Farmers (Network-Strategies, 2006a).
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Orcon www.orcon.net.nz
New Zealand owned started in 1997 from the North Shore. It has 13,500 broadband and
54,000 dialup users (Network-Strategies, 2006a).
2.4.6

Bay City Technologies & Farmside www.baycity.net.nz

Bay City was formed in 2000 by Barry Payne a former commercial pilot, who was first in
getting broadband access to all of rural New Zealand beating other leading ISPs to it
(Herman, 2006). Farmside is a grand child of Bay City Technologies, which provides
farmers and their families in New Zealand with the telecommunications services,
including broadband and mobile solutions to rural cooperatives and suppliers such as:
ATS, CRT, Farmlands, RD1, and Fonterra (Farmside, 2006).
Highlights of Sections 2.3 Governments contributions and 2.4 ISPs operating in New
Zealand and the next chapter, Chapter 3 Methodology:

Section 2.3 mentioned all the government’s agencies contributions in regards to the ICT
provision in rural New Zealand such as researches conducted, surveys, and empirical
studies. Section 2.4 lists leading ISPs operating in New Zealand including the ISPs
covering rural New Zealand.
Next is the methodology chapter 3, giving details about the qualitative approach used in
this study, research questions, the three phases of research, research objectives, and
research design.
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3 Methodology
Henrichsen, Smith, & Baker (1997) identified research as “An organised and systematic
way of finding answers to questions” (Henrichsen, Smith, & Baker, 1997, p. 1).
Organised means structured and follows a methodology or a planned procedure in doing
the research, systematic means consists of procedures and steps followed in order to
obtain accurate results, and finding answers is the end of research. There is a relation
between research and knowledge, or knowing and philosophically epistemology.
Epistemology recognises four different sources of knowledge: intuitive knowledge based
on feelings, this is when bringing up the idea for the research; authoritative knowledge
based on information arrived from people, this is when reviewing the literature; logical
knowledge based on arriving from acceptable knowledge point “A” to point “B”; new
knowledge gained when analysing; and empirical knowledge based on observation or
experimental, this is when engaging in procedures (Henrichsen et al., 1997).
IS research can be further informed by the field of
philosophy in determining the nature and
requirements of an explanation. The criterion of what
constitutes an explanation is rooted in the beliefs
about the nature of the world and the means of
discovering knowledge which underlies all research
(Hovorka, Germonprez, & Larsen, 2003, p. 3).
ISworld (2007) summarised into Table 3.1 four basic beliefs namely ontology,
epistemology, methodology, and axiology from a research perspective.
Table 3.1 philosophical assumption of three research perspectives

(ISworld, 2007)
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3.1 Research Phases
This research project was organised in three phases.
Phase 1:
During this phase the issue of ICT provision in rural areas in New Zealand was
acknowledged, and a research method was selected, this can be categorised into:
1) Selecting an issue (problem), together with clarifying and narrowing the
issue down, and forming the research question and objectives;
2) Choosing a research design including the selection of a research approach
(qualitative) and the tools associated with it (case study) in this research;
and
3) Sampling involves careful selection of: subjects, location, situations, and
groups.
Research question:
“What are the impacts of ICT provision in rural NZ: the Miranda case?”
Research Objectives: This research will help explain:
1) evaluation of telecommunications’ infrastructure in rural NZ;
2) verify the reasons behind the distinction/classification between urban and
rural areas based on needs and ROI in regards to telecommunications’
infrastructure;
3) reasons behind the decline in e-government &e-commerce access in rural
NZ;
4) a review of the Kiwi Share Obligations (KSO) between Telecom and New
Zealanders; and
5) Introduce an agreement similar to the USO.
Research Question:
1. What are the impacts of ICT provision in rural New Zealand?
1.1 Social; what are the incentives behind creating knowledge-based society?
1.2 Economic; how would it affect e-commerce/e-business?
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1.3 How effective the strategies of e-governments were in rural NZ in the CI theory
context?
1.4 How citizens and e-government interaction can improve?
1.5 What is the relation between improving telecommunications infrastructure and
citizen-government interaction?
1.6 How does Internet broadband play a role in bridging the “digital divide”?
1.7 What does the future hold for these unprivileged potential e-citizens?
1.8 What has been achieved from offering broadband to schools in these areas?
1.9 How do rural area’s residents feel towards paying more for broadband?
1.10 How is KSO modified accordingly to 21st century’s demands? How does this
compare with USO, which is used in some countries in OECD?
1.11 Who will be liable for the upgrade cost (public/consumer, government, or service
providers)?
Qualitative Research Method:
There are various tools for a qualitative method. A case study is a suitable approach for
this type of research.
Structuring a case study aligned with the literature review can help reduce the
researcher’s compositional problems. Yin (2003) suggested six written report structures:

• Linear-analytic structures: follows a sequence of

•
•
•
•
•

subtopics involving issue or problem, review of prior
literature, method used, information from gathered
data analyzed, and a conclusion from the findings is
drawn
Comparative structures: a repeat of the same case
study
Chronological structures: represented in
chronological order covering events over time
Theory-building structures: unravelling the theory
argued through research chapters
Suspense structures: invert of analytical structures
Un-sequenced structures: the sequence of sections is
not important, this is best for descriptive case studies
(Yin, 2003, p. 23).
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The “linear-analytic structures” was the closest structure for this case study the “ICT
provisions in rural New Zealand: the Miranda case”, because it satisfies the exploratory
purposes of the Miranda case. It includes a statement of the problem, literature review,
methodology, findings/analysis, and conclusion.
Sampling:
Eight randomly selected participants were interviewed all of whom were residents of
Miranda, Kaiaua, and Mangatangi that are a “remote rural areas” about 45 minutes to the
south-west of Auckland, on the way to the Coromandel or Rotorua. Miranda is classified
as a remote rural area according to StatNZ, because most of its residents work and live in
or around its area. No criteria was specified for selecting the study’s participants, prior to
the study. The only preservation was that they do not have Maori descend to abide with
UREC guidelines. All the subjects that participated in the study were friends except for
subject “A”. For example subject “D” introduced subjects “B”, “C”, and “F” to the
researcher, where subject “F” introduced subject “E” and “H” to the researcher, and
subject “E” introduced subject “G” to the researcher.
Miranda is known for its natural mineral hot springs water that people come to enjoy
during the holidays. A camper area constructed near the hot springs, houses that belong to
farmers who live in Miranda and work in farming are scattered around Miranda.
Phase-2:
Data Gathering:
Data gathering was within Phase-2 of the research process. Data was obtained from two
sources: the literature as secondary data, and interviewing the participants as primary
data. Quantitative statistical data gathered from surveys conducted in rural areas four or
five years ago was also used. Quantitative research gives answers to the “how many” and
“how much” questions, but it does not give answers to the “what it felt like” (Bouma,
1996). For example in the literature review it was claimed that project PROBE provided
broadband to over 800 schools in rural areas. However, after interviewing the
participants, none of them heard of PROBE.
“The nature of qualitative research is usually less focused at the outset than quantitative
research…quantitative research produces a relatively small amount of highly focused
data, whereas qualitative research produces large amounts of information, which is
focused only after data collection” (Bouma, 1996, p. 176).
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An information sheet and a consent form were handed to participants prior to the
interviews. The interviews time designated were 30-45 minutes each and they were
recorded and transcribed.
Phase-3:
Data Analysis:
The main three steps in data analysis are:
1) Data needs to be interpreted: express in words
what is the relationship in tables;
2) Then related to the research objective: The
findings related to the research objective. Relating
data to the research question; and
3) Evaluate the data: Drawing conclusions.
Acknowledge the limitations of the study, and note
in research journal (Bouma, 1996, p. 192).
In this research, there was an interaction between the gathering and analysis of data.
Chart diagrams created using Microsoft Office Excel to help represent the data analyzed.
The following are the steps that were followed to correlate data gathering with data
analysis:
1. After gathering and transcribing data, the next step was data analysis.
2. The themes and sub-themes that were presented in chapter 5 were deduced
from the participants’ interviews consisting of answers to the interview
questions in appendix “E”. All of that was based on and related to answer
the research question on page 80.
3. Windows Excel was used to help present both the analyzed themes and
sub-themes in chapter 5 for each of the participants and present the final
findings for all participants in chapter 6.
4. The researcher’s expertise in using Excel helped simplify the analysis
phase. The themes and sub themes were created as headings in columns
varying between (A-J), then the data associated with each theme and subtheme entered underneath each heading.
5. The final step was to use “Chart Wizard” that is available in Excel to use
columns and bar charts to present data.
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3.2 Case study design
Yin (1994) who was cited in Tellis (1997b) defined case study as:
“An empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within real- life
context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly
evident” (Tellis, 1997b, p. 7). This correlated within the context of this case study.

Literature
Review and
Problem
Identification
(Issues)

1) Awareness of a problem
Introduction

Abstract

4) Evaluation
Data Analysis and
Findings

Data
gathering

5) Results

Methodology
And
Conceptual
theoretical
proposition

3) Development
2) Suggestions

Conclusion
Figure (3.1) Case study design block diagram
Steps adopted from (ISworld, 2007)

Davis (2005) stated that it is important not to confuse the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations.
“Findings are factual and verifiable statements of what happened or what was found.
Conclusions are your own ideas that you deduce from your findings. Recommendations
are what you want done” (Davis, 2005, p. 21).
Tellis (1997a) explained the types of case studies as: exploratory, explanatory, and
descriptive and he believed that the criticism of case studies methodology dependent on a
single case study being microscopic is in fact an advantage.
The unit of analysis is a critical factor in the case
study. It is typically a system of action rather than an
individual or group of individuals. Case studies tend
to be selective, focusing on one or two issues that are
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fundamental to understanding the system being
examined (Tellis, 1997a, p. 6).
3.3 Conceptual and theoretical propositions and framework
The conceptual and theoretical propositions are part of the methodology, which is part of
the case study design.
Gray (2004) stated there are two ways in which the case study evidence analyzed. The
first is to analyze the data based on the original theoretical propositions and the research
objectives that flowed from them. The other is to develop a descriptive framework once
the case study completed. Gray (2004) described the theoretical proposition as:
One of the purposes of the theory is to assist the
researcher in making choices between what is worth
investigating and what should wisely be ignored.
Hence, the objectives and questions of the study are
very likely to have been guided by its theoretical
underpinning. At the analysis stage itself data can be
compared and contrasted with what the theoretical
models have predicted, and suppositions made about
the extent to which the original propositions can be
supported or rejected (Gray, 2004, p. 139).
An approach through the use of a village in Australia was presented as a case study to
facilitate economic, educational, and cultural application, for the use of new media and
ICT and network theory building in the context of community networks (Foth &
Adkinsor, 2005). The use of ICT in the community by questioning whether the Internet
can reawaken the community (Hampton & Wellman, 2003).
Jankowski, Slem, and Hollander (2001) stated that what emerged from their work is what
is called “community communication” and their primary focus of their research was on
the communication behaviour of individuals in the local community (Jankowski, Slem, &
Hollander, 2001). This is similar to the Raglan case mentioned in the literature review in
2.2.3 Economic issues’ section page 29.
Gurstein (2003) analysed subjectively the “digital divide” and concluded that it is more
than ‘who has access to’ and ‘who do not have access to’ ICT. The “digital divide” also
exists between the educated and not educated, and between economic classes. Therefore,
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the “digital divide” can be a socio-economic as well as techno divide. He also presented
an “effective use” of ICT drawn from the community informatics theory that identifies
the Internet as an essential tool for development (Gurstein, 2003).
Sawyer (2005) explained that social informatics theory used to represent the transdisciplinary study of the design and deployment and use of ICT with interaction within a
cultural context. Sawyer resumed explaining the social informatics work as a problem
oriented, “ this work is defined by its interest in particular issues and problems with
computerization and not by its adherence to certain theories or particular methods (as is
operations research)” (Sawyer, 2005, p. 2). Sawyer listed five observations common to
computerization:
I. Uses of ICT lead to multiple and sometimes
paradoxical effects;
II. Uses of ICT shape thought and action in ways that
benefit groups more that others;
III. The differential effects of the design,
implementation and uses of ICT often have moral
and ethical consequences
IV. The design, implementation and uses of ICTs have
reciprocal relationships with the larger social
context; and
V. The phenomenon of interest will vary by the level of
analysis (Sawyer, 2005, p. 3).
Kling, Crawford, Rosenbaum, and Sawyer (2000) presented a similar definition to
Sawyer’s (2005) for social informatics in their research. They added examples to the
influences of ICT on social life such as the impact of the Internet on society. They had
introduced a systematic and rigorous empirically based research (Kling, Crawford,
Rosenbaum, Sawyer, & Weisband, 2000). The framework for this research was drawn
from these frameworks, the case built and the theory that has emerged from the case
study. According to Thames Valley University, TVU (2007) case studies entail what is
there and how it got there, allowing the researcher to understand problems, issues and
relationships, however the researcher can not generalise the results and findings unless it
is a similar case study or with similar circumstances. There are four steps to the case
study method:
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•
•
•

•

Verify the current situation
Collect information about key issues
Test hypotheses, the information collected were
analysed for possible hypotheses, this stage aims
to eliminate possible conflicts with the evidence
collected
Attempt corrective action aiming to improve tested
hypotheses in practice that need correction (TVU,
2007, p. 90-1).

The case-study enables rich information to be gathered from which potentially useful
hypotheses can be generated. It can be a time-consuming process, it is also inefficient in
researching situations which are already well structured and where the important
variables have been identified. They lack utility when attempting to reach rigorous
conclusions or determining precise relationships between variables (TVU, 2007).
Travelling Costs and phone calls made to Miranda
There were three trips made to Miranda to conduct the interviews; each cost $50.00 for
petrol for a total of $150.00. $50.00 was spent on toll calls, for a total of $200.00.
The first trip was made in December 2006, to locate the first participant, who helped in
finding volunteered participants. The second trip was made in January to interview three
of the participants; the second trip was made in March to interview another three
participants and the other two participants were emailed the interview questions. Subject
“H’s” interview was conducted and recorded during a phone interview.
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4.0 Data Gathering
4.1 Introduction
Bouma (1996) affirmed that the researcher should do the following before starting the
data-gathering phase:
1. Focus the problem;
2. Identify and define the basic concepts involved;
3. Select variables that relate to each of the concepts
under study;
4. Devise ways of measuring each of the variable;
5. Select a research design that will provide the
desired information about the relation between
variables;
6. Decide on a sampling procedure; and
7. Draw the sample (Bouma, 1996, p. 138).
“While you are collecting and recording your data it is essential to pay careful attention
to detail in observation. The loss of detail in data collection may make subsequent data
analysis impossible” (Bouma, 1996, p. 139).
Thames Valley University, TVU (2007) identified data as information: this information
achieved either through secondary or primary data collection or by using both in a
research. It is very important to identify the method of data collection delivered, either
quantitative data by using numbers and statistics or qualitative data using words and text.
Secondary data is: “data that has already been collected by someone else for a different
purpose to yours” (TVU, 2007, p. 32). There are different sources of quantitative and
qualitative secondary data:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Paper based sources: books, journal, periodicals,
abstracts, indexes, directories, research reports,
conference papers, market reports, annual
reports, internal records or organisations,
newspapers and magazines
Electronic sources: CD-ROMs, online database,
internet, video, and broadcasts
Official or government sources
Unofficial or general business sources
European Union Community sources
International sources: Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and
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United Nations and related organisations (TVU,
2007, p. 34).
However, primary data is “You collect the data yourself using methods such as interviews
and questionnaires. The key point here is that the data you collect is unique to you and
your research and, until you publish, no one else has access to it” (TVU, 2007, p. 34).
There are different methods for collecting primary data such as: questionnaires,
interviews, focus group interviews, observation, case studies, diaries, critical incidents,
and portfolios.
The following is a comprehensive discussion of questionnaires, interviews, and
observation as methods used for data collection:
1. Questionnaires: questionnaires are popular way of
collecting data but difficult to design. Advantages
are: can be used as a method or as a basis for
interviewing or a telephone survey; can be posted,
emailed, or faxed; can cover a large number of
people or organisations; wide geographic
coverage; relatively cheap; no prior
arrangements are needed; avoids embarrassment
on the part of the respondent; respondent can
consider responses; possible anonymity of
respondent, no interviewer bias. Disadvantages
are: design problems; questions have to be
relatively simple; historically low response rate;
time delay whilst waiting for response to be
returned; require a return deadline; several
reminders may be required; assumes no literacy
problems; no control over who completes it; not
possible to give assistance if required; problems
with incomplete questionnaire; replies no
spontaneous and relies on each other; and
respondents can read questions beforehand and
decide whether to answer or not (TVU, 2007, p.
34).
2. Interviews: interviewing is used to gain
understandings of people attitudes towards a
number of issues, interviews can be conducted at
work, at home, or in the street. Advantages of
personal interviews: serious response by
respondents resulting in accurate information;
good response rate; complete and immediate;
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possible in depth questions; interviewer in control
and can give help if there is a problem; can
investigate motives and feelings; can use
recording equipment; characteristics of
respondent assessed tone of voice and facial
hesitation; can use props; if one interview used,
uniformity of approach; and used to pilot other
methods. Disadvantages: needs to setup
interviews; time consuming; geographic
limitations; can be expensive; normally needs a
set of questions; respondent bias; embarrassment
possible if personal questions; and transcription
and analysis can present problems (TVU, 2007, p.
40).
3.

Observation: observation involves recording people behaviour as well as
describing the surroundings and events, the observation methods may take many
forms depending on the role that the researcher plays and depending as well on
the research purpose (TVU, 2007). Therefore observations could be structured or
unstructured. Advantages of observations: give well in depth information from an
external point of view. Disadvantages: can be time consuming and researcher
must be trained (HFRP, 2004).

Harvard Family Research Project of the Harvard Graduate School of Education, HFRP
(2004) highlighted the advantages of using multiple methods for data collection
compared with single data collection, “Using multiple methods to assess the same
outcomes provides a richer, more detailed picture. It also illuminates inconsistencies
between methods and reduces the chance of bias caused by a particular method” (HFRP,
2004, p. 5). Yin (1994), summarised in table (4.1) the strengths and weaknesses of six
sources of data as cited in (Tellis, 1997b) which, he called “Types of Evidence”.
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Table (4.1) Strength and weaknesses of six sources of data
Source of Evidence
Documentation

Strengths
•
•
•
•

Weaknesses

stable - repeated review
unobtrusive - exist prior
to case study
Exact - names etc.
broad coverage extended time span

•
•
•
•

retrieve-ability difficult
biased selectivity
reporting bias - reflects
author bias
access - may be blocked

Archival Records

•
•

Same as above
precise and quantitative

•
•

Same as above
privacy might inhibit
access

Interviews

•

targeted - focuses on
case study topic
insightful - provides
perceived causal
inferences

•

bias due to poor
questions
response bias
incomplete recollection
reflexivity - interviewee
expresses what
interviewer wants to
hear

reality - covers events in
real time
contextual - covers event
context

•
•

•

Direct Observation

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

time-consuming
selectivity - might miss
facts
reflexivity - observer's
presence might cause
change
cost - observers need
time

Participant Observation

•
•

Same as above
insightful into
interpersonal behavior

•
•

Same as above
bias due to investigator's
actions

Physical Artifacts

•

insightful into cultural
features
insightful into technical
operations

•
•

selectivity
availability

•

(Tellis, 1997b, p. 8)
4.2 Empirical Work, structured and in-depth unstructured interviews
Selecting data sources or information providers are as important as selecting the right
data collection method, data can be collected interviewing different stakeholders.
Sometimes definite data sources lead themselves into certain data collection methods, or
in other words their situation or location calls for certain data collection method, as an
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example if a participant is hard to get to or if living in a remote area then using a survey
by email or post is a popular way (HFRP, 2004). Smith & Stewart (2001) narrated the
difference between structured or standardized interviews and in-depth unstructured
interviews. In structured interviews the same questions and their sequence are submitted
to interviewees, the disadvantages of this approach according to Burns (1994) are the
following as cited in Smith and Stewart (2001):
• The researcher is missing out on or has no
elasticity to verify the believes, feelings, and attitudes
of the interviewee
• The interviewer must become neutral,
standardized medium
• The detachment and impersonal approach
required can prevent trust and rapport from
developing between the interviewer and the
interviewee (Smith & Stewart, 2001, p. 6).
Where as unstructured interviews according to Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell, &
Alexander, (1995) as cited in Smith and Stewart (2001) designate interview questions,
but depends on the relationship between the researcher and the interviewee to get
information during conversations between them. Burn (1994) added that they concentrate
on the participants’ perception of themselves, their experiences with the issues, and about
their environment (Smith & Stewart, 2001).
The interviewer allows the informant to control the
conversation, but at the same time asks questions to
clarify issues, or highlight comments made
tangentially. The interviewer will indirectly change
topics or subjects… Open-ended, unstructured
interviews are appropriate when the objective of the
research is to obtain an individual's subjective
experiences reported in their own language; when
access to activities, or events cannot be directly
observed by the researcher; when more subjects are
needed to be studied than can be practically achieved
using observational techniques; and when more than
one individual is being interviewed at one time (Smith
& Stewart, 2001, p. 7).
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4.2.1

Empirical or Field work

Prior to the data collection phase an approval from Unitec Research Ethics Committee
(UREC) was granted to begin data collection, and prior to the ethics application an
approval for research proposal application was granted as well from the IT department. It
took three months to undergo this process; a research information sheet was submitted to
six of the interviewees by person and two were sent by email, also eight informed
consents forms were prepared, signed by participants, and collected prior to the
interviews, two of which were received by email. The recorded interviews for subjects:
“B”, “C”, “D”, “E”, “F”, “G”, and “H” were also transcribed.

It is essential to the researcher to consider certain issues involving ethical practices when
dealing with the research participants. “The key to identifying ethical issues in research is
to take the position of the subject of the research” (Bouma, 1996, p. 188). It was very
important in this research to win the trust and of the residents of these areas; because
people in rural areas are known for their kindness and good hospitality it was important
not to abuse this trust. Bouma (1996) stated that the researcher should be thoughtful and
considerate of the feelings and needs of others. Part of that is conducting interviews that
are well-prepared, designate proper time for the interview, and ask proper questions. The
researcher manner, be honest, willing to help, and the nature of the research, all these
elements contributes in wining the people trust (Bouma, 1996).
Apart from conducting the interviews, there was one more informal and unrecorded semiinterview or short phone conversation with the deputy principal of a “Primary School” in
the area, which uses “School Zone” fast Internet. The school was offered this service for
no monthly charge; this offer discouraged the school from seeking a request to be
connected to project PROBE facilities.
There were three stakeholders associated with this research: the residents of Miranda’s
area, ISPs, and the government. An attempt to approach an ISP called “Farmside”
offering wireless broadband was successful and all the information regarding broadband
Internet connection was emailed to the interested participant subjects. The process was
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successful and beneficial for the interested subjects participating in this study, who were
not aware of such services in their area. The discussion chapter describes this further.
4.2.2

Research Participants

There were eight participants participating in this research who were formally
interviewed by one of the following methods: conducting a personal interview, phone
interview, or emailed the interview questions. Each person participated voluntarily with
the help of an informer who knew the area and its people. Appendix “E” contains the
interview questions and précis responses to these questions from the participants. None of
the participants has objected to their interviews being tape recorded, moreover, subjects
“B”, “C”, and “D” were interviewed on one day and subjects “E”, “F”, and “G”
interviewed three month later. The impact of conducting the interviews in two different
intervals recorded in the Discussion (Chapter 6).
4.2.2.1 Subject “A”
Demographics:

Gender
M

Table (4.2) Demographics data for subject “A”
Name
Age
Job
Salary
“A”
55-60
Teacher
$30K-$40K

Subject “A” is an IT teacher at Hauraki Plains College in Ngatea, located 15 to 20
kilometers to the north of Miranda. Hauraki Plains College is the only college close to
Miranda.
Subject “A” was not available for an interview, because he did not live in the area and it
was difficult to set an interview within the school premises, but he was willing to email
his response.
The researcher approached subject “A” through the college principal and described the
research incentives behind interviewing a staff from the nearest school, which was to
investigate the impact of project PROBE provision in schools. He was well aware of
rural ICT provision implications and he was very concerned about the NZ ranking
amongst OECD countries.
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Observations: On this occasion, recording the researcher’s observations was impossible
due to the use of email; therefore, this process resembles a survey, which lacks richness
and details. Interview questions for subject “A” are available in appendix “E”, section
10.5.1.
4.2.2.2 Subject “B”
Demographics:

Gender
F

Table (4.3) Demographics data for subject “B”
Name
Age
Job
Salary
“B”
35-40 Camper Lodge Manager $30K-$40K

Observations: The research informer in that area introduced subject “B” to the study.
(These two people were friends).
Subject “B” is a manager of a lodge camp near a tourist attraction called Miranda’s
Springs Hot Water.
The interview time was very short. During the interview, lodgers interrupted twice and
because subject “B” did not have a reliever, the interview was mostly short responses to
questions. There was no time to expand the conversation further.
The interview took place at subject “B’s” workplace. The time of the interview was
chosen by her. Subject “B” lives and works in Miranda. The Camp Lodge was offered
Wifi broadband for lodgers from DiGi Wifi in exchange for selling Wifi cards for
lodgers.
Subject “B” was not interested in the NZ ranking among OECD countries, nor customs
Project PROBE, very satisfied with the Internet access she had. Interview questions for
subject “B” are available in appendix “E”, section 10.5.2.
4.2.2.3 Subject “C”
Demographics:

Gender
F

Table (4.4) Demographics data for subject “C”
Name
Age
Job
Salary
“C”
18-25
cashier
$18K-$24K

Observations: Subject “C” did not live in Miranda, but worked at Miranda Hot Springs.
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She did not use the Internet at work because she did not need to, but she had Internet
access from Wave, which operates in rural areas. (Wave is a grand child of Ihug).
Subject “C” is still facing problems when she accesses the Internet from home. Subject
“C” uses the Internet to obtain information and for email. She is not interested in NZ
ranking among OECD countries, did not know what project PROBE was about, but she
was very optimistic about the future of ICT provision in rural areas. Interview questions
for subject “C” are available in appendix “E”, section 10.5.3.
4.2.2.4 Subject “D”
Demographics:

Gender
M

Table (4.5) Demographics data for subject “D”
Name
Age
Job
“D”
45-50
Assistant Manager
Farmer

Salary
$30K-$40K

Observation: Subject “D” was a farmer who had worked all of his life with his father.
At present, he works four days a week on the farm and weekends at Miranda’s touristsattraction. He was at work when the interview was conducted at a time that suited him
and he was very helpful, generous, and kind to everyone around him.
The work environment was fun and relaxing, but he felt that ICT provision in his area
should provide more to enable residents to benefit from it. He was very angry because of
the neglect by Telcos/ISPs and suggested that residents felt deprived from facilities that
were already available for urban inhabitants.
The cost of broadband was a concern for him as was the speed; he relied on his mobile
for his calls as most residents in that area do. Interview questions for subject “D” are
available in appendix “D”, section 10.5.4.
4.2.2.5 Subject “E”
Demographics:

Gender
Female

Table (4.6) Demographics data for subject “E”
Name
Age
Job
Salary
“E”
45-50
General
Dole
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Observation: Subject “E” was the most affected by the ICT provisions in her area,
especially because she was a beneficiary (as most of the residents in her area).
Subject “E” felt hopeless and in despair concerning ICT provision facilities especially
because it is affecting the voluntary work that she does for her community. Most of the
population in the area were of Maori decent, who have limited educational background
and living on support from Ministry of Social Welfare. Subject “E” lives in Kaiaua about
five Kilometers from Miranda and lives in a very humble home on the main Kaiaua
costal road.
There were neither petrol stations nor any of the major retail grocery stores in the area.
Interview questions for subject “E” are available in appendix “E”, section 10.5.5.
4.2.2.6 Subject “F”
Demographics:

Gender
Male

Table (4.7) Demographics data for subject “F”
Name
Age
Job
Salary
“F”
60-65
Educator/Farmer $60K-$70K

Observation: Subject “F’s” circumstances were very different compared with previous
participants. He has an orchard behind his house and he offers board and has a
marine/coastal advisory service.
Subject “F” has an Internet domain, which hosts more than two hundred members or
users. He served as an educator in the UN in East and South African Countries.
He was very relaxed but very angry at Telecom in particular, because they were
interested in generating profit more than providing telecommunication services to
residents in rural areas and he felt that people were missing many opportunities that ICT
provision can provide.
He was very enthusiastic in helping his community but he was frustrated with how he
could operate on a degraded telecommunications infrastructure. Subject “F” claimed that
the government is neglecting geographic natural scenic locations as tourist attractions in
New Zealand; he also attributed this negligence to a lack of telecommunication
infrastructure.
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Subject “F” maintained that tourism could generate a good income for a rural population
and could contribute to financing local developmental projects such as a decent local
library with broadband Internet access like their counterparts in urban areas.
Interview questions for subject “F” are available in appendix “E”, section 10.5.6.
4.2.2.7 Subject “G”
Demographics:

Gender
Male

Table (4.8) Demographics data of subject “G”
Name
Age
Job
Salary
“G”
45-50
Farmer
$60K-$70K

Observation: Subject “G” and his wife worked in the IT industry for more than twentyfive years, before he decided to get into the breeding cattle business. He and his wife are
involved in the DJ karaoke sound and lighting entertainment and they download many
songs from the Internet. During the interview subject “G” talked about many CDs were
used for this propose. Subject “G” uses his knowledge in IT to put pressure on his ISP
(Telecom) anytime he experienced any inconveniences with his phone or Internet access.
Subject “G” is a support technician for the local primary school near his house and he
has access to their network. Interview questions for subject “G” are available in
appendix “E”, section 10.5.7.
4.2.2.8 Subject “H”
Demographics:

Gender
Male

Table (4.9) Demographics data for subject “H”
Name
Age
Job
“H”
35-40 EcoQuest Administrator
Educator

Salary
$60K-$70K

Observation: Subject “H’s” interview was recorded and conducted through the phone,
during his working hours. The observation factor was not applicable because the
interview was conducted on the phone; however, comments on subject “H” analysis are
discussed in details in section 5.4.8. Interview questions for subject “H” are available in
appendix “E”, section 10.5.8.
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Age

Gender
5
4
3
2
1
0

5
4
3
2
1
0
Male

18-25

Female

35-40

Job

60-65

5
4
3
2
1
0

Manager

Teacher

Cashier

Voluntary
Work

Farmer &
Business

55-60

Salary

5
4
3
2
1
0
Educator
business

45-50

$18K-$24K $30K-$40K $60K-$70K Beneficiary

Figure (4.1) Demographic data for all participants
Figure (4.1) show the demographic data for all participants in the study. Subjects “A”,
“D”, “F”, “G”, and “H” were males, and subjects “B”, “C”, and “E” were females.
Subject “C” was in the 18-25 age group, subjects “B” and “H” were in the 34-40 age
group, subjects “D”, “E”, and “G” were in the 45-50 age group, subject “A” was in the
55-60 age group, and subject “F” was between 60-65 age group. Subjects “H” and “F”
work as educators and have business, subjects “D” and “G” are farmers and deal with
business, subject “E” did voluntary work, subject “C” worked as a cashier, subject “A” is
a teacher, and subject “B” was a manager. Subject “C” has a salary in range of $18K$24K, subjects “A”, “B”, and “D” had a salary range of $30K-$40K, subjects “F”, “G”,
and “H” had a salary in the range of $60K-$70K, and subject “E” was a beneficiary.
Highlights of Chapter 4 and the next chapter 5 data analysis

Chapter 4 data gathering was organized into the following two level two, two level three,
and 8 level 4 sections consisting in tabulated data of the eight participants contributed in
this study, and a discussion of interviews, questionnaires, and observations.
Chapter 5 is the analysis chapter consisting in four level two sections and eight level
three sections one for each participant, where each participant was a unit of measurement
at the themes and sub-themes.
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5 Data Analysis
5.1 Introduction
The analysis for ICT provision in rural areas was based on the data collected from the
literature review, participants’ interviews, and observations based on the Community
Informatics Theory framework section 3.3, on page 74, in order to understand the people
and issues in Miranda, Mangatangi, and Kaiaua area. The unit of measurement was at the
individual participant level. He/she was analysed at the themes and sub-themes levels.
5.2 Analysis principles
According to Bouma (1996), four basic questions guide the activities of data analysis and
interpretation:
“What did you ask? What did you find? What do you conclude? To whom do your
conclusions apply?” (Bouma, 1996, p. 200).
The first question, Bouma (1996) referred to being reminiscent of the research questions
and reiterated the general issue in connection to the research objective. The answer to the
second question is firstly; the data needs to be interpreted according to the questions
asked by avoiding explaining or drawing conclusions also it is necessary to report any
unclear results. Secondly; the findings related to the research objective and clearly state
allegations of the findings to the research question, thirdly; a data evaluation is important
and mention the limitations of the study such as research design, sample selection, and
data collection. The third and the forth questions deals with research conclusion and the
samples that had been studied respectively (Bouma, 1996). Yin (1994) cited in Tellis
(1997a) stated that in order to produce an analysis of the highest quality, there are four
principles that the researcher should keep on mind:
•Show that the analysis relied on all the relevant
evidence
•Include all major rival interpretations in the analysis
•Address the most significant aspect of the case study
•Use the researcher’s prior, expert knowledge to
further the analysis (Tellis, 1997a, p. 11).
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5.3 The quality of qualitative analysis, Coding, and interpretation
“Analysts should be judged partly in terms of how skillfully, artfully, and persuasively
they craft an argument or tell a story” (Berkowitz, 1997, p. 50).
According to Berkowitz, the following questions should be addressed to judge the quality
of qualitative analyses:
Does the analysis flow well and make sense in
relation to the study's objectives and the data that
were presented? Is the story line clear and
convincing? Is the analysis interesting, informative,
provocative? Does the analyst explain how and why
she or he drew certain conclusions, or on what bases
she or he excluded other possible interpretations?
(Berkowitz, 1997, p. 50).
Smith and Stewart (2001) stated that after the data is collected, it is compiled, interpreted
and analyzed; they cited Miles and Huberman (1994) that analysis is a process when a
researcher is going over notes and audio by transcribing and scrutinizing them, but at the
same time keeping them intact. Coding is distinguishing and combining the data collected
then replicating this information, Miles and Huberman (1994) defined codes as
meaningful labels for the descriptive information accumulated during the research.
Any information obtained from an interview should
first be broadly studied to gain a general familiarity
of the contents. During the process, dominant
concepts, themes, and issues should be noted to form
categories; these categories becoming the codes with
which the transcript will be interpreted and meanings
developed (Smith & Stewart, 2001).
Rouse and Martin (1994) cited Tesch (1990) who stated that: “ Only two groups of
authors Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Miles and Huberman (1984) have explicitly
provided extensive and through descriptions of qualitative analysis procedures” (Tesch,
1990, p. 88).“Grounded theory is an analytical approach to the data based on grounding
the analysis in the data that have been gathered and inductively reaching conclusions
from these data” (Rouse & Martin, 1994, p. 53-4). Miles and Huberman (1984) added to
the “Grounded Theory” of Glaser and Strauss (1967) that the theoretical framework
should govern the way qualitative research is conducted, providing guidelines on what to
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observe and what to ignore (Rouse & Martin, 1994). This research leaned towards Miles
and Huberman (1984) guidelines.
Garson (2007) of College of Humanities and Social Sciences at the North Carolina State
University narrated that narrative analysis is an analysis of chronologically told story, and
that themes are sets of patterns.
“Narrative analysis is seen as a more in-depth alternative to survey research using
psychological scales. Some advocates see it as an "empowering" social science
methodology insofar gives respondents the venue to articulate their own viewpoints and
evaluative standards” (Garson, 2007, p. 1).
The analysis used in this research show the effectiveness of a concept mapping approach.
There are main themes and sub-themes identified with their relationship to one another.
This simplified the interpretation process. The diagram of themes map in Figure (5.2) in
section 5.4 provides a summary of the issues involved (Miller & Riechert, 1994).
The next section is a discussion of the themes and sub-themes regarding issues that came
up during the interviews with participants to help answer the research question on page
80. Cost was listed as one of the main themes and as a sub-theme under barriers, because
cost formed a major issue for participants in this study and it was one of the barriers to
subscribe to satellite broadband.
Figure (5.1) shows Miranda and the area around it, namely Kaiaua and Mangatangi
shown within the dotted circle.

Figure (5.1) Geographical locations of the area under study
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5.4 Themes
Locations
Impacts on daily activities

Knowledge

Barriers

DiGi Wifi

Cost

Telecom

Infrastructure

Cost

ICT
Provision in
rural Areas:
Miranda,
Kaiaua, and
Mangatangi

Iconz

Farmside
Project PROBE

Choice of ISP
Options

Uses

Connection

Wireless broadband

Business

Dialup

Education

School Zone/Broadband

Communication
Speed

Broadband
Issues

Weather for wireless
Dialup

Noise (Elec. Fencing

Actions by
residents

Disconnection & Delay
Pressuring ISP
Speed

Relocating to Urban
Willing to choose another ISP
NZ rank among OECD
Present ISP

Satisfaction

Optimistic for future improvements

Telecommunications Service Obligation

Figure (5.2) (Theme Map) Block diagram showing themes and sub-themes arise
Rating system
A rating system was created by using coloured blocks for each participant’s theme map,
associated with a scale from 1 to 5 based on ICT provision’s ratings in his/her area, for
the themes and sub-themes.
Low/Not-Applicable
1

Mid/Rating
2

3
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5.4.1

Subject “A”

Demographics
Name: Subject “A”
Age: 55-60 Years
Gender: M
Job: Teacher
Salary: $30K-$40K
Internet user classification: High range user

NGATEA

http://www.wises.co.nz/p/hauraki-plains-motors/yv4cn
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Figure (5.3) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “A”
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5.4.1.1 Analysis for subject “A”
The following is an analysis for subject “A” based on the answers from the interview
questions that the researcher emailed to subject “A”. Some of the recorded responses for
Subject “A” revealed the school circumstances and the impact of ICT provision in rural
areas as a staff member of the school. Figure (5.4) below is a chart diagram showing the
rating for each of the main themes for subject “A”.

Main Themes for subject "A"

Satisfaction

Actions by
subject "A"

Issues

Uses

Options

Cost

Barriers

Impacts on
daily
activities

5
4
3
2
1
0

Figure (5.4) Chart diagram of Main Themes for Subject “A”
The following is a discussion of the themes illustrated:
Impacts on daily activities: Subject “A” has SchoolZone fast Internet available at the
Hauraki Plains College provided and maintained by Telecom. Subject “A” rated
broadband speed as nine on a scale from 1-10. Nevertheless, he was very satisfied with
the service and that was given a “4” on the rating scale. The Internet access for subject
“A” is positively influencing his daily activities, because it is making communication, elearning, and video conferencing possible. This forms a direct impact on students in rural
areas, which will reduce the digital divide between them and their counterparts in urban
areas, and it will help them reduce the gap when they start their tertiary education,
according to subject “A”.
Barriers: This theme is a tricky one because its rating is dependent on the subject’s
knowledge, Internet access due to location, cost, and infrastructure, Figure (5.5) is a chart
diagram that shows the rating for each of the sub-themes of barriers for subject “A”.
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1. Locations: Due to the availability of SchoolZone fast Internet, location did not
become a high rate barrier for participant “A”; Ngatea is considered as semi-urban
so it was given a “2” on the rating scale.
2. Knowledge: Although subject “A” is an IT teacher, knowledge was rated “1”
which means that knowledge of IT and dealing with it is not a barrier, however he
is still considered as a digital immigrant according to (Prensky, 2001).
3. Cost: Cost is not a barrier for subject “A” because fast Internet was available free
at work, therefore cost rated one.
4. Infrastructure: The infrastructure does not form a huge barrier, because the
SchoolZone connection is provided by Telecom and the school has a choice of
different connection package rates.

Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "A"
5
4
3
2
1
0
Locations

Knowledge

Cost

Infrastructure

Figure (5.5) Chart diagram of sub-themes of Barriers for Subject “A”
Options: The options that subject “A” has is a manifestation of the school decision. It
was rated “2” because the school did not have much of a choice also. Figure (5.6) shows
a chart diagram for both choice of ISP and connection for subject “A”.
1. Choice of ISP: Although the location of the school could affect their choice of
ISP, the school has a good range of ISPs under this sub-theme; Telecom was the
school choice of ISP, therefore choice of ISP rated four.
2. Connection: The SchoolZone connection is the one the school had chosen and it
provides them with fast Internet so rated five, they have dialup available as well.
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Sub-themes of Options-Choice of ISP for
Subject "A"
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Sub-themes of Options-Connection

Figure (5.6) Chart diagram of sub-themes of Options
Actions Taken by Subject “A”: Figure (5.7) shows sub-themes of actions by subject
“A”. Pressuring ISP rated one, because it is not applicable; relocating to urban rated two
where ICT provision criterion could contribute to that; and willing to choose another ISP
rated one, because subject “A” is not in a position to make that decision.
Sub-themes of Actions by Subject "A"
5
4
3
2
1
0
Pressuring ISP

Relocating to
Urban

Willing to choose
another ISP

Figure (5.7) Chart diagram of sub-themes of Actions by subject “A”
Uses: This theme satisfies part of the inquiry for this research, students and staffs uses the
Internet for business education, and communication, Figure (5.8) shows a rating of five,
subject “A” classified as a high Internet user.
Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "A"
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Education
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Figure (5.8) Chart diagram of sub-themes of Uses for Subject “A”
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Issues: Subject “A” mentioned SchoolZone filtering; otherwise the school is satisfied
with the provision of ICT, but they would like to maintain updates and keep up with the
progress of technology, therefore issues rated two as illustrated in Figure (5.9).
Sub-themes of Issues-Dialup for Subject
"A"
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Figure (5.9) chart diagram of sub-themes of Issues for Subject “A”
Satisfaction: Referring to Figure (5.10) shows subject “A” is very satisfied with
Telecom’s service and he is optimistic about the future of ICT in rural areas, but he
stopped short of forming an opinion about the NZ ranking among OECD countries and
Telecommunications Service Obligation, therefore his satisfaction rated “5”.
Sub-themes of Satisfaction for Subject
"A"

Telecommunic
ations Service
Obligation

Optimistic for
future
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countries

5
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Figure (5.10) Chart diagram of sub-themes of satisfaction for Subject “A”
Keeping in mind that subject “A” emailed his response, therefore the observation factor
and the interview richness was missing, therefore the analysis for subject “A” lacked
details and feedback on certain issues.
The findings for subject “A” are summarised in Table (5.1), showing that subject “A”
scored high (4-5) on the main themes relating to impacts on daily activities, cost, uses,
and satisfaction. However subject “A” scored low (1-2) on the main themes such as
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options, issues, and actions. Subject “A” had a medium score (3) on barriers. Subject
“A” was using SchoolZone broadband for work related uses, which explains the scores
for the main themes.

For sub-themes of barriers, subject “A” scored low (1-2) on locations, knowledge, and
cost. Where he scored medium (3) on infrastructure, which showed that subject “A” had
low rated barriers regarding ICT provision for the Hauraki Plains College, but whether
the neighbourhood benefited as well was further not investigated.

Under sub-themes of options subject “A” scored high in the choice of ISP because the
school of Hauraki Plains College choose Xtra as an ISP and SchoolZone as a connection
type.

Subject “A” scored high on all sub-themes of uses, utilised in business, education, and
communication.

For subject “A” the sub-themes of issues listed issues related to each of broadband and
dialup, the whether rated low, but speed was an issue for subject “A” rated high. Dialup
was available but not used at all.

The sub-themes of actions rated low, since subject “A” had no control on management
decisions.

Subject “A” scored low on NZ ranking among OECD countries and satisfaction with
telecommunications service obligation. However, subject “A” scored very high on
satisfaction with present ISP and he was very optimistic for future improvements.

From subject “A’s” analysis and his summary of data, it seemed he enjoyed SchoolZone
broadband because it enhanced his performance and made video conferencing available
for students in rural areas. However, subject “A” had little control on decision making in
regards to choice of ISP and connection type.
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Rating

Table (5.1) a summary data ratings of themes for subject “A”
1
2
3
4
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction
Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure
Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

5
High

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “A”
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “A”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “A”

Business
Education
Communication
Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “A”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “A”

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

X

NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X

X
X
Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “A”

X
X
X
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5.4.2

Subject “B”

Demographics
Name: Subject “B”
Age: 35-40 Years
Gender: F
Job: Manager
Salary: $40K-$50K
Internet user classification: Low range
user
http://maps.yellowpages.co.nz/clients/browse.cgi?client=yellnzy
p&GridE=175.30802&GridN=-37.20001&lon=175.30802&lat=37.20001&db=NZ&place=MIRANDA%2C%20WAIKATO%20
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Figure (5.11) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “B”
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5.4.2.1 Analysis for subject “B”
The following was an analysis for subject “B” based on answers from interview questions
and the transcribed interview for subject “B”. Figure (5.12) is a chart diagram of the main
themes for subject “B”. The following is a discussion of the main themes:

Main Themes for Subject "B"
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daily
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5
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Figure (5.12) Chart diagram of main themes for subject “B”
Impacts on daily activities: Subject “B” replied that it is good, it is wireless connected all
the time. ICT provision is acting as a marketing tool for their business, because they have
wireless broadband available, which means that lodgers can access the Internet and subject
“B” can continue to carry on with her business and daily activities. Having a wireless
connection encouraging them to spend more time at the park, this means more business to
the holiday camp.

Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "B"
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Figure (5.13) Chart diagram sub-themes of barriers for subject “B”
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Barriers: There are four elements associated with this category, it is important to keep in
mind that each element discussed and rated as a barrier illustrates the rating for each in the
bar chart diagram Figure (5.13):
1

Location: The location of subject “B” as a business in regards to ICT
provision is a barrier, because telecommunication infrastructure in that area
is regarded as poor, and the location as a barrier rated three.

2

Knowledge: Subject “B” had a little knowledge of the state of ICT provision
in subject “B’s” area with no IT knowledge. (This claim based on the
answer that subject “B” gave about Internet speed. The response given
which did not indicate that subject “B” knew what she was talking about
therefore, knowledge rated four).

3

Cost: Cost was not a barrier for subject “B”, based on $60.00/month cost,
therefore cost rated two.

4

Infrastructure: The wireless broadband provision abolished the
telecommunication infrastructure’s problem for subject “B” in this area
therefore infrastructure rated two as well.
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Figure (5.14) Chart diagram of Options for subject “B”
Options: Options consists of two main categories: choice of ISP and connection type, there
are sub categories associated with each of them. These options rated two, because the
present provision of wireless broadband with the monthly charge made it hard to think
about other options available to them Figure (5.14) illustrates a bar chart diagram of the
ratings for these sub-themes:
Choice of ISP: Subject “B” has Internet service provided by DiGi Wifi (started in the US
and now based in Australia); therefore, choice of ISP rated four. Subject “B” said: “I have
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a choice, but I chose them because they offered here in the “Holiday Park” as a deal they
installed everything I did not have to pay anything”. Subject “B” also revealed some sort of
a deal that took place between subject “B” and the ISP “I pay the monthly fee, and then I
sell the card for people who want to have Internet access”.
Connection Type: Connection type rated five, because subject “B” has access to an
affordable wireless broadband.
Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "B"
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Figure (5.15) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “B”
Uses: ICT provision at subject “B’s” site used as a marketing tool to promote their business
through their website and for communication using the email facility and other sound
applications that are available on the Internet instead of making toll calls. Uses and their
ratings illustrated in Figure (5.15).
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Figure (5.16) Chart diagram of Issues for Subject “B”
Issues: Subject “B” said: “Now ninety nine percent of the time is good, the only time we
have difficulty with it is when there is a change in the atmosphere, because we are in the
Hauraki Plains we have certain weather situation that slows it down”. That is why weather
rated four under broadband as a sub-theme of issues and dialup rated not applicable or one.
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Speed is a 100 kbps and overall broadband is ninety-nine percent of the time is good so
broadband rated three under issues as illustrated in Figure (5.16).
Actions by Subject “B”: This theme has three sub-themes associated with it: pressuring
ISP, relocating to urban, and willing to choose another ISP. These sub-themes were all
rated one or not applicable as illustrated in Figure (5.17). Subject “B” had not mentioned
demanding to improve Internet access or pressuring the subject “B’s” ISP, subject “B” did
not think of relocating to urban, nor was she willing to choose another ISP. Subject “B”
said: “I pay the monthly fee, and then I sell the card for people who want to have Internet
access” (subject “B” referring to Internet time access cards as part of the deal with DiGi
Wifi).
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Figure (5.17) Chart diagram of Actions by Subject “B”
Satisfaction for subject “B”: There are four sub-themes associated with this theme: NZ
ranking among OECD countries, willing to choose another ISP, optimistic for future
improvements, and satisfaction with telecommunications service obligation, rated one, five,
four, and one respectively. Sub-themes and their ratings illustrated in Figure (5.18).
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Figure (5.18) Chart diagram of Satisfaction for Subject “B”
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The findings for subject “B” are summarised in Table (5.2), which showed a high rating of
the main themes on impacts on daily activities, coast, uses, issues, and satisfaction. Subject
“B” scored medium on barriers, however he scored low on options and actions.

On the sub-themes of barriers, locations, cost, and infrastructure rated low as barriers,
where knowledge rated a high barrier for subject “B”. Knowledge formed a barrier for
subject “B”, but in her case, knowledge did not affect ICT provision for her.

Sub-themes of options portioned into choice of ISP and connection type, under the choice
of ISP, subject “B” scored high. For connection type subject “B” scored high for wireless
DiGi Wifi.

For sub-themes of uses subject “B” scored low on education, but high on business and
communication.

The sub-themes of issues partitioned into broadband and dialup, under broadband issues
whether rated as a high issue due to the effect of the Hauraki Plains, in the mean time
subject “B” had no dialup connection.

Sub-themes of actions for subject “B” rated all low such as pressuring ISP, relocating to
urban, and willing to choose another ISP.

For sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “B”, he scored low on NZ ranking among OECD
countries, and telecommunications service obligations, however subject “B” scored high on
satisfaction with present ISP and optimistic for future improvements.

From the analysis performed for subject “B” and the summary of the results from Table,
(5.4.2.1.1) subject “B” enjoyed the deal fro DiGi Wifi and benefited financially and from
broadband availability, which made her feel privileged by the ICT provision compared with
her neighbours.
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Rating

Table (5.2) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “B”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “B”
X

Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure
Choice of ISP
DiGi Wifi
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

X
X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “B”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “B”

Business
Education
Communication
Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “B”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “B”

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

X
X
X

NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X

Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “B”

X
X
X
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5.4.3

Subject “C”

Demographics
Name: Subject “C”
Age: 20-25 Years
Gender: F
Job: Cashier
Salary: $18K-$24K
Internet user classification: Low range
user
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Figure (5.19) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “C”
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5.4.3.1 Analysis for Subject “C
The following was an analysis for subject “C” based on the answers from the interview
questions and the transcribed interview for subject “C”. Figure (5.20) displays the main
themes and their ratings.

Main Themes for Subject "C"

Figure (5.20) Chart diagram of main themes for Subject “C”
Impacts on daily activities: ICT provision did not affect the daily activities for subject
“C”, and impacts on daily activities rated three. Subject “C” was classified as a low range
user because subject “C” spends 10 hours or less of connection time/month. Subject “C”
also replied on this direct question with “Not much”.

Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "C"
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Figure (5.21) Chart diagram of barriers for Subject “C”
Barriers: There are four components or sub-themes associated with this theme Figure
(5.21) show the ratings for each, each analysed as a barrier:
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1. Location: Subject “C” works in Miranda but resides somewhere else, therefore the
location does not form a huge barrier and location was rated three.
2. Knowledge: According to the vague replies from subject “C” during the interview,
subject “C did not have any knowledge about OECD organisation, project PROBE,
or the cost of broadband in her area, knowledge rated three for this sub-theme as
well.
3. Cost: The cost of $49.95/month flat rate formed a barrier for longer use of the
Internet (compared with $9.95 in Auckland from Kiwi on Line for dialup
connection). Cost rated four on the rating scale for subject “C”.
4.

Infrastructure: Infrastructure rated four based on information subject “C” revealed
during the interview such as 14-19 Kbps of dialup speed.
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Figure (5.22) Chart diagram of Options’ sub-themes for Subject “C”
Options: Subject “C” is independent of any barriers so subject “C” is not obligated to a
certain ISP; nevertheless, subject “C” has wide range of options as far as a choice of ISP
and a connection type, however subject “C” does not think of switching to broadband.
When the researcher asked subject “C” did you try to get broadband? Can you elaborate
please? Subject “C” replied, “No I have not try to get broadband, but I will in the future,
because I do not have a fast computer at present”.
Choice of ISP: Subject “C” said: “Wave Internet was part of Ihug, which merged with
Wave last November”.
Connection Type: Dialup is the connection type for subject “C” which rated five, subject
“C” said: “I am satisfied with my ISP for their service and not planing to switch to
broadband at present”. Subject “C” suggested that people believe that ISPs operating in
rural areas are all the same.
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Uses: When the researcher asked subject “C” what do you use the Internet for? Subject “C
said: “For email and for finding information about anything”. Figure (5.23) shows uses’
sub-themes and their ratings.
Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "C"
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Figure (5.23) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “C”
Issues: The issues discussed related to the concerns of one of the two forms of connection:
broadband or dialup. Because subject “C” is on dialup, the issues that associated with it are
noise, disconnection, and speed therefore they rated three, three, and four respectively. The
question for subject “C” was: How long does it take you to connect to the Internet for
dialup users in your area? Subject “C” answered by: “Two minutes sometimes it connects
right away” and by: “Yes, it shuts down” when asked do you know of anyone in your area
uses broadband? What problems did they have?
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Figure (5.24) Chart diagram of Issues for Subject “C”
Actions by residents: There are three components associated with this theme; Figure
(5.25) shows the associated sub-themes and their ratings. The following is a discussion of
these sub-themes:
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Pressuring ISP: Subject “C” does not act right away if a problem affected her Internet
access, like calling Wave and pressure them for better service, pressuring ISP rated one or
not applicable.
Relocating to Urban: One of subject “C’s” colleagues, who recently relocated to West of
Auckland, was born, lived, and worked in Miranda, she was in the same age range as
subject “C”, but subject “C” does not plan to relocate at present, relocating rated one.
Willing to choose another ISP: Subject “C” was willing to choose another ISP with better
service and less cost. Willing to choose another ISP rated five.
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Figure (5.25) Chart diagram of Actions by Subject “C”
Satisfaction: There are four sub-themes associated with this main theme; Figure (5.26)
shows the sub-themes and their ratings for subject “C”:
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Figure (5.26) Chart diagram of Satisfactions for Subject “C”
Subject “C did not have any idea about OECD, rated one, present ISP rated two as well as
satisfaction with telecommunications service obligation, but subject “C” was optimistic for
improvements in the future, rated four on the ratings scale.
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The findings for subject “C” are summarised in Table (5.3) showed that subject “C” scored
(3) or medium on impacts on daily activities, barriers, and cost. Subject “C” scored low on
uses, actions, and satisfactions. However, subject “C” scored high on options and issues.

On the sub-themes of barriers, locations and knowledge were medium, while cost and
infrastructure rated high. The results showed that cost was a barrier for subject “C” as well
as infrastructure because ADSL was not available and wireless was costly for her.

On the sub-themes of option, subject “C” scored high on choice of ISP with Wave/Ihug
using dialup.

The results showed that subject “C” used the Internet mostly for communication scored
high, and scored low for business and education.

Under the issue’s sub-themes noise, disconnection and speed were issues rated high for
subject “C”.

Subject “C” rated high on willing to choose another ISP, and scored low on other actions
such as pressuring present ISP, and relocating to urban.

Subject “C” scored low on satisfaction with NZ ranking among OECD countries, present
ISP, and satisfaction with telecommunications service obligation. However subject “C”
scored was medium on optimistic for future improvements.

Subject “C” was a dialup user willing to change to broadband, but with broadband cost at
present, subject “C” could not afford it. Subject “C” tried to live with the modest ICT
provision using dialup, and reluctantly accepting dialup issues such as disconnections, and
low speed.
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Rating

Table (5.3) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “C”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “C”
X
X

Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure

X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “C”

Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
Wave/Ihug
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup
Business
Education
Communication

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “C”
X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “C”

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “C”

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

X
X

NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X

X
Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “C”

X
X
X
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5.4.4

Subject “D”

Demographics
Name: Subject “D”
Age: 45-55 Years
Gender: M
Job: Assistant Manager
Salary: $35K-$45K
Internet user classification: Low range
user

Impacts on daily activities

Locations

Ihug

Knowledge

DiGi Wifi

Barriers
Cost

ICT
Provision in
rural Areas:
For Subject
“D”

Cost

Xtra

Infrastructure

Farmside
Iconz

Choice of ISP
Options

Uses

Connection

Wireless broadband

Business

Dialup

Education
Weather

Communication

Speed

Broadband
Issues

Noise (Elec. Fencing

Dialup

Disconnection & Delay
Actions by
Subject
“D”

Pressuring ISP

Speed

Relocating to Urban
Willing to choose another ISP

Satisfaction

NZ ranking among OECD countries
Present ISP

Telecommunications Service Obligation
Low/NA

1

Optimistic for future improvements
Mid/Rating

2

3

High/A

4

5

Figure (5.27) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “D”
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5.4.4.1 Analysis for Subject “D”
The following is an analysis for subject “D”, Figure (5.28) shows the ratings of the main
themes presented in a chart par diagram:

Main Themes for Subject "D"

Satisfaction
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Figure (5.28) Chart diagram of main themes for Subject “D”
Impacts on daily activities: Subject “D” said: “I can not use the Internet during
business hours, because we use the line for EFTPOS I have to access the Internet outside
business hours”. Impacts on daily activities rated four.

Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "D"
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Figure (5.29) Chart diagram of Barriers for Subject “D”
Barriers: Figure (5.29) shows the sub-themes associated with it and their ratings, barriers
rated four as high.
1. Locations: Location rated three as a barrier, because it was affected by getting
affordable broadband.
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2. Knowledge: Knowledge was not a huge barrier for subject “D”, because he was
interested in getting broadband at work. Knowledge rated two on the ratings scale.
3. Cost: Cost rated three, although subject “D” works in Miranda, but his residential
address is in Pauanui. When subject “D” asked if people in Pauanui would pay
more for broadband he replied, “In Pauanui it is all the rich people, money does
not matter. Probably broadband is available in Pauanui, but I was on dialup”.
4. Infrastructure: people near subject “D” have the same problems with dialup.
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Figure (5.30) Chart diagram of Options for Subject “D”
Options: Figure (5.30) shows sub-themes associated with the options theme:
1. Choice of ISP: Ihug rated five, because they have a wide range of options.
2. Connection: was dialup, subject “D” did not know how much it costs to access
the Internet. When subject “D” asked, have you thought about installing
broadband? He replied, “Here for the business I think they should think about
getting broadband but depends on cost” and when asked have you used
broadband? He replied, “Yes, used broadband through friends”.
Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "D"
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Figure (5.31) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “D”
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Uses: Figure (5.31) shows uses’ sub-themes ratings in a chart par diagram. Business,
education, and communication are the sub-themes of uses’, rated four, one, and five
respectively. Subject “D” responded by “I use the Internet mostly for email and internet
banking, we have a website for our business maintained and administered by AA,
because ‘Hot Springs’ here is considered as a tourist attraction”. Subject “D” classified
as low Internet user. Sometimes he uses subject “B’s” broadband, next-door neighbour.
Subject “D” thought that educating people about the benefits of Internet should be a
priority for the government.
Sub-themes of Issues-Dialup for Subject
"D"
Sub-themes of Issues-Broadband for
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Figure (5.32) Chart diagram of sub-themes of Issues for Subject “D”
Issues: Figure (5.32) shows sub-themes of issues associated with each of broadband and
dialup connections. The issues here are concerned with the dialup connection, which
subject “D” has at present. Subject “D” said “Yes, here sometimes not too bad, but
sometimes it gets bad, it does not connect at all, and it seems more than 5 minutes. I do
not use it very much here, but the manager uses it more”.
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Figure (5.33) Chart diagram of Actions by Subject “D”
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Actions by Subject “D”: Subject “D” was willing to pay more for broadband, but he is
not in the position of making the final decision for getting broadband. Figure (5.33)
shows the sub-themes of actions by subject “D”. Pressuring ISP, relocating to urban, and
willing to choose another ISP, rated one, one and four respectively.
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Figure (5.34) Chart diagram of Satisfaction for Subject “D”
Satisfaction: Figure (5.34) shows satisfaction for subject “D”, when subject “D” asked if
he was satisfied with present ISP, he replied:
No, faster, more speed. I would be more satisfied
with broadband, because it would not take long to
logon or check my email. For example, we are
planning to do more promotion here, and a lot more
marketing, so we are going to need broadband to be
able to deal with it. Otherwise, it will take someone
sitting all day to check email-using dialup, we miss a
lot of email because of that and a lot was not
answered. Such as, are you open every day? What are
your rates? What are your opening hours? We make
much money from big schools and groups on
Christmas. It is a huge disadvantage not to have
broadband. We have a website hosted by AA for us;
people from Germany check our website.
Subject “D” had not heard about project PROBE before, and did not know what it meant.
Nevertheless, he was very concerned with NZ ranking among OECD countries and
because he replied, “Yes, I think the Telecom monopoly lead to this” and when asked do
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you think local loop unbundling will boost broadband uptake? He said, “Definitely. It
should have happened a long time a go”.
The findings for subject “D” are summarised in Table (5.4), subject “D” scored low on
the following main themes cost, uses, and actions, where he was rated medium on
satisfaction. Subject “D” scored high on impacts on daily activities, barriers, and options.

Under the sub-themes of barriers subject “D” scored low on knowledge, whereas scored
medium on locations and cost. Subject “D” scored high on infrastructure, which means
that infrastructure had a high affect on the ICT provision for subject “D”.

The sub-themes of options for subject “D” showed that he scored high on choice of ISP,
his ISP was Ihug, but the connection type scored medium.

The sub-themes of uses for subject “D” were low for education, but high for business and
communication.
Subject “D” was on dialup connection, he scored low on noise and speed as sub-themes
of issues, but scored high on disconnection.
For sub-themes of actions for subject “D”, he scored low on pressuring ISP and
relocating to urban, but he scored high for willing to choose another ISP.

For sub-themes of satisfaction, subject “D” scored low on NZ ranking among OECD
countries, satisfaction with present ISP, and satisfaction with the telecommunications
service obligations. Where he scored high on optimistic for future improvements, which
indicates that subject “D” was not satisfied with present ICT provision in his area, but he
was hopping that in the future the cost of broadband will come down.
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Table (5.4) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “D”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Rating

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “D”
X
X
X

Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure

X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “D”

Choice of ISP
Ihug
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “D”

Business
Education
Communication

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “D”

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

X
X
X

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

X
X

NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “D”

X
Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “D”
X
X
X
X
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5.4.5

Subject “E”

Demographics
Name: Subject “E”
Age: 45-50 Years
Gender: F
Job: Housewife single parent &
voluntary work
Salary: Beneficiary
Internet user classification: Mid range
user
Impacts on daily activities

Locations
Knowledge

DiGi Wifi

Barriers
Cost

ICT
Provision in
rural Areas:
For Subject
“E”

Cost

Xtra

Infrastructure

Farmside
Iconz

Choice of ISP
Options

Wireless broadband

Connection
Business/Official use

Uses

Dialup

Education
Weather

Communication

Speed

Broadband
Issues

Noise (Elec. Fencing

Dialup

Disconnection & Delay
Actions by
Subject
“E”

Pressuring ISP
Speed
Relocating to Urban
Willing to choose another ISP

Satisfaction

NZ ranking among OECD countries
Present ISP

Telecommunications Service Obligation
Low/NA

1

Optimistic about future improvements
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2

3

High/A

4

5

Figure (5.35) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “E”
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5.4.5.1 Analysis for Subject “E”
The following is an analysis for subject “E” based on the interview answers and the
transcribed interview for subject “E. Figure (5.36) shows main themes and their ratings in
a chart bar diagram:

Main Themes for Subject "E"

Figure (5.36) Chart diagram of main themes for Subject “E”
Impacts on daily activities: Subject “E” stated the following:
There are people like me that are involved in
community in these rural areas, we made centralised
government facilities a lot of work and my computer
here is Maori organisation tutored. Last year we had
terrible service, Xtra website was offline and was not
available, we could not access or email, I heard that
it was overloaded; I had to cancel email just to get a
document, sometimes 3-4 days you could not get on.
Now they have improved it. Last year you could not
send them you could not get access the Internet, now I
find it slow in the evening and when they are going to
work. I find it easier to do my work at night when
there are not a lot of people online.
Subject “E” was involved in a lot of community work, therefore she depended on her
computer to finish her work, she was classified as a mid Internet user, and impacts on
daily activities rated four.
Barriers: Figure (5.37) shows sub-themes of barriers for subject “E”:
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1. Locations: Subject “E” felt disadvantaged because of the her location, although
there is a local school which has SchoolZone fast Internet, next door residents like
subject “E” could not get broadband. Location rated five as a barrier.
Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "E"
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Figure (5.37) Chart diagram of Barriers for Subject “E”
2. Knowledge: Subject “E’s” knowledge rated two, because she was aware of what
goes on in her community, but she had never heard about project PROBE.
3. Cost: Cost is a huge barrier for subject “E”, since she is unemployed and on the
dole. It cost her $15.00/month for limited time.
4. Infrastructure: Subject “E” thought that the telecommunications infrastructure is
degraded, rated five as a high barrier, subject “E” elaborated by saying:
In Miranda up the hill is a lot worse, they only can
use wireless, they had problems with the cable,
Telecom told them it would cost $50,000, but there
are not enough people to generate revenue for
Telecom so they say we will not do it. Farmers do a
lot of work that is not noticed. Sometimes you do not
put a figure on their work and for Telecom if it is not
benefiting them they do not do it, they are looking for
how much bills they can generate. They are not
looking at the economic benefit that farmers are
doing for the country, the husband and wife are
working and not enough, there is a lot going on in the
country. To have a fax, phone, and Internet cost
$70.00, this is ridiculous, plus $20.00 toll calls to
Auckland. To get connection in rural area costs
$500.00 to have a telephone, if you move here it will
cost $500.00 to join Telecom. Few years back it used
to be $200.00 in the city, I do not know how much
they are charging now. I did not have a phone, and
finally with the community work they told me you
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should have a phone, so I pay half and they pay half
of my phone cost because of the politics, one of the
organization I work with they pay half, but I have to
do the fund raising. What concerns me now is that
people I know instead of putting telephone in their
house, their getting mobiles, so I think that will stop
people from joining the Internet.
Sub-themes of Options-Connection for
Subject "E"
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Figure (5.38) Chart diagram of Options for Subject “E”
Options: Figure (5.38) shows option’s sub-themes and their ratings, the two sub-themes
that are associated with Option theme are:
1. Choice of ISP: Subject “E” had little or no option other that Telecom as an ISP
because of economic hardship, therefore choice of ISP rated two.
2. Connection: Subject “E” had no option of connection except for dialup, therefore
this was rated two.
Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "E"
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Figure (5.39) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “E”
Uses: Figure (5.39) shows sub-themes of uses such as business, education, and
communication, and which were rated four, one five respectively. Subject “E” was very
disturbed because she could not use the Internet without hassles, so she decided not to
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depend on it too much. Subject “E” said, “I receive at least 50 emails every three days
and this is not personal email, it is not for family use it is basically for business”. Subject
“E” gave more details, “I use it for communication and email and for receiving
documents, I could possibly do more work through the Internet but it is too much hassle
so I do not do it”.
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Figure (5.40) Chart diagram of Issues for Subject “E”
Issues: Figure (5.40) shows many issues with dialup for subject “E” she quoted saying,
Last year we had terrible problems, and it improved a
little, what I was asking government organisation to
turn a meeting into a document, I used to ask them to
email them to me, but they say you go to our website
and get them, I tried to explain to them that it is
impossible to get them. Telecom they always promise
you something and they could not deliver, email was
not going out and they always blaming you off as the
user or that something was wrong with your
computer, I thought that I did something was wrong
or something wrong with the system.
For subject “E” dialup, disconnections, and speed rated five for each as high issues for
subject “E”.
Actions by Subject “E”: Figure (5.41) shows sub-themes of actions by subject “E” and
their ratings, they all rated one or not applicable, subject “E” elaborated,
Young people go away after finishing school, so what
you have here people is in midlife who come to live
here, people are running their business from home for
service, people like me to organise other things. I
cannot think of organizing any activities now because
I am busy doing other things. I am coping with what I
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am doing. The funny thing that the community here
depends on the community, this community used to be
one-third unemployed; another retired; and another
third working out of the community. Many old people
would be using the Internet more and more, but a
high portion is not using it at all, the technology
seems to be too much, we have changed the dynamics
and more people are coming here to live.
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Figure (5.41) Chart diagram of Actions by Subject “E”
Satisfaction: Figure (5.42) shows the low ratings for satisfaction for subject “E” for all
sub-themes:
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Figure (5.42) Chart diagram of sub-themes of Satisfaction for Subject “E”
Subject “E” had a lot to say about satisfaction with the sub-themes mentioned:
I am not satisfied with Telecom’s service, they should
improve; community like this should have it, because
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they will go ahead when they have it. We are working
towards better economic future here, but we deal with
Maori dealing with treaty settlement stuff. We are
trying to get up at current speed we live in the
boarders area about 10-11 councils, a lot of
environment and council work, we have been doing
this for 10 years and I can see where we going here,
the future is around the corner, we’ve done a lot of
work with these councils. I know if you have a
politician, you can get better facilities, but there is no
politician living around here. I think
Telecommunications Service Obligation will only
improve with government intervention, and I think
that NZ economic growth been held back. There is a
huge amount of potential for the community for
economic development, and not tried as much. I am
not optimistic for future improvement because, I do
not think that actually got their finger right on it
though, the whole area the other side of Thames they
put $2.5 Million for economic growth. Nevertheless,
they did not complete it because we are under another
council. We can do it ourselves; we even could do it
with Maori probably better. This road for example is
coming a long the cost, for people coming from
Auckland airport straight into this highway before
they hit any where in NZ, and to stop tourist here
within an hour from the city, you could tell a
difference and we see them coming through, but there
is very little to hold them up over. I am working on a
project on how to help Maori with fishing and craft
we are about to do it I’ve been asked, so I think the
government has been asked for support on coastal
highway, there is no support here, in fact we’ve asked
it is acknowledged but the wheel is really slow. For
example, we have a small library, but they do not
have a computer. The only library is in Franklin or
Thames each one 40 minutes drive they possibly have
broadband. But when you are in the country and you
have children at school by the time you drive to town
one hour your child gone off to school you get out of
here do your chores and shopping. You do not have
time to do it you have to be back by 3:00 o’clock, we
have constrained by the fact that we live here.
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The findings for subject “E” are summarised in Table (5.5) showed that subject “E”
scored low on cost, options, actions, and satisfactions. However, she scored high on
impacts on daily activities, barriers, uses, and issues.

The sub-themes of barriers for subject “E” were all high except knowledge was low. This
means that locations, cost, and infrastructure were barriers for subject “E”.

For sub-themes of options, subject “E” scored low on choice of ISP because she cannot
afford any extra cost to access the Internet, subject “E” was using dialup.

Subject “E” scored low on education as sub-theme of uses, whereas scored high on
business and communication.

For sub-themes of issues, subject “E” had issues with disconnection and slow Internet
access, using dialup connection.

Subject “E” scored low on all sub-themes of actions and on all sub-themes of
satisfactions.

Cost was a big issue for subject “E”, because of her financial hardship and she lost hope
that ICT provision in her area will improve, because of her bad experience with her ISP
in the past.
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Table (5.5) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “E”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Rating

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “E”

Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure
Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “E”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “E”

Business
Education
Communication

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “E”

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

X
X
X

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

X
X
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5.4.6

Subject “F”

Demographics
Name: Subject “F”
Age: 60> Years
Gender: M
Job: Farmer/Educator
Salary: $60K>
Internet user classification: High range
user

Impacts on daily activities

Locations
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DiGi Wifi

Cost
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Provision in
rural Areas:
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Figure (5.43) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “F”
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5.4.6.1 Analysis for Subject “F”
The following is an analysis for subject “F” based on the answers from interview
questions and the transcribed interview of subject “F”, Figure (5.44) main themes and
their ratings for subject “F”:

Main Themes for Subject "F"

Figure (5.44) Chart diagram of main themes for Subject “F”
Impacts on daily activities: Subject “F” comments on the impacts on daily activities
saying, “It consumes a lot of time, setting there waiting for it, the connection comes very
quick, but it is very slow when it comes to downloading materials”. Impacts on daily
activities rated five because subject “F’s” work concerned with education and
downloading many materials from the Internet. Subject “F” worked mostly in West
Africa with United Nations, like Tog, Ghana, and Ivory Cost, subject “F” classified as a
high Internet user.

Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "F"
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Cost
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Figure (5.45) Chart diagram of Barriers for Subject “F”
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Barriers: Figure (5.46) shows sub-themes of barriers and their ratings for subject “F”:
1. Locations: Figure “F” lives in a town called Kaiaua, very close to Miranda and
has similar telecommunications infrastructure, has coastal front, and more of a
residential area, but less farms, although subject “F” has an orchard behind his
house, locations rated four as barrier, because there is no broadband offered other
than wireless in subject “F’s” location. When subject “F” asked do you have
broadband available in your area, he replied, “No, and the wireless connection
options do not appear to be very viable”, this lead to the next sub-theme
knowledge.
2. Knowledge: Although subject “F” has, a lot of knowledge about what goes in his
community in regards to ICT provision, he also hosts around 200 families and
identities on his website, yet he was ignorant of the availability of wireless
broadband through Farmside (ISP offers satellite broadband), knowledge rated
three.
3. Cost: It cost subject “F” $15.00/month for dialup connection, cost does not form a
barrier for subject “F”, cost rated two.
4. Infrastructure: Infrastructure forms a barrier for subject “F” and rated four.
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Figure (5.46) Chart diagram of Options for Subject “F”
Options: Figure (5.46) shows sub-themes of options and their ratings:
1. Choice of ISP: Subject “F” replied, “Iconz, we can use any of them, and I have
my own domain, called “Sea Bird Cost” domain, which I share with our local
promotions groups”.
2. Connection Type: Subject “F” has dialup connection for Internet access,
connection rated three because it is slow and it takes too long to download
required materials.
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Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "F"
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Figure (5.47) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “F”
Uses: Figure (5.47) shows sub-themes of uses and their ratings, subject “F” replied “I use
it for education, research, booking for business, and getting information about travel and
that sort of thing. But I do not do any of the e-commerce kind of things”. Business,
education, and communication rated five, four, and five respectively.
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Figure (5.48) Chart diagram of Issues for Subject “F”
Issues: Figure (5.48) shows sub-themes of issues for both dialup and broadband for
subject “F” with their ratings, broadband rated one or not applicable, because subject “F”
is on dialup, which is rated four. Subject “F” responded, “It takes two minutes or more to
connect to the Internet, but in the evening it is very difficult to ditch because there are
many users”, noise, disconnection, and speed rated one, three, and two respectively.
Actions by subject “F”: Figure (5.49) shows sub-themes of actions by subject “F” and
their ratings, subject “F” thought that ICT is important in rural areas “Computers
becoming very essential for running efficient rural farming, you can not run a farm
without access; it is a major issue I think”. He also was struggling to utilise ICT
applications in his community:
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Are you aware of our “sea bird coast” website? All
the businesses in this area are on the website. The
people in this area are computer illiterate when I
communicate with them I do not get any response;
they do not check their email. They pay one payment
of $200.00. I think in rural areas the main problem is
with literacy. To me it is interesting to note that some
people are monolingual, and they are literate in that
language, they can write a simple email, when you
send them a message, and I try to be specific in my
message to what I expect of them. I almost never get
similar thing back, I used to think that they are lazy,
but I now realise that it is due to literacy, they
officially can pass a reading and writing test but they
are not comfortable when it comes to using the
keyboard. There is no much focus on education here
as in other countries.
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Figure (5.49) Chart diagram of Actions by Subject “F”
Satisfaction: Figure (5.50) shows sub-themes of satisfaction and their ratings, NZ
ranking among OECD, present ISP, optimistic for future improvements, and
telecommunications service obligation rated two, two, four and two respectively.
Subject “F” elaborated about present ISP “If they can provide broadband that will make
a big difference, they said there is nothing they can do unless Telecom upgrades the
lines”.
If anybody came in to provide a better service, I
would quickly switch, because I have been very
unhappy with Telecom service. Telecom has clearly
stated that their main job is to make profits to their
shareholders, and not to provide communication
services to the country. That is a secondary
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objectives, I had many correspondence with them
about that, they keep saying sorry they cannot do
anything about it, because obviously it is a high-level
decision.
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Figure (5.50) Chart diagram of Satisfaction for Subject “F”
Subject “F” was asked are you optimistic for future improvements and how will it affect
you, he replied, “I suppose so, it will make me better equipped to market my business
effectively and it will allow me to work faster”. When asked do you think you will spend
more time online, subject “F” responded “Hopefully less time. If I could do twice as
much work in half the time that is what I am aiming for”, and said “In 1953 the national
income average in NZ was the third highest in the world”, when asked about NZ ranking
among OECD countries.
Definitely, there is a need to modify the TPO. I think
that we have a unique position in the world; because
we have a country that still has a very high quality
environment and that increasingly perceived by the
rest of the world to be an advantage. When I travel, I
always have people saying to me that you are so lucky
that you live in NZ, because it is relatively unspoiled.
Therefore, we need to be doing more things to
enhance our tourism business and more things to
make it possible for people to work in rural areas
efficiently. I believe that we can give an example to
the rest of the world of how you can operate in a
sustainable way and telecommunication obviously is a
way to that.
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The findings for subject “F” are summarised in Table (5.6), subject “F” scored high on all
main themes except satisfaction.

On the sub-themes of barriers, subject “F” scored low on knowledge, and cost, whereas
he scored high on locations and infrastructure. This means that cost was not a barrier or
an issue for subject “F”.

Under the sub-themes of options, subject “F” scored medium on the choice of ISP
because he had all options available for him. Subject “F’s” ISP was Iconz using dialup
connection.

For sub-themes of uses, subject “F” scored high on business, education, and
communication.

For sub-themes of issues, subject “F” complained about disconnection issues, which he
scored in as medium using dialup access.

Subject “F” scored high on pressuring ISP, and willing to choose another ISP under the
sub-themes of actions.

Subject “F” was not satisfied with the NZ ranking among OECD countries, or with his
present ISP, or with the telecommunications service obligations. Nevertheless, subject
“F” was very optimistic for future improvements.

Subject “F” was an educator overseas in Africa, he was aware of what was going on in
his community and he was not very happy with it. He was very appreciative for
introducing Farmside as an ISP offered wireless broadband. For him he benefited
financially, he got $35.00 credit for every new subscriber signed with Farmside.
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Table (5.6) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “F”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Rating

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction
Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure
Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “F”
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “F”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “F”

Business
Education
Communication

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “F”

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed
Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP
NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “F”
X
X
X
Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “F”
X
X
X
X
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5.4.7

Subject “G”

Demographics
Name: Subject “G”
Age: 45-50 Years
Gender: M
Job: Farmer & “Karaoke sound and
lightning”, uses the Internet to download songs.
Salary: $60K>
Internet user classification: High range
user.
Locations
Impacts on daily activities

Knowledge
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Figure (5.51) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “G”
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5.4.7.1 Analysis for Subject “G”
The following is an analysis for subject “G” based on the interview answers and the
transcribed interview for subject “G”, figure (5.52) shows the main themes and their
ratings:
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Figure (5.52) Chart diagram of main themes for Subject “G”
Impacts on daily activities: Subject “G” classified as a high Internet user and subject
“G” said:
We are heavy users, my wife and I spent 20 years in
the computer industry. Beside our farming activities,
we also run some other business activities, you put
them both together, we tend to use the Internet quite a
bit but there are a lot of things, the sort of thing that
we could do if we had broadband but it is not
practical on a dialup.
When subject “G” asked if they used live online updates he said:
That does not apply to us because that is dairy
farming, and there is a lot of dairy farming around us
but we are involved in breeding we are not in that sort
of thing, we do not need broadband from the farming
perspective we need it for other things. We download
a lot of music for that business from the Internet; we
sometimes have to go to neighbours to download
music using their broadband connection. I was
looking at a list of music songs few days a go and I
could not recognise them. I would click at a sample, if
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you were in broadband it is faster to go through them
all in no time. Where as on dialup it takes a long time
1-2 minutes for each to download and this is only
audio if we are on broadband we go through the rest
very fast, that is an example there are some things
that we can not do on dialup.
Subject “G” was also helping a primary school near them with technical support, which
means that he has access to their ADSL SchoolZone broadband after school hours.
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Figure (5.53) Chart diagram of Barriers for Subject “G”
Barriers: Figure (5.53) shows sub-themes of barriers and their ratings for subject “G”:
1. Locations: Subject “G’s” location forms a barrier for subject “G”, location rated
four:
We are at the end of the line and all the people
after us feed of the radio link. We are better off,
our dialup will stay 24 hours if we let it on, at a
speed of 44 kbps, other people get 56 kbps, but for
other people down here get 14.4 kbps and for 30
minutes only. I think it is due to our good fortune
for hustling Telecom, because they had to do a lot
of work on the cable here, so I think we benefit
from that.
2. Knowledge: knowledge does not form a barrier for subject “G” it was rated one,
but he has not heard about project PROBE and he does not know what it means.
3. Cost: The cost is not a barrier either subject “G” pays $25.00/month flat rate,
rated two.
4. Infrastructure: Infrastructure rated four because of the many problems with the
Telecom cable. Subject “G” describing Telecom technology said:
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ADSL is not available here, it stops there four to five
kilometres back by Telecom. It is available about 8
Kilometres from the Mangatangi exchange, where the
cable is, we also have a radio link at the top of the hill
because they can not run a cable, then there is a cable
from top of the hill down to here.
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Figure (5.54) Chart diagram of Options for Subject “G”
Options: Figure (5.54) shows sub-themes of options for subject “G”, there are two
categories or sub-themes associated with the main theme: choice of ISP and connection.
Subject “G” is an Xtra or Telecom dialup customer, choice of ISP and connection rated
three each. During the interview with subject “G”, he mentioned other options available
in rural areas:
Farmside are offering wireless broadband, if we put a
tower at the top of the hill we can get wireless, the
installation cost around $500.00 plus $2000.00 for
the tour installation, but it never happened. Yes, we
are willing to pay more; every one can get broadband
from Farmside through satellite but the cost is
prohibitive now. I am kind of hoping that the tariff
will come down; there is another option CDMA
mobile, cell phone network, I am assured by Telecom
that all Telecom cell sites are 3G enabled and we
have Telecom CDMA coverage here. I can get mobile
broadband from Telecom for $30.00/month which is
very competitive, the only hitch is that you have to buy
the data card from Telecom PCMCA card and my
firewall with PCI slots a big machine and I can not
put a PCMCA card it is a bit of a problem. But they
tell me that in few month they going to bring a USB
version that might help solve the problem, so that’s
where that’s at so that’s is another option again,
which is the most likely one for me. I am optimistic
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but now for $30.00 I can get mobile jet stream, the
price came way down compared with three years ago
when I was still working in the computer industry,
absolutely still improving.
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Figure (5.55) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “G”
Uses: Figure (5.55) shows sub-themes of uses for subject “G” business, education, and
communication rated five, one, and five respectively. Subject “G” said: “Internet banking
is the key aspect, trading, email, technical support, technical support activity and fund
rising. Partly business partly personal we are involved in DJ karaoke sound and lighting
we are more into entertainment”.
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Figure (5.56) Chart diagram of Issues for Subject “G”
Issues: Figure (5.56) shows sub-themes of issues and their ratings, subject “G” is on
dialup rated four, noise rated five due to the electric fencing that subject “G” uses for his
farm. Subject “G” described the kind of issues he faced with on a daily basis because of
the electric fencing:
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Yes, I do not know what the effect on the Internet
would be. You certainly can hear it on the phone,
sometimes it is worse, I believe you get corrupt data
packets and it slows it down. But when it is damp or
when it has been raining we are effected it gets on to
the cable, the other day the cable was hit by lightning,
the people on the line could not use it, they had to
wait for them to fix it. Telecom was trying to fix
lightning strikes; the cable condition is a big factor
the joints get rusty.
When Subject “G” asked about broadband issues at the school since he is their IT
technical support he said:
There were two broadband uses, firstly the Primary
School that I support the computer system for, so I am
aware what the situation is there that is a Telecom
ADSL. Secondly, certainly, the people around the 8
kilometres area are fine, the rumour that the ADSL
fully subscribed and there are no more ADSL
provided because there are no more capacity in the
exchange.
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Figure (5.57) Chart diagram of Actions by “G”
Actions by subject “G”: Figure (5.57) shows sub-themes of actions by subject “G”, the
sub-themes associated with this main theme were pressuring ISP, relocating to urban, and
willing to choose another ISP rated five, one, and one respectively. Subject “G” was
pressuring Xtra every time he had a problem with his connection; subject “G” described
an incident with Xtra regarding his connection to the Internet:
Every time we have trouble with the phone, I get on to
Telecom’s back to sort it out. You heard the saying
‘the squeaky wheel gets the oil’. Our dialup stopped
working three weeks ago; I kept on calling Xtra two
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days later they said they have fixed it, but I still could
not access the Internet. It appeared that Telecom
made a change, which affected me but no one else, I
have Linux firewall, which does the dialling to the
Internet. The change that Xtra did only affected Linux
users only and not windows. Xtra said they do not
support Linux, I threatened to file a complaint against
them, I was unimpressed with their response, all I
wanted to know is what they have done to their system
and how I was supposed to interact with it. I had to
hack my way through to be able to access the Internet.
I figured out how to get around it by myself.
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Figure (5.58) Chart diagram of Satisfaction for Subject “G”
Satisfaction: Figure (5.58) shows sub-themes of satisfaction and their ratings for subject
“G”, sub-themes that associated with satisfaction are NZ ranking among OECD
countries, present ISP, optimistic for future improvements, and telecommunications
service obligation rated two, two, three, and three. Subject “G” had some few words
regarding present ISP “I would like broadband service included, but if you are asking if I
am satisfied with my ISP including broadband, no I am not satisfied. I do not see how
Telecommunications Service Obligation can influence the current provision”. When
subject “G” asked about his opinion about NZ ranking among OECD countries, he
replied, “Cost is affecting broadband uptake, I did not get broadband, because I can get
dialup for $10.00, but if broadband is available for $10.00, I would have broadband
instead”.

The findings for subject “G” are summarised in Table (5.7), subject “G” scored high on
all main themes.
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Subject “G” scored low on sub-themes of barriers, knowledge and cost. However, subject
“G” scored high on locations and infrastructure.

Subject “G” had an option for an ISP of his choice, which rated medium; his ISP was
Xtra using dialup.

For sub-themes of uses, subject “G” scored low on education, but he scored high on
business and communication.

For sub-themes of issues, subject “G” experienced issues with noise while using dialup
connection to access the Internet.

For sub-themes of actions, subject “G” scored high on pressuring his ISP (Xtra) on every
instance a problem occurred.

Subject “G” satisfaction rated medium with optimistic for future improvements, and with
telecommunications service obligations. Whereas rated or scored low on his satisfaction
with NZ ranking among OECD countries and satisfaction with present ISP.

Subject “G” was at the end of the line for Telecom, therefore he could not get broadband
and he constantly had problems with his line. Nevertheless, he pressured Telecom to fix
the fault when they occurred.
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Table (5.7) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “G”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Rating

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “G”

Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure
Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “G”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “G”

Business
Education
Communication

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “G”

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “G”

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP
NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X
X
X
Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “G”
X
X
X
X
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5.4.8

Subject “H”

Demographics
Name: Subject “H”
Age: 35-40 Years
Gender: M
Job: CEO
Salary: $55K
Internet user classification: High range
user
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Figure (5.59) Themes, sub-themes block diagrams and location map for subject “H”
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5.4.8.1 Analysis for Subject “H”
The following is an analysis for subject “H” based on the answers from the interview
questions and transcribed phone-interview, Figure (5.60) shows the main themes and
their ratings for subject “H”:
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Figure (5.60) Chart diagram of main themes for Subject “H”
Impacts on daily activities: This theme rated four, as negatively, according to subject
“H” the reason is “Last year was a lot better, but since Iconz switched to IPSTAR
satellite we’ve been experiencing some problems such as slow webpage browsing and
unable to establish Virtual Private Network (VPN)”. Subject “H” classified as an Internet
high user.
At times, it affects us quite seriously, and we have
very tight period to finish things. We are Internet
dependent; we need to get emails out, to get vital
information off the web, and to do our Internet
banking. There been times where we have had a
whole day not reliable, and I ring them up they often
it takes them a day to get back and often when they
get back to me the problems gone away.
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Sub-themes of Barriers for Subject "H"
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Figure (5.61) Chart diagram of Barriers for Subject “H”
Barriers: Figure (5.61) shows sub-themes of barriers and their ratings for subject “H”,
locations, knowledge, cost, and infrastructure rated four, one, one, and three respectively:
1. Locations: For subject “H” location formed a barrier, rated four, subject “H”
elaborated more by saying:
We are in an area that has been repeatedly ignored
by Telecom in terms of providing high speed Internet.
For many years, even our dial up was unsatisfactory
because the quality of home-line was low, and we
suffered for years. They have just improved the phone
lines so the Internet is a little bit stable, we have a
modem at home, which we stop to use it. I was in that
stage of putting a repeater on our site because we are
further into a clear big spot on the coast; it should not
be too hard for them. I checked into Telecom they said
yes we should be able to give you wireless, there is a
place near Raglan, somewhere right there on the
coast. They said if you are within certain kilometres
and I was on the fringe of that, they said let us see
what we can do, so I stayed a way from Telecom at
least Iconz had a system that worked.
2. Knowledge: Knowledge was not a barrier for subject “H” rated one, because he is
well aware of what goes on in his community and he is a very active member in it,
he is a director of a private training establishment on the coast of Firth of Thames.
3. Cost: Cost was not a barrier for subject “H” rated one because subject “H” can
afford it I “ We paid a lot of money on getting the actual setup something like
$2000.00 and another $1600.00 for the pole of the wireless tower, and another
$1000.00 for the actual stuff or system”. In addition, they pay a monthly charge
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of $150.00, “We pay $150.00/month for 10 GB, which is not bad but we use close
10 GB only three or four months a year”.
4. Infrastructure:
For about a year it was quite good then Iconz
improved it and it got worse. What happened is that
they changed their satellite to IPStar; a Thai satellite,
it meant to be a little bit better, but the quality is less
than the original setup. Because when they came to
retune or redirect our receiver made it pointing now
very low on the horizon. We know just from watching
that is extremely weather dependent, and I suspect
what it has is an angle of inclination of 30-40
degrees, initially it was pointing quite high directly
into space now it is going in a very low angle which
makes it go through ten times of the atmosphere
because of tangential relationship. Therefore, we
noticed the quality been affected. We almost daily
have to set out our machine, which takes about ten
minutes. I complained, I rang, and emailed, they just
cut me off, and they are just crap.
Iconz have not indicated that it is a problem at our
site, they check it remotely, and they say oh yap
everything all right, because it goes highly variable,
when they checked it was all right, but then an hour
later it goes low again, we are living with it.
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Figure (5.62) Chart diagram of Options for Subject “H”
Options: Figure (5.62) shows sub-themes of options and their ratings for subject “H”.
Choice of ISP and connection rated both five, ISP for subject “H” is Iconz with a wireless
broadband as illustrated in Figure (5.62) also he had a modem from Xtra, which he rarely
used at home. Subject “H” elaborated by the following regarding his options in rural
areas:
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When we went to choose a provider, I knew that the
Kaiaua Primary School was in the process of being
provided a high-speed connection. I heard of project
PROBE, so I rang various people trying to find out a
way, because we have a big community here with a
number of users upset who were looking to link to
whatever is provided by the school. Therefore, I
called the ministry of education and talked to people
in the MED and no one listened. It was frustrating,
because I was on the board of the school and I was
not aware of the politics behind it all, but I did not
interfere with management. Telecom has a system of
offering sponsorship for schools and the school stood
to loose some of that if they made a wrong choice and
because of that they had the SchoolZone for free so
they were trapped in to it. The whole community been
affected and that what was designed for, but it is like
a maze, we have been pressured time wise to make a
decision.
Sub-themes of Uses for Subject "H"
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Figure (5.63) Chart diagram of Uses for Subject “H”
Uses: Figure (5.63) shows the sub-themes of uses and their ratings for subject “H”.
Business, education, and communication they all rated five on the rating scale. As a
private training establishment subject, “H” depends totally on the Internet and much of its
applications mostly on their website and sending/receiving emails.
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Figure (5.64) Chart diagram of Issues for Subject “H”
Issues: Figure (5.64) shows sub-themes of issues and their ratings for subject “H”. There
are many Issues and concerns for subject “H” with wireless broadband from Iconz. The
following is a summary of what he had to say about issues concerned with broadband and
dialup:
Broadband:
To download files of 80 MB it is fast, but to access a
webpage was quite slow if compared with dialup, they
are not a lot faster than dialup. I have people who
come from the city and they said gee that is slow, but I
did not have any experience to full working.
It is because we are pointing low on the horizon,
which has an affect due to the Hanua Ranges with a
combination of weather we are just skimming over the
line of sight of the satellite. When we had well little
weather, we have little few problems.
Phones:
For years, we had problems with our phone lines and
it got to a point where people could not get a phone,
so recently there were people waiting to get a phone
line, we felt like 1940s at times, but it is improving
slowly.
Dialup:
Historically it has problems, it happens that one of
our staff members that comes, can’t get dialup and
lives in Miranda he tried all sort of modems, he drives
down to EcoQuest at night and set in his car, and
pickup his email.
Actions by subject “H”: Figure (5.65) shows sub-themes of actions by subject “H” and
their ratings, pressuring ISP, relocating to urban, willing to choose another ISP rated five,
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one and five respectively. Subject “H” showed interest in choosing another ISP in the
future:
Sub-themes of Actions by Residents for
Subject "H"
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another ISP

Figure (5.65) Chart diagram of Actions by Subject “H”
“I have not looking into choosing another ISP yet, but I’ll get to the point where I am
going to payoff the dish itself as soon as it is ours, then I’ll check to see if there if we can
use some other provider”. When asked to explain what he meant by pay it off he replied:
When we had it installed there was an option to pay a
term payment to Iconz to pay for the actual equipment
a $100.00/month for two years, it is $2,500.00 for the
wireless satellite dish. The dish is a quite big one
about 1.8 meters plus another $1600.00 for the pole
to place the dish on.
Subject “H” pressured his ISP every time he had a problem with his system, even when
they try to ignore him.
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Figure (5.66) Chart diagram of Satisfaction for Subject “H”
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Satisfaction: Figure (5.66) shows sub-themes of satisfaction and their ratings for subject
“H”. NZ ranking among OECD countries, present ISP, optimistic for future
improvements, and telecommunications service obligations rated one, three, five, and one
respectively.
When subject “H” asked to evaluate his present ISP, he gave a five on a scale from 1-10,
where ten stands for very satisfied. When subject “H” asked if he is optimistic for future
improvements, he replied “One always hopes, there is a chance that some big IT decide
to build a house down here then they have to do it. Just based on population nobody will
be in a hurry to improve it”. Then subject “H” asked if Thames has broadband, which
considered as highly influenced by urban “Thames has ADSL provision, to reasonable
speed, I reckon within Thames it is fine but up the coast has troubles”, and Thames is
only five to ten kilometres from Miranda. The researcher asked subject “H” if
SchoolZone offer by Telecom was to obstruct project PROBE by the government.
Subject “H” did not give a direct answer, instead he replied, “I called Telecom and they
said you can get wireless Internet and the signal would reach you, but I just do not trust
them any more”. Finally, when subject “H” asked about his opinion of NZ ranking
among OECD countries he was very angry at Telecom:
New Zealand has been ripped off by Telecom; it was
not a rocket science that this would be an area where
we need the infrastructure in place, making profit
without a commitment to the infrastructure, and
without doing anything to make a change. We have
been informed over the media through the years that
we have been guinea pig for new technology, and it
seems strange that occurs on one hand and one of the
reasons that the public is willing to take new
technology and use it well and yet we have a
telecommunications organisation that has almost
frustrated that.
The findings for subject “H” are summarised in Table (5.8), subject “H” scored medium
on barriers, satisfaction, and cost. Whereas he scored high on impacts on daily activities,
options, uses, issues, and actions.
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For sub-themes of barriers, subject “H” scored low on knowledge and cost. Subject “H”
scored medium on infrastructure and scored high on locations as barriers.

Subject “H” was able to choose from a range of ISPs, as a wireless connection from
Iconz.

Subject “H” enjoyed all sub-themes of uses that were possible by broadband access.

Subject “H” had both wireless broadband from Iconz, and dialup from Xtra. While
subject “H” suffered from weather due to his geographic location on the firth of Thames
and experienced low speed while downloading web pages using broadband, he
experienced noise and low speed using dialup.

Subject “H” scored high on pressuring ISP and willing to choose another ISP, but scored
low on relocating to urban.

Subject “H” scored low on sub-themes of satisfactions on NZ ranking among OECD
countries and on satisfaction with the telecommunication service obligations. Subject “H”
scored medium on satisfaction with present ISP, and scored high on optimistic for future
improvements.
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Table (5.8) a summary of data ratings of themes and sub-themes for Subject “H”
1
2
3
4
5
Themes
Low
Low
Medium
High
High

Rating

Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction
Locations
Knowledge
Cost
Infrastructure
Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless
Dialup

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of barriers for subject “H”
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of Options for subject “H”
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of uses for subject “H”

Business
Education
Communication

X
X
X
Sub-themes of issues for subject “H”

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed
Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Sub-themes of actions for subject “H”
X
X
X
Sub-themes of satisfaction for subject “H”

NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

X
X
X
X
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6 Findings
6.1 Comprehensive and Conclusive Results
Figure (6.1) shows the three named parts A, B, and C of main themes and their subthemes zoomed out. Figures (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) are parts A, B, and C respectively
including participants’ ratings zoomed in.
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Part “C”
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Willing to choose another ISP
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Telecommunications Service Obligation
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Figure (6.1) Parts “A”, “B”, and “C” of Main themes and sub-themes block diagrams
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Figure (6.2) Part “A” of themes and sub-themes for all Participants
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Figure (6.3) Part “B” of themes and sub-themes for all participants
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Figure (6.4) Part “C” of themes and sub-themes for all participants
This Chapter was organised into headings to describe grouped related findings under
comparable categories in alliance with themes and sub-themes. Detailed summaries are
listed in pages 178-181.
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Recalling what Davis (2005), which was recorded earlier in the Methodology chapter
describing findings stated “Findings are factual and verifiable statements of what
happened, or what was found” (Davis, 2005, p. 21).
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Figure (6.5) Chart diagrams of main themes for all participants
Figure (6.5) shows all main themes for all participants, each diagram of the eight
diagrams shows the ratings of each of the themes discussed for all participants. Using
simple calculations quantitative data can deduced from collected qualitative data.
Impacts on daily activities: Impacts on daily activity’s diagram in Figure (6.5) shows
the ratings of impacts on daily activities for each of the participants. The results shows
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that six out of eight negatively affected by the provision, namely subjects “”C, “D”, “E”,
“F”, “G”, and “H”, where only two subjects positively impacted. Subject “A” was not
within Miranda’s zone.
Barriers: The results show four of the participants have high rated barriers namely
subjects “D”, “E”, “F”, and “G”, where subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, and “H” have lower rate.
Cost: Four participants thought that cost was ok, and the cost was justified, namely
subjects “A”, “C”, “F”, and “G”. Two participants thought that it was very expensive to
access the Internet, especially the high cost of broadband, namely subject “D” and “E”.
Subject “B” was very satisfied, and subject “H” was somewhat satisfied but not quite.
Options: The graphs show that five of the participants have options to choice of ISP and
connection type.
Uses: five of the participants use the ICT provision to its potentials. This theme discussed
in more details when its sub-themes discussed.
Issues: Six of the participants have issues with broadband or with dialup access. This
theme discussed in more details when its sub-themes discussed.
Actions by residents: Three participants are welling to take action towards their ICT
provision in their area.
Satisfaction: Only two were satisfied with issues concerned with ICT provision in
general in rural and in New Zealand as a whole.
Figure (6.6) shows the sub-themes associated with barriers:
1. Location: Location formed a barrier to four of the participants.
2. Knowledge: The results shows that six of the participants, knowledge and use of
ICT or proficiency do not form a barrier for them, but they were ignorant of the
selection of ISPs or connection types available for them or how financially can
they cut on their connection cost, more on chapter 7.
3. Infrastructure: Seven of the participants, infrastructure formed a barrier.
4. Cost: Cost formed a barrier to two of the participants, “C” and “E” who scored
high.
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Figure (6.6) Chart diagrams of Barriers’ sub-themes for all participants
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Figure (6.7) Chart diagram of Options’ sub-themes-Choice of ISP for all participants
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Figure (6.7) shows the sub-themes of options and their association sub-themes of choice
of ISP. Results show that five of the participants have the option of choosing an ISP other
than their present one. Only subject “B” has DiGi Wifi wireless broadband, Xtra has four
participants or fifty percent of the participants are Xtra customers, no one subscribed to
Farmside although they have coverage over rural areas. Two participants or were
subscribers of Iconz one on dialup and the other on wireless broadband. Two participants
were with Ihug dialup.
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Figure (6.8) Chart diagrams of Options’ sub-themes-Connection for all participants
Figure (6.8) shows diagrams of option sub-theme and associated sub-themes of
connection type. The results show that four have the option to choose broadband
connection, but for others cost was a factor. Two of the participants only of the
participants were using wireless broadband, although this was the only way to get quick
broadband. Six of the participants had access to dialup but five compelled to access the
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Internet using dialup. Local schools use SchoolZone broadband from Telecom, and no
one has any idea of what project PROBE is.
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Figure (6.9) Chart diagrams of Uses’ sub-themes for all participants
Figure (6.9) shows qualitative results presented in par chart diagrams of sub-themes of
uses. There were an overwhelming use of communication and business over the Internet,
and in educational institutions and schools for educational use, there were no online or elearning among this sample.
Figure (6.10) shows sub-themes of issues for both broadband and dialup Internet
connection. Results show that wireless broadband users affected by bad weather. Where
dialup users complained about low speed, and frequent disconnection as well as delay to
connect to the Internet, subject “H” suffered noise on his phone lines due to electric
fencing around farms.
Figure (6.11) shows the results of sub-themes of actions by residents; only three of the
participants were willing to pressure their ISPs when they have a problem with their
landlines or accessing the Internet.
None of the participants mentioned relocating to urban because of ICT provision, but
some of them mentioned that ICT provision could be a factor for young people to
relocate to urban areas.
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Figure (6.10) Chart diagrams of Issues’ sub-themes for all participants
Four of the participants were willing to change their present ISP.
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Figure (6.11) Chart diagrams of actions’ sub-themes for all participants
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Figure (6.12) shows the results of sub-themes of satisfaction. Almost most of the
participants were pessimistic in regards to improvements in ICT provision in the future.
Six of the participants were not satisfied about the New Zealand ranking among OECD
countries in broadband uptake. Six of the participants were satisfied with present ISP
although they were willing to choose another. Almost no one again was satisfied with the
present Telecommunication Policy Obligation; some participants did not think that was
relative.
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Figure (6.12) Chart diagrams of satisfaction’s sub-themes for all participants
The responses were pursuant on the participants’ educational background, age, and
awareness or knowledge of the impacts of ICT provision in their area and what is
available for them. The analysis based on the interviewees’ responses to the questions
with correspondence to the themes.
Table (6.1) shows the ratings of themes and sub-themes for all eight participants:
Impacts on daily activities: Subjects “A”, “B”, “D”, “E”, “F”, “G”, and “H” scored high,
whereas subject “C” scored medium.
Barriers: Subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, and “H” scored medium, whereas subjects “D”, “E”,
“F”, and “G” scored high.
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Cost: Subjects “D”, and “E” scored low, whereas subject “H” scored medium. Subjects
“A”, “B”, “C”, “F”, and “G” scored high.
Options: Subjects “A”, “B”, and “E” scored low, whereas subjects “C”, “D”, “F”, “G”,
and “H” scored high.
Uses: Subjects “C”, and “D” scored low, whereas subjects “A”, “B”, “E”, “F”, “G”, and
“H” scored high.
Issues: Only subject “A” scored low, whereas the rest of participants scored high.
Actions: Subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E” scored low, whereas subjects “F”, “G”,
and “H” scored high.
Satisfaction: Subjects “C”, “E”, and “F” scored low, whereas subjects “D” and “H”
scored medium. Subjects “A”, “B”, and “G” scored high.
Sub-themes of barriers
Locations: Subject “A” scored low, whereas subjects “B”, “C”, and “D” scored medium.
Subjects “E”, “F”, “G”, and “H” scored high.
Knowledge: Subjects “A”, “D”, “E”, “F”, “G”, and “H” scored low, whereas subject “C”
scored medium and subject “B” scored high.
Cost: Subjects “A”, “B”, “F”, “G”, and “H” scored low, whereas subject “D” scored
medium and subjects “C”, and “E” scored high.
Infrastructure: Subjects “B” scored low, whereas subjects “A”, and “H” scored medium
and subjects “C”, “E”, “F”, “D”, and “G” scored high.
Sub-themes of options
Choice of ISP: Subject “E” scored low, whereas subjects “F”, and “G” scored medium
and subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “H” scored high.
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Iconz: Only subjects “F” and “H” were subscribers.
Xtra: Subject “A”, “E”, “G”, and “H” were subscribers.
Farmside: No subscribers among the participants.
DiGi Wifi: Subject “B” was the only subscriber.
Ihug: Subjects “C” and “D” the only subscribers.
Connection: Subject “E” scored low, whereas subjects “D”, “F”, and “G” scored medium
and subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, and “H” scored high.
PROBE: No subscribers.
SchoolZone: Only subject “A” and all local schools in the area of this study.
Wireless broadband: Only subjects “B” and “H” had wireless broadband.
Dialup: Subjects “B” and “H” scored low, whereas subject “F” scored medium because
he was trying to minimize access to the Internet. Subjects “A”, “C”, “D”, “E”, and “G”
scored high, subject “A” had dialup but did not use it to access the Internet.
Sub-themes of uses
Business: Only subject “C” scored low, whereas the rest scored high.
Education: Subjects “B”, “C”, “D”, “E” and “G” scored low, whereas subjects “A”, “F”,
and “H” scored high.
Communication: All subjects scored high.
Sub-themes of issues-Broadband
Broadband: Among broadband users, subjects “A”, and “B” scored low on broadband
issues, whereas subject “H” had many issues with broadband.
Weather: Only subjects “B’s” and “H’s” broadband were affected.
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Speed: Subjects “B” and “H” scored low, whereas subject “A” scored high.
Sub-themes of issues-Dialup
Dialup: Subjects “A”, “B”, and “H” scored low, whereas subjects “C”, “D”, “E”, “F”,
and “G” scored high.
Noise: Subjects “A”, “B”, “D”, “E”, “F”, and “H” scored low, whereas subject “C”
scored medium and subject “G” scored high.
Disconnection: Subjects “A”, “B”, “G”, and “H” scored low, whereas subjects “C” and
“F” scored medium and subjects “D” and “E” scored high.
Speed: Subjects “A”, “B”, “D”, “F”, “G”, and “H” scored low, whereas subjects “C” and
“E” scored high.
Sub-themes of actions
Pressuring ISP: Subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E” scored low, whereas “F”, “G”, and
“H” scored high.
Relocating to urban: All subjects scored low.
Willing to choose another ISP: Subjects “A”, “B”, “E”, and “G” scored low, whereas
subjects “C”, “D”, “F”, and “H” scored high.
Sub-themes of satisfaction
NZ ranking among OECD countries: All subjects scored low.
Present ISP: Subjects “A” and “B” scored high, whereas subject “H” scored medium and
subjects “C”, “D”, “E”, “F”, and “G” scored low.
Optimistic for future improvements: Subjects “A”, “B”, “D”, “F”, and “H” scored high,
whereas “C” and “G” scored medium, and “E” scored low.
TSO: Subject “G” scored medium and the rest scored low.
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Table (6.1) Ratings data table of themes and sub-themes for all participants
A
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D
E
F
G
H
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Impacts on daily
activities
Barriers
Cost
Options
Uses
Issues
Actions
Satisfaction

3
4
2
5
2
2
5
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Cost
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2
1
1
3

Choice of ISP
Iconz
Xtra
Farmside
DiGi Wifi
Ihug
Connection
PROBE
SchoolZone
Wireless Broadband
Dialup

4
1
5
1
1
1
5
1
5
1
5

Business
Education
Communication

5
5
5

Broadband
Weather
Speed
Dialup
Noise
Disconnection
Speed

2
1
4
2
1
1
1

Pressuring ISP
Relocating to urban
Willing to choose
another ISP

1
2
1

NZ ranking among
OECD countries
Present ISP
Optimistic for future
improvements
Telecommunications
Service Obligations

4

4

3

4

4

5

4

4

4
4
4
5
4
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4
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4
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3
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4
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3
3
3
5
4
3
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3
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6.2 Other Findings in Perspective
6.2.1

Geographical locations:

Figure (6.13) displays geographic locations of participants, and a brief description of each
participant’s situation to demonstrate, that in spite of their various locations, the issues
concerning ICT provision in their areas are similar. This scenario depicts the state
Subject “A”
1
Teacher at Hauraki Plains College
The closest college to Miranda, it uses
Telecom School Zone as fast Internet

8
Subject “H”
EcoQuest has wireless broadband
for two years from ICON.
$2000.000 initial setup and
$150.00/month for 10 Gb, “H” is
not satisfied with ICONZ.
Weather affects the quality of
wireless and its stability

Subject “F”
6
On dialup, he feels that he is missing
on lots of marketing opportunities and
on developing his marine advisory
service, as well as flourishing his sea
bird coast website.

Subject “B”
2
Family Park Campers is next to
tourist attraction site on Miranda
Road.
Family Park offered Wifi
broadband in exchange for
selling Wifi Internet cards to
lodgers.

This circled area is zoomed in the
maps below
C

Subject “G”
7
Although Subject “G” lives a few
100 meters away from
Mangatangi Primary School there
is no broadband provision on his
road, he is always on Telecom’s
back when something goes wrong
Note: south of Findlay road
intersects with Mangatangi road
below.

3&4

Subjects “C & D”
Work at Miranda Tourist attraction
site, they feel they are missing on
marketing opportunities and cannot
respond to lots of email because of
the lack of affordable broadband.
EFTPOS disrupted dialup access.

.

C

Kaiaua Primary School
has
Telecom School Zone as
fast Internet for free

Subject “E”
5
Although she lives close to
Kaiaua Primary School
She is on dialup and
No broadband provision is
available

Mangatangi Primary School has
Telecom School Zone as fast Internet
Note: Mangatangi road intersects with
Findlay road

Figure (6.13) a comprehensive participants’ location maps
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of ICT provision in a large sector of rural areas around New Zealand that referred to as
“Highly Remote” and “Low Urban Influence” rural areas. These areas characterized with
low population rate and large landscape, compared with urban areas that have high
population rate and smaller land. Table (6.2) shows classification of the population and
the area for New Zealand. It is similar to Table (2.1).
Table (6.2) Classification of Areas with their population and area
Classification of Areas

Population

Land

Main Urban Areas

2,554850

5078Kmsq

Satellite Urban Communities

111,036

478Kmsq

Independent Urban Communities

437,688

1646 Kmsq

Rural Areas with high Urban influence

95,799

7449 Kmsq

Rural Areas with moderate Urban

135,306

20,896 Kmsq

Rural Areas with low Urban influence

224,391

87,536 Kmsq

Highly remote Rural Areas

76449

139,468 Kmsq

influence

(StatNZ, 2002)
According to the StatNZ (2002) the data summarized in Table (6.2) showed that rural
areas with population of fifteen and half percent of the total New Zealand population with
an area of ninety seven and a half of total New Zealand area. Where as urban areas with a
population of eighty four and half percent of total New Zealand population and an area of
two and half percent of total New Zealand area (StatNZ, 2002). This data showed clearly
that it is very hard to any Telco investors to get a Return On their Investment (ROI) based
on population density in rural areas.
Davis (2005) stated, “Conclusions are your own ideas that you deduce from your
findings” (Davis, 2005, p. 21).
1. The circled area of Figure (6.13) for example consists of much fewer
residential occupants compared to urban areas, which can be a factor to any
ISP in regards to ROI. Most participants in this project blame the lack of
telecommunications infrastructure on no ROI or no financial incentives in the
area due to low population.
2. Residents in rural areas have lost confidence in their main ISP and landline
provider (Telecom).
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3. The cost for flat rate dialup in rural areas was four times more than the cost in
urban areas on dialup. Kiwi online for example offers dialup access for
$9.95/month flat rate.
4. Wireless broadband is available in rural areas but very costly for residential
use. Farmside and Iconz offers wireless broadband for a minimum of
$150.00/month, but can go up dependent on data cap.
5. ICT provision in these areas was only acceptable by those classified as low
Internet access users, for example like subjects “C” and “D”, although all
participants other than “E” shown some satisfaction with their present ISP.
6.2.2

Knowledge, education, ICT provision incentive

It is clear that there is a divide in the telecommunication infrastructure between urban and
rural, but what is more dangerous is the divide in ICT content, which means the lack of
knowledge on how to make use of ICT provision. This requires computer literacy, which
means providing free computer courses similar to the ones offered by Manukau Institute
of Technology (MIT) around Auckland.
1. Only the people who are benefiting from fast Internet access are willing to pay
more for broadband, three out of eight in this study.
2. The majority of participants in this study have low knowledge about ICT
provision and the ISPs available like Farmside, who offers wireless broadband
and discounts for inviting new subscribers.
3. The negligence in social development and in telecommunications
infrastructure in rural areas is a factor for young people to migrate from rural
to urban, which can cause a brain drain in rural areas, as subject “E” indicated.
4. It is very difficult for businesses to use EFTPOS and access the Internet using
dialup at the same time on one landline.
5. The residents and local schools in those areas studied were not familiar with
project PROBE, therefore the literature was deceptive, because the success of
project PROBE exaggerated by the literature.
6. A closed loop situation existed in rural areas for Telcos, ISP, and business
who try to reach residents in these areas like the government, or advertising
ISPs, when they advertise and publish on the Internet, in order to reach this
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sector, while the people do not have adequate access to the Internet.
Therefore, the link between government and residents did not exist and people
not targeted correctly.
6.2.3

Economic, Business, and Community incentives
1. The areas that ignored by Telecom are now having the opportunity to access
broadband by other means than Network exchange.
2. NZ ISPs as one of the stakeholders are responsible for the lack of advertising
for their services in rural areas, regardless of their claims it appears that there
are a lot of New Zealanders who are unaware of the ICT provision that are
available for them (Farmside as an example).
3. The community in Miranda and the areas around it have not been successful
in implementing successful Network Community projects, compared with
Raglan, an example from the literature review, in section 2.2.3 economic
issues page 32. When the community informatics mentioned to participants,
they did not show any interest. Subject “F” for example replied by “The
people in this area are computer illiterate when I communicate with them I do
not get any response; they do not check their email” when Raglan was
mentioned to him. The Raglan example was successful because of a
determined woman by the name of Kate Bailey, who had a vision and took
responsibility for implementing it.
4. Although broadband provision in urban towns and cities of New Zealand are
available in all forms and rates, it was clearly the opposite in rural ones.
5. Once you enter rural provinces and try to access the facilities and amenities
that you used to such as public libraries or petrol stations it feels as if you are
in another country, the question is why should such a digital divide exist?
6. The high cost of broadband access is behind its slow uptake. Even dialup in
rural areas costs four times urban areas, cost comes from the high cost of
building network exchanges in low density population as mentioned in section
2.2.1 technological issues in the literature.
7. Participants in this study are discouraged from using dialup, because of the
difficulties that exist, and then they lost interest. Among the study’s
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participants, five subjects were on dialup. Subject “C” used the Internet only
when she had to and at certain times, subject “D” goes to friends who have
broadband, and it was the same for subject “G”. Subject “F” hoped to spend
less time on broadband; and subject “E” was the most desperate of them all.
Therefore, rural areas are witnessing a fall back in Internet access for dialup
users.
8. Bearing in mind the cultures that exist in rural areas such as honouring oral
interactions as mentioned in the literature under social issues in 2.2.4 page 43,
therefore if ICT provision were not very adequate, people would not take the
Internet very seriously. Similarly, subject “E” said that she gave up on
downloading large PDF official and government documents from the Internet,
to help her with the volunteer work within her community, because it was
taking too long to download. When she called for the department to send her
the documents, they told her that they were available online, creating another
closed loop situation. In this case, all the efforts of government’s IT strategies
are undermined and a communication link between the government and its
citizens in rural areas is broken.
9. Overall, the results showed so far that participants who were satisfied with
ICT provision were broadband users, who were able to pay for the cost of
wireless broadband. However dialup users were unsatisfied with ICT
provision in there area, but cost was affordable. So in order to speed
broadband uptake cost needs to come down.
Highlights of chapter 6 Findings and the next chapter 7 Discussion

There were two level two sections and three level three sections discussing the study
findings.

Chapter 7 is the discussion chapter discussing and relating issues raised in both the
literature and the study findings.
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7 Discussion
7.1 A Reflection on the literature review by means of the study findings
This section relates the research findings back to the literature review and compares the two
to come up with an evaluation, and find out whether the two were brought together in
alliance or in discrepancy in the findings to present a clear view of ICT provision in rural
New Zealand.
7.1.1

Community Informatics (CI) research and similarities with the study

From the literature Simpson (2005), O’Neil (2001), Sawyer (2005), and Fielden (2005)
agreed in section 2.1 that CI research helped:
•

Empowered individuals

•

Restores a sense of community and comes up with new economic development
opportunities (O’Neil, 2001).

•

ICT enabled communication

•

ICT shaped thought and action (Fielden, 2007).

This research study offered Miranda, Kaiaua, and Mangatangi areas a practical example of
community informatics research, when the researcher based his interactions with this
community on the theory. This then enabled communication between Farmside and subjects
“F” and “H”. The researcher provided these two participants with information about
Farmside. (Subjects “F” and “H”: both stated that they were interested in Farmside but
neither participant knew how to obtain the online information). ICT in this case shaped
thoughts and action to empower individuals and restored sense of community as well as
economic opportunities. This required the researcher to establish a communication link with
Farmside as an ISP in rural areas, which the researcher knew about. Actions of these types
have been documented in the literature.
7.1.2

Challenges that existed in rural areas that the study themes identified
and the answer to the research question

This study is aligned with Caspary and O’connor’s (2003) study such as remoteness, which
resulted in high cost and availability of ICT provision. Secondly, low population density,
which affected ROI, telecommunications infrastructure, and cost of ICT provision that
influenced participants’ options to choose an ISP and the type of connection to access the
Internet. Finally, Lack of human capital, which formed lack of knowledge, is one of the
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biggest obstacles interpreted from the data analysis section as one of the sub-themes of
barriers. This could be due to insufficiency in technicians and specialists who can pinpoint
problems and help with the solution.
Low earnings capacity of rural areas is another obstacle. The tabulated demographic tables
that are available in section 4.2.2 for participants, compared with the table provided in
section 2.2.3.2 based on census from New Zealand Statistics 2004 for rural remote areas,
showed that annual personal earned categories were less than $15,000 more than forty two
percent. For incomes between $15,000-$40,000 were more than forty percent; and greater
than $40,000 were seventeen percent, the study participants classified into these categories
were subject “E”; subjects “A”, “B”, “C”, “D”; and subjects “F”, “G”, and “D” respectively.
The study findings were low in the first category (less than $15,000), because there was a
restriction on this research to include participants of Maori lineage, more in research
limitation. The percentage of the study findings in section 6.1 were a little higher in both the
second and third categories, the reasons could be due to outdated census or inflation or both.
An example of community cooperation and a CI research in practice was the example of
Raglan near Hamilton, which empowered individuals and enabled communications such as
promoting Raglan as a tourist attraction area and developing new economic development
opportunities (Butt, 2002).
Answers to the Research Question:
This study has answered the following research questions in section 3.1:
1. What are the impacts of ICT provision in rural New Zealand?
Education benefited the most from ICT provision, particularly from broadband
provision. This is backed up by results from the study findings and from the literature.
Subject “A” for example said that students benefited from video conferencing and elearning, and in the literature section 2.2.4 there were examples of broadband benefits
and how Maungaraki School at Lower Hutt for example funded their high speed
broadband through donations, pub charity, local grants and school fundraising.
However, businesses that had broadband were doing far better than the ones who do not
have broadband access. For businesses, using dialup and having EFTPOS machine on
one landline created a conflict of use for both EFTPOS and access the Internet.
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A communication link between government agencies and people living in rural areas has
been established. As reported in the literature many farmers downloaded forms from
government websites or paid their fines online.
The communication between various identities within the community has been
enhanced. ICT was used as a marketing tool to promote horticulture and tourism in
highly remote rural areas. Access to the Internet enabled farmers to retrieve useful
farming and weather information from www.fencepost.com. Farmers can also gain
online live and updated data about how much milk to produce. They can also access
information about water levels required for irrigation.
1.1 Social; what are the incentives behind creating knowledge-based society?
This study has shown that ICT can empower people living in rural community. ICT can also
enhance rural economy. Newman (2006) stated that a huge opportunity exists for farming
and the IT sector to come up with a model based on connected farms that would lead the
world (Newman, 2006).
1.2 Economic; (e-commerce) how would it affect e-business?
Ecommerce puts farmers in control and reduces the cost of intermediary. Alternatively, it
could affect local businesses badly, because e-commerce could open global markets to
farmers. This could enhance competition for rural businesses. The literatures identified
many opportunities arisen from using broadband in rural areas such as; automated recording
of valuable data, live online data sharing, and providing specialised support and servicing
that would cost a lot of time and money to accomplish (Adams, 2003).
1.3 How effective were the strategies of e-governments in rural NZ in the CI theory context?
For broadband users, E-government would help in daily affairs, but for dialup users it would
be very difficult. The findings in sections 5.4 and 6.1 and Figure (6.12) showed that
participants were less concerned with NZ ranking among OECD countries and more
concerned with practical and effective actions to make broadband available at affordable
cost. The Telecommunication Service Obligation (TSO) and Local Loop Unbundling (LLU)
were a concern to participants who were educated or have IT interests like subjects “F”,
“G”, and “H”. ITPG (2000) revealed that only Wellington is the only area in New Zealand
that (LLU) is applicable.
1.4 How can the interaction between citizens and e-government improve?
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Interaction can to here including information that is convenient for users of such social
backgrounds.

The literature emphasized that New Zealand’s population base is urban. In the literature, the
challenge for electronic process to replace traditional way of doing business is noted. For
example subject “E” preferred to use face-to-face or oral communication instead of email to
communicate with her clients. Education and lack of relevant content were a concern
expressed both the in literature and with the study participants.
1.5 What is the relationship between improving telecommunications infrastructure and
citizen-government interaction?
Improvements in the telecommunications infrastructure, would help bring broadband access
costs down, which in turn emboldens users to be online more and interact with government
on a daily basis to carry on with daily affairs, helping highly remote rural area residents to
cut down on petrol money and traveling time.
Many researchers and politicians predicted that due to the launch of iPSTAR in 2005 those
rural areas would benefit from improved ICT infrastructure. The study findings in sections
5.4 and 6.1 showed that most of the participants were not aware of this option and the study
found that even if they knew about it, it was very expensive for most of them.
1.6 How does broadband play a role in bridging the “digital divide”?
For schools it would make e-learning and video conferencing possible for rural students. For
businesses, it would give an advantage to join a global market to sell their products and to
advertise for tourism.
Herman (2006) stated that: broadband offers education to farm workers and farmers
themselves, such as: video training courses about farm safety and farm productivity; and job
training resources are available on the Internet; and video surveillance monitoring are made
possible to help rural communities that have no access to specialist skills to engage with
medical and veterinary professionals.
1.7 What does the future hold for these unprivileged potential e-citizens?
The government strategy has encountered both the needs and the advantages of including
rural areas residents in its strategy, but it is behind schedule.
1.8 What has been achieved from offering broadband to schools in these areas?
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Broadband has provided students with e-learning opportunities, and video conferencing.
1.9 How do rural area’s residents feel towards paying more for broadband?
In rural areas it is not a big issue for the minority who can afford it, but for the majority it
considered a luxury.
1.10

How the Kiwi Share Obligation (KSO) was modified to accommodate 21st century’s

needs. Similar to Universal Service Obligation (USO), which is used in some of the top
countries within the OECD organization?
The government has been working hard to modify KSO, which did not offer a lot to New
Zealanders, but due to submissions in 2001, it is known now as Telecommunications
Service Obligation, which guarantees free local calls. In this year 2007, another submission
submitted to split Telecom and open its network to other Telco rivalry there was
recommendations to reduce broadband cost in rural areas to speed its uptake.
1.11

Who will be liable for the upgrade cost (public/consumer, government, or service

providers)?
At present residents are charged for technology advancement and it is slowing down
broadband uptake in New Zealand.
Objectives:
1. evaluation of telecommunications’ infrastructure in rural NZ;
2. verify the reasons behind the distinction/classification between urban and rural areas
based on needs and ROI in regards to telecommunications’ infrastructure;
3. reasons behind the decline in e-government &e-commerce access in rural NZ;
4. a review of the Kiwi Share Obligations (KSO) between Telecom and New Zealanders;
and
5. Introduce an agreement similar to the USO.
The following discussion of selected topics satisfies the research objective.
Digital Divide:
The divide was not only evident in telecommunications infrastructure only, but also it can be
seen with political, economic, and social with factors. Butt (2002) defined digital divide as
having wealth and opportunity in what he called an online era, the literature started with the
telecommunications infrastructures issues. The common characteristics of participants were
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low income, low education, lack of knowledge, and lack of IT expertise as far as software
application and content except for very few compared with urban.
Telecommunications Infrastructure:
All participants except subject “A” lived in what is known as highly remote areas and the
map in appendix “C” shows the areas under study classified as highly remote.
All participants suffered from issues caused by telecommunications infrastructure as
described by Atkins (2000) in the literature, he stated that more than fifty-seven percent of
the residents in rural areas had problems. Atkins conducted his survey in 2000, the study
findings showed that his results still apply, which means that little progress has been done in
telecommunications infrastructure within the study areas from 2000 to 2007. Section 2.2.1
supplied various tabulated data and information from the literature describing the lack of
telecommunications infrastructure.
There is a reciprocal relationship in regards to cost between broadband DSL network
exchanges and wireless satellite broadband. The fact that it is very costly for ISPs to build
network exchanges that will bring the cost down for users, it is very costly for rural users to
subscribe to wireless broadband.
An interesting point was raised by subject “G” with regards to other options available to
access the Internet, which was to use 3G mobile access, because of cost. This became
available in June 2007 by claims from Telecom, but the researcher did not go back to verify
that.
Themes that related to Telecommunications Infrastructure impacts on daily activities were;
barriers, with locations and infrastructure as sub-themes; options, with sub-themes as choice
of ISP and connection; and issues, and the sub-themes of broadband and dialup.
Political:
Some New Zealand scholars and politicians in the literature in section 2.2.2 were not
satisfied with the New Zealand ranking among OECD countries in broadband uptake, after
being one of the top four countries at the start of the new millennium. Williamson (2006b)
stated that the ranking concerned the government and industry commentators and he advised
the government to focus on the digital strategy to improve the position.
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Anderson (2000) reported that for the telecommunication submission and under the scope
and level of service, Telecom was responsible for provision of network to all users in all
geographic areas. Unlike the Kiwi Share in the 1990 does not ensures universal coverage or
minimum service to all New Zealanders. Anderson also reported under the charges on users,
restricted Telecom from forcing extra charges for customers in rural areas. It is very clear
that the government was trying to modify or amend the agreement with Telecom, who was
described as a single company that practiced significant market power, through new
submissions. Subject “F” was very upset with Telecom service, because they made it clear
to him that they were not interested in providing telecommunication services as much as
generating profit to the shareholders.
Most participants agree with Howell (2002) suggestion from the literature in section 2.2.2
that LLU had small effect on broadband uptake and she suggested more significant
measures such as competition between technology platforms, pricing policies to the end
user, inter-network competition, and the values for end users of the information content
transferred (Howell, 2002). Themes related to political issues were satisfaction and its subthemes such as NZ ranking among OECD countries, and TSO.
Economic:
Newman (2003) mentioned that when the telecommunications era approached, hopes were
high that urban and rural development would thrive and migration to major cities would be
minimized (section 2.2.3). On the contrary, the competition concentrated on the wealthy and
the Central Business District (CBD) with subsequent therefore withdrawal of banks,
government departments, post offices, and businesses from provinces. Subject “E” was very
upset with lost facilities in her community. Residents did not have a public library nor were
they allowed to use local schools ICT rooms after school or to run free ICT courses.
Table (2.7) showed line distribution for Telecom based on a 1996 study that showed seven
percent in rural and eight percent in CBD.
Table (2.8) showed more than forty-two percent, forming the highest percentage of who
their annual personal income was less than $15,000 and was among residents of both highly
rural/remote areas and Independent urban communities.
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Anderson (2000) stated in the literature that it is very costly for Telecom to upgrade its
network. He estimated around $230 million to provide ninety-five percent of the customers
with 14.4 kbps and it costs $550 million to provide customers with 33 kbps (Anderson,
2000). Research participants mad it clear that Telecom was not willing to make that kind of
investment in their area because it would not have a good return on their investment ROI.
The study findings of sections 5.4 and 6.1 showed that all participants were not very
optimistic for future improvements. Themes related to economic issues were the cost theme,
the sub-theme willing to choose another ISP of the theme actions by residents, and the cost
sub-theme of the barriers theme.
Social:
“The rural sector produces more than 60% of export earnings, and about 50% of
employment in manufacturing is downstream of the rural sector” (Stoke et al., 2001).
The following statistics are according to McNeill & Canny (2001) from section 2.2.4:
•

Eighty percent of the respondents had at least one computer and 91 percent of them
were Internet connected

•

Eighty seven percent used the Internet for farm business and management at least
monthly and 22 percent used it on a daily basis

•

Eighty eight percent used the Internet for browsing at least monthly

•

Seventy eight percent used the Internet for online research

•

Fifty eight percent used the Internet for downloading material/software

•

Fifty six percent experienced slow download speeds

•

Thirty six percent experienced connection failures

•

Thirty five percent experienced disconnection or time out during an Internet session

•

Fifteen percent experienced unreliable email attachments

•

Seventy three percent are not satisfied with the current speed of their Internet, only
the remaining 27 percent are satisfied with the Internet speed

•

The survey showed that the most important information resources for framers online
are: accurate and up to date weather information, current market prices, expert
farming/horticulture advice, and industry news

•

The survey showed that: current Internet high users and younger farmers are most
likely to pay more for high speed Internet connection (McNeill & Canny, 2001).
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The study findings in sections 5.4 and 6.1 showed agreement with the literature findings.
Table (2.12) showed a comparison between Australian and New Zealander users on dialup
compared with the study findings in rural areas charged in 2007 what the cost used to be in
1999 for dialup, it also showed that it was cheaper to access the Internet in New Zealand
than in Australia. Subject “D” asked a direct question “Does broadband cost more in New
Zealand?” In spite of lower costs to get access of broadband in New Zealand than in
Australia, but still the participants of this study were reluctant to get broadband through
wireless iPSTAR satellite due to cost.
Many schools had thought of other non-government sources for funding to ensure
broadband connections. Therefore local schools in the areas of study used SchoolZone
offered by Telecom. None of the participants has heard about project PROBE, because they
do not have the proper channels to enable them to know about it. Like broadband or
adequate Internet access, to browse the World Wide Web, beside the government did not
come up with new means of reaching people in these areas. But by the end of each of the
interviews conducted each participant had a good idea about the project, in fact subject “H”,
who is a board member of one of the local primary schools expressed his frustration when
he tried to pursue this matter, but he did not obtain any help from Ministry of Education or
MED. So once again CI research accomplished its objectives, people in these areas of study
are in a true need of help as participants were only a sample randomly selected from these
areas. The participants were very cooperative with the researcher, they trusted him, and they
hoped for change through this study.
It was disappointing to discover the weak influence of government and its agencies in the
areas of study that were in contrast with what was mentioned in sections 2.3 and 2.4. Social
issues related to the theme uses and its sub-themes of business, education, and
communication and the sub-theme of relocating to urban for actions by residents.
In spite of all the problems, that existed and presented about telecommunications
infrastructure and the very slow uptake or spread of broadband in rural areas under this
study, ICT provision in these areas has positively influenced the residents and inspired them.
This is verified by both the study findings and the literature review.
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Marshall and Taylor (2005) stated that allowing the people of the community to engage in
the process of ICT provision and not depend only on technology is very important. The
researchers lived in the community to know it, and the community knew about ICT
provision from them. They reported that a researcher need to identify several issues that
needs addressing. Similarly in this study the high cost of ADSL connection to Miranda area
in regards to infrastructure was recognised as one of the barriers, as was knowledge about
ICT with the research participants in Miranda. Based on projects conducted in Malaysia, it
was concluded that “A prerequisite for success and sustainability is the use of collaborative
approach in which the community participates fully in all stages and parts of the project”
(Marshall & Taylor, 2005).

7.1.3

Research Limitations

1. One of the research limitations was not to be able to interview somebody from the
Ministry of Economic Development (MED), as the third stakeholder of this study.
2. It was very difficult to locate all eight participants from Miranda, only four participants
volunteered from Miranda. Three of the rest of the study participants were from Kaiaua
and one from an area very close to Miranda called Mangatangi.
3. Due to the ethics agreement with Unitec Research Ethics Committee UREC, no
participants from a Maori descent participated participate in the study.
4. The impacts on daily activity theme should have had two sub-themes added to it,
negative impact and positive impact. Looking at the diagram shows that all subjects
have high ratings, therefore to determine whether each subject was affected positively or
negatively. Each subject’s result was looked at or analysed separately. The final
evaluation for impacts on daily activities was deduced from and based on the
participants’ interview answers to the interview questions as follows:
•

Positive Impact: Subject “A” works at Hauraki Plains College in Nagtea replied that
there are nil problems and he gave broadband speed using SchoolZone a nine on a
scale from 1-10. He said that broadband made all activities listed in question two
(Appendix “E” 10.5.1) possible, such as email, internet banking, ecommerce, video
conferencing, and many other services that broadband offers. Subject “B” lives and
works in Miranda, she was very satisfied with wireless broadband speed from DiGi
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Wifi, and she said that ninety nine percent of the time it is ok. Subject “C” gave her
ICT provision a seven on 1-10 scale, where one is least satisfied with ICT, and she
did not think that it affects her activities a lot. Subject “G” rated his ICT an eight, but
he felt it was slow.
•

Negative Impact: Subject “D” did not reply on the rating, but he thought that it
slowed him down and he had to access the Internet at certain times, because he was
on dialup, he could not use EFTPOS if he accessed the Internet. Subject “E” was the
most affected of all subjects; the $15.00/month rate restricted her. Subject “F”
complained that accessing the Internet consumed a lot of time. Although subject “H”
thought that the provision was very bad he gave it a rating of five.

5. User classification should be included in the themes to determine the level of use, to
indicate how long he/she used the Internet and relate it to other factors.
7.1.4 Further Research
The scope of this study was ICT provision in rural New Zealand, and concentrating on
Miranda as a case of study. This research can further investigate other areas classified as
highly remote rural or low urban influence areas in another region using appendix “A” or
“B”, then compare the findings of this study with another new study as Yin (2003)
suggested.
This study also can expand to compare this study findings’ with other studies about ICT
provision in rural areas in Australia, UK, US, or any other country in the OECD, within the
context of WSIS and follow up on its action plan and the effectiveness of Telecenters in
rural areas.
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8. Recommendations and Conclusion
8.1. Recommendations
1. The government should think of ways to reach out to residents in rural and
remote areas. The government claims that all the information regarding ICT
provision in rural areas is available online. It is a paradox that the government
expects residents in rural areas to find information regarding ICT provision in
their area on the Internet, even when they do not have adequate access or suffer
infrastructure incompetence. This appears to create a closed loop or vicious
circle situation.
2. It is the government’s responsibility to communicate with social and educational
backgrounds diversities, by giving users a choice to the level that is appropriate
for them when they are filling out official applications.
3. The government such as the Ministry of Economic and Development (MED)
needs to form ICT teams to make field visits to designated rural areas to talk to
residents; listen to their problems; recommend best solutions; and help them
identify options and alternatives that are available for them.
4. Offer rural remote areas free level-2 and level-3 computer courses from
Manukau Institutes of Technology in urban areas.
5. Miranda and its surroundings do not have a library. Building a library could be a
starting point to act as a broadband hub such as using the satellite wireless
broadband option, to enable residents to access broadband.
6. In the mean time, making local schools available after school and during
holidays to educate the community by offering computer courses and supervised
public Internet to the public, in order to overcome the lack of content obstacle.
7. Telecenters, Chikowore-Kabwato and Ajiferuke (2004) stated that based on an
evaluation of study conducted on Telecenters in Zimbabwe, local needs
evaluation in rural areas is essential in order for Telecenters to be effective
(Chikowore-Kabwato & Ajiferuke, 2004).
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8.2 Conclusion
This research showed the value of qualitative research in community informatics because it
brings out the richness of the data it represents. Figure (6.13) showed all participants’
geographic locations and a brief abstract of each of the participants.
There were issues identified with each of the four main cultural categories associated with
an information social science research, as it was developed in chapter two, the literature
review chapter. The four main categories were technological, political, economic, and
social issues. The literature review provided a broad extensive discussion of these issues
and suggested solutions.
The framework and the design for this research provided in chapter three, this chapter
presented a methodology on how this research conducted, the three phases that this study
went through, the objectives of the research, and the research questions. These are phase
one of the research.

The second phase was data gathering, which is presented in chapter four, a brief
demographic tabulated data presented to introduce each of the participants referred to as
subjects given letters from A-H. The data showed their age, job, salary, and gender, where
appendix “E” provided the interview questions to all participants and their responses.
The third phase was data analysis in chapter five, where all the themes have been generated
were based on issues brought up during the interview questions and the literature review.
The main themes established were impacts on daily activities, barriers, cost, options, uses,
issues, actions by residents, and satisfaction. Then there were sub-themes to some of these
themes. Barriers have sub-themes such as location, knowledge, cost, and infrastructure.
Options have sub-themes such as, choice of ISP such as Iconz, DiGi Wifi, Xtra, and
Farmside, and connection type such as project PROBE, wireless broadband, dialup, and
SchoolZone. Uses have sub-themes such as business, education, and communication. Issues
have sub-themes such as broadband, weather for wireless and speed, and dialup such as
noise by electric fencing, disconnection and delay, and speed. Actions by residents have
sub-themes such as pressuring ISP, relocating to urban, and willing to choose another ISP.
Satisfaction have sub-themes NZ such as ranking among OECD countries, present ISP,
telecommunications service obligation, and optimistic for future improvements.
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Each participant had been analyzed individually in section 5.4 where Microsoft Excel used
to produce graphic bar charts to illustrate ratings for each of the themes and sub-themes, the
data also tabulated.
The findings summarized and presented in chapter six, with other findings perspectives in
section 6.2. The discussion chapter, recommendations, and conclusion chapter followed
chapter 6.
This study has demonstrated by practically, the effectiveness of community informatics
research theory. Firstly, a communication link has been established between Farmside and
subjects “F” and “H”, and all participants also introduced to project PROBE. Secondly,
from the literature, a community informatics solution established at another rural area in
New Zealand (Raglan), has been introduced to the participants in Miranda district. These
two examples showed that a community needs to work together to bring awareness to
residents about the beneficial impacts of ICT provision in their area.
Many people, especially politicians, thought that when IPStar satellite was launched, the socalled “digital divide” in rural areas would be history but they were wrong. There is more to
the “digital divide” than technology or telecommunication infrastructure incompetence.
Educating the community to be aware of the new opportunities that ICT provision in their
areas can offer them is also required.
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10.5Appendix “E”
Appendix “E” lists the eight participants’ interview questions and their corresponding
answers:
10.5.1 Interview questions for subject “A”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup? Broadband?
Wireless?
- Dialup & Broadband
2

Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- All

3

How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Makes all of the above possible.

4

Are you:

Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
X
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
5 For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1 minuet?
More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
- NA.
6

What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
- Nil except some school zone automatic filtering impacts some activities
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Issues
Disconnection

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issue

7

Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the same
sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever problems the
further away from the nearest town?
- Nil.
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8

For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a daily
basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade your
satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most satisfied)?
- Nil problems 9 for speed.

9

Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How much
they charge you to access the Internet?
- Telecom school zone… charge varies depending on the type of service
required which may change year to year.

10 Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can be
improved?
- Yes, No
11 re you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- Yes, Yes
12 Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the coming
5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
- Yes Video conferencing and live lessons become more possible.
13

I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- Yes, Yes

14 Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change the
telecommunications service obligation?
- No, I need to read the policy obligation statement before I comment.
15 Do you have any questions?
- No

10.5.2 Interview questions for subject “B”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- On Wireless.
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Communication/email.
3. How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- 99% of the time is good.
4. Are you:
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Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

X

5. For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
- NA
6. What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Issues
Disconnection

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issues

7. Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
- Yes.
8. For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
- Speed is ok satisfied.
9. Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- DiGi Wifi $60.00/month for wireless offered a deal for family parks campers
in return they sell cards for wireless service.
10. Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- Yes.
11. Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
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-

Yes.

12. Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
- Yes more speed and multimedia.
13. I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- No.
14. Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change
the telecommunications service obligation?
- Yes need to read more about it no idea what it contains.
15. Do you have any questions?
- No
10.5.3 Interview questions for subject “C”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- Dialup slow sometimes goes down to 14-19 kbs but normally at night is 52-56
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Email and for finding information about anything
8

How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Not much
9 Are you:
Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

X

10 For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
- 2 minutes to connect and sometimes right away
11 What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Issues
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Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)
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Disconnection

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issues

12 Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
- Yes broadband shuts down.
13 For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
- NA but planning to get it in the future. Some times it shuts down (7)
14 Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- Wave Internet they were part of ihug they merged last November.
$49.95/month flat rate, more expensive.
15 Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- Yes.
16 Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- It is available and will spread more.
17 Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
- Yes download more stuff.
18 I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- No have not heard about it.
19 Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change
the telecommunications service obligation?
- I do not worry about it. I have not looked into it.
15. Do you have any questions?
- No
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10.5.4 Interview questions for subject “D”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- Dialup
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Communication, email, and internet banking.
3. How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Slows me down, I have to do it @ certain times.
4. Are you:
Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

X

5. For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
-Sometimes it connects right away, and sometimes it takes more than 5 minutes to
connect and last year was worse.
6. What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Issues
Disconnection

After 3:00 pm, when students are back from school

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing

All week after 5:00 pm

More issues

7. Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
- Yes.
8. For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
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your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
- NA.
9. Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- Ihug.
10. Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- Yes. Faster more speed.
11. Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- Yes. Yes.
12. Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
- Yes. Use it more.
13. I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- I have not heard about it. Not benefiting.
14. Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change
the telecommunications service obligation?
- Yes. Yes
15. Do you have any questions?
- Yes, do you think the price of broadband will come down?

10.5.5 Interview questions for subject “E”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- Dialup
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Communication, official business.
3. How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Restricted by the $15.00 monthly rate.
4. Are you:
Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
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2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

X

5. For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
- Last year was terrible; sometimes I could not connect at all but this year a lot
better.
6. What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Issues
Disconnection

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issues

7. Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
- It is a lot worse up the hill further from here.
8. For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
- I have no broadband available near us.
9. Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- Telecom, 15.00/month.
10. Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- No, the government should pressure Telecom for better service.
11. Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- Yes I am optimistic, I can not afford it.
12. Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
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- Only with government intervention, I will be able to do more in less time.
13. I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- Not benefiting.
14. Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change
the telecommunications service obligation?
- I am aware of the OECD, yeas why are we still paying toll calls to call
Auckland.
15. Do you have any questions?
- Do you think your research make a difference?
10.5.6 Interview questions for subject “F”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- Dialup.
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Communication, and we search for information.
3. How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Consumes a lot of time.
4. Are you:
Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

X

5. For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
- More than two minutes.
6. What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Issues
Disconnection
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Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)
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Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issues

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

Slower @
night

7. Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
- People in this are have similar problems.
8. For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
- No broadband available.
9. Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- Icon, $180.00/annual.
10. Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- Iconz is ok, by providing broadband.
11. Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- Yes I am optimistic, and willing to pay more.
12. Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
- Yes, it will help me to do better marketing.
13. I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- No idea
14. Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change
the telecommunications service obligation?
- Definitely.
15. Do you have any questions?
- Do you think your work will be acknowledged?
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10.5.7 Interview questions for subject “G”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- Dialup
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Internet banking, email, and for business.
3. How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Makes it slower
4.

Are you:
Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

5.
-

X

For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
No problems to connect.

6.

What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Issues
Disconnection

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issues

7.

8.

Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
Our neighbours.
For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
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-

For our neighbours, we go to them when we want to download something, 8.

9.

Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- Xtra, Telecom, yes we have a choice, $25.00/month flat rate.
10. Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- If you take broadband out of it, it is ok this year, can be improved by
broadband.

11. Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in
your area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- Yes I am optimistic, yes I am willing to pay more for broadband, and I also
have the option of using cell phone 3 G.
12.
-

Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
Yes I am optimistic, it will improve the way I run my business from home
“Karaoke sound and lightning”.

13. I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- No, but Telecom offers local schools “School Zone”.
14. Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries
and globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to
change the telecommunications service obligation?
- Yes, I do not see how that would improve the situation.
15. Do you have any questions?
- No

10.5.8 Interview questions for subject “H”
1. Which type of connection do you use to access the Internet: Dialup?
Broadband? Wireless?
- Broadband wireless
2. Please specify what do you use the Internet for: Education? Communication?
Internet banking? E-commerce? E-government? Community Networks?
- Education, internet-banking, and business.
3. How does current ICT provision impact your daily activities?
- Last year was a lot better, but since Iconz switched to IPSTAR satellite we’ve
been experiencing some problems such as slow webpage browsing and unable
to establish Virtual Private Network (VPN)
4. Are you:
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Internet user classification Table
1) Low Range User: (10 Hours connection time/month)
(20 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
2) Mid Range User: (20 Hours connection time/month)
(100 Mbyte of downloads traffic)
3) High Range User: (50 Hours connection time/month
(500 Mbyte of downloads traffic)

X

5. For dialup users: how long does it take you to connect to the Internet: 1
minuet? More than 2 minutes? More than 5 minutes?
- My subordinate here at work lives in Miranda and it takes him sometimes 3
minutes to access the Internet using dialup.
6. What type of issues concern you when accessing the Internet refer to grid:
Inconvenient Internet access Table
Days
Times

Mon
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Tues
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Weds
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Thur
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Fri
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Sat
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Su
(12:00 am11:00 pm)

Issues
Disconnection

Interruptions
Noise Electric
fencing
More issues

Because it is wireless it is seasonal depending on the weather, in summer time it is more
stable.

7. Do you know anyone living near you or in a more remote area that has: the
same sort of problems that you are experiencing? Or are there more sever
problems the further away from the nearest town?
- Remote areas are more affected.
8. For broadband users: what type of problems if any, are you faced with on a
daily basis? Are you satisfied with the speed provided? How would you grade
your satisfaction on a scale from 1-10 (with 1 is least, and 10 is most
satisfied)?
- Although we have broadband access, speed still forms concerns when
browsing websites. No, not satisfied with service, I give it 5.
9. Who is your Internet Service Provider? Do you have a choice of ISP? How
much they charge you to access the Internet?
- Iconz. Yes I have a choice, but I do not trust Telecom. $150.00/month for 10
GB
10. Are you satisfied with your ISP’s service? How do you think this service can
be improved?
- No. I am looking for another ISP, but I do not want to make the same
mistakes.
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11. Are you optimistic that broadband will spread widely in the near future in your
area? Are you comfortable with paying more for faster access?
- Yes hopefully, if it is affordable yes.
12. Are you optimistic or pessimistic that ICT provision will improve in the
coming 5-10 years? In addition, how will it have an impact on you?
- I am optimistic, this can be possible only if a big IT person or politician
decides to come and live in this area. It will improve my daily activity on
accessing the Internet.
13. I have mentioned project PROBE in the information sheet supplied. Do you
think the project has achieved its objectives? Are you benefiting directly or
indirectly from this project in your area?
- I contacted the ministry of education and the MED in regards to project
PROBE, but they did not help me.
14. Does it concern you how New Zealand perceived among OECD countries and
globally concerning broadband uptake? Do you feel there is a need to change
the telecommunications service obligation?
- I feel that Telecom has been ripping New Zealand off for a long time; they are
not concerned with how NZ is perceived as with making profit.
15. Do you have any questions?
- Yes, what are you hopping to achieve from your research.
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